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STELLINGEN 

1. Bij de beoordeling van prothesen moet men bij het evalu

eren van de funkties van de prothese ook de kostenaspek

ten betrekken, zoals besturingsinspanning, hinder bij 

het dragen en ongemak door storingen. 

Lit.: Dit proefschrift. 

2. Het meten van de fysiologische effekten ten gevolge van 

de uitvoering van taken om werkbelasting te kwantifice

ren zou ondersteund moeten worden met een adekwaat taak-

beschrijvingssysteem, zodat onderzoeksresultaten beter 

geëxtrapoleerd kunnen worden naar verschillende taak

s itua ties. 

3. Het zal veelal in het belang van het onderzoek aan uni

versiteit en hogeschool zijn om vervroegde uittreding 

van het wetenschappelijk corps te stimuleren. 

4. Bij het bespreken van prothesen voor de bovenste extre

miteiten gaan Clynes en Milsum alleen uit van de moge

lijkheid van prehensie van de normale hand; zij doen 

hiermede zeker te kort aan de fw;iktiemogelijkheden van 

de prothesehand gebruikt door unilateraal geamputeerden. 

Lit. : - Clynes, M., & J.H. Milsum. Biomedical engineering 
systems. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1970. pp. 519-36. 

- Dit proefschrift. 

5. Handigheid is niet afhankelijk van het aantal handen dat 

men bezit. 

6. Een goed ontworpen hulpmiddel voor gehandicapten waarbij 

niet is voorzien in onderhoud, reparatie of vervanging 

is niet te prefereren boven een slecht ontworpen hulp

middel waarbij wel goede nazorg aanwezig is. 



7. De inspraak van de gehandicapte bij de beslissingen en 

de keuze van de voor zijn funktioneren noodzakelijk ge

achte hulpmiddelen wordt door de betalende instanties, 

en soms ook door de hulpverlener, veelal onvoldoende er

kend. 

8. De roep van gehandicapten en hulpverleners om een grotere 

verspreiding van de reeds beschikbare informatie omtrent 

Gomplexe hulpmiddelen kan, gezien de gemiddelde kwaliteit 

van de beschikbare informatie en het meestal ontbreken 

van evaluatiegegevens, beter niet beantwoord worden. 

9. De vaak amateuristische en verbrokkelde aanpak van leve

ranciers en de al dan niet partikuliere produktontwikke

laars van gehandicapten-hulpmiddelen is een grote belem

mering voor een nationaal revalidatiebeleid. 

10. De vrees dat standaardisatie en modulaire opbouw van 

hulpmiddelen leidt tot een beperkter aanbod van hulpmid

delen voor de gehandicapte, is niet gegrond omdat juist 

door vergroti ng van de relatief kleine produktie-aantal

len meer nieuwe ontwikkelingen uit het laboratorium in 

produktie genomen kunnen worden. 

11. De duplicatie in de produktontwikkeling voor de niet-ge

handicapten-markt wordt in het algemeen niet negatief en 

soms zelfs a l s stimulerend ervaren. Parallelle ontwikke

lingen van gelijksoortige hulpmiddelen voor gehandicapten 

moeten daarentegen als verspilling van enthousiasme, 

tijd, financ i ële middelen en mankracht worden beschouwd, 

en zijn derhalve in hoge mate ongewenst. 



12. Het is onjuist om technische ontwikkelingen, zoals de 

mikro-elektronica, op zichzelf als uitgangspunt te nemen 

voor innovatie-gericht onderzoek op het gebied van hulp

middelen van gehandicapten. Een beter uitgangspunt is de 

ontwikkelingen te baseren op onderzoek naar de gewenste 

funkties die door technische oplossingen verkregen kun

nen worden waarbij dan de mikro-elektronica een wezenlij

ke verruiming zal kunnen betekenen van de mogelijkheden. 

13. De stelling dat de ontwerpfilosofie van de industriële 

robotarm ook voor de ontwikkeling van arm- en handpro

thesen toegepast kan worden is niet te verdedigen gezien 

het verschil in gebruik en gebruiksomstandigheden. Als 

illustratie kan dienen het feit dat de evolutie van in 

verschillende omgeving levende diersoorten heeft geresul

teerd in zeer verschillende extremiteiten van deze dier-

soorten, zowel qua vorm als afmeting. 

Lit.: Bell, C. The hand; its mechanism and vital endow
ments as evincing design. London, William Pickering, 
1834. 

14. De zorg en inspanning bij het verdwijnen van ·arbeids

plaatsen ten gevolge van de automatisering zou beter ge

richt kunnen worden op de bestudering van die menselijke 

arbeid die ontstaat door, en gepaard gaat met deze auto

matisering. 

15. Kommunikatiesystemen waarvan teletekst en viewdata voor

boden zijn betekenen een verdere verarming van de inter

menselijke kommunikatie. 

16. Als werk zo onaantrekkelijk wordt ervaren dat de Neder

lander het niet meer wil uitvoeren, moet men het ook niet 

stimuleren dat dit werk door buitenlanders wordt ver-

richt. 



17. Indien men apen ten dienste van gehandicapten gebruikt 

zou dit op zichzelf geinterpreteerd moeten worden als 

een karikatuur van de hulpverleners en instanties zelf 

die dit zouden hebben gestimuleerd. 

stellingen, behorende bij het proefschrift van M. Soede, 

Leiden, 1980. 
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SUMMARY

Tfre hr:man hand and arn play such an important role in daily

living that almost everyone considers t}at it is obvious that
people who had an amputation of one or both upper liubs should

be provided with a prosthesj-s.

It appeared from some surveys that a considerable percentage

of the unilateral ailputees did not obtain a prosthesis, or did

not use the prosthesis provided. Ttris was one of the motives

to start a research project on ttre acceptance of arm prosthe-

ses,. It tried to place the problem in the context of a general

system approach, with a special emphasis on the very speci-fic

problems of the control of a hand prosthesis related to the

acceptance of the prostheses by unilateral auputees. Therefore,

a global overview of current arm prostheses is given in Ch. 2,

and the deficj-ency of the loss of an arm is elucidated by de-

scribj-ng the controt of a no:mal arn (Ch. 3) .

Ttre system approach refers to human Perfornance evaluation from

various viewpoints. Judgement of equipment and evaluatl-on of

hr:man performance cannot be done by evaluating one single vari-

able. Ihe variables to be evaluated must be divided according

to the aspects of costs and the asPects of gails. When study-

ing a man - machine system both aspects have to be involved,

particularly where owing to the large human adaptability. When

the human allocates a particular portion of his capacity
(costs) for task performance, a balance between costs and

gains can be supposed to exist on a certain level of man -
machine perfonuance. Tlrus a capacity which is reduced due to

external circumstances will disturb this balance. Sometimes,

no ner., balance can be found owing to which the task will be

performed with a totally different strategy. It is also poss-

ible ttrat no new balance can be found and that the task will

not be done at aII. Ttris philosophy was the basLs for the in-

vestigation of tfie problems related to the acceptance of arm

prostheses (Ch. 2).
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fhe investigation concerned a number of aspects which were

treated in different related subprojects as follows:

. ltre mental control load (i.e. costs) involved in the control
of a prosthesis.

o The gain j-n function obtained by using an arm prosthesis.
o A field and postclinical research wittr respect to the use

and acceptance of arm prostheses.

This setup follows a greneral model of acceptance of arm pros-
theses which is discussed in C}r. 2. The first mentioned sub-

project is elaborated in this report whereas the second and

third subprojects were summarized in the Chs I and 9. With a

view to unite the results of the investigations the setup of
the subprojects were, as far as possiJcle, paralleled to the
others by an intense cooperation. Iherefore, the data acquisi-
tion was done on the basis of similar groups of prostheses. It
appeared to be jmpossible to study aspects with the same group

of subjects in different subprojects.
Ttre development of the technique to measure the mental control
Ioad, induced by the use of a prosthesis, is based on a criti-
cal review of methods known in the literature, Ctr. 4, and sev-

eral exploratory experiments using ttre principles of some of
the methods described in Ch. 5. DuaI task techniques and task
analysis were especially emphasized. Based on theoretical and

application deliberations it was decided to use the dual task
technique in the laboratory experiments for measuring the men-

tal load in prosthesis control.
The dual task selected for this purpose was a continuous track-
ing task which involved the stabilj.zation of an instable sys-
tem by a subject. It is obvj-ous that the mental control load
of a prosthesis only exists in the case where the prosthesis
is actually involved in the execution of activities. For this
purpose a set of six laboratory tasks was created on the basis
of studying li-sts of activities of daily living, Ch. 5. The
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detailed description of the mental load experi-ments and ttre

results of ttrese experiments are given in Ch. 7.

An integration of the results of t}te three subprojects and a

discussion of the results is given in Ch. 10. Also some con-

cluding remarks are made in this chapter concerning the ap-

plicability of the research data, the usefulness of the lab-
oratory tasks, the applicability of the chosen dual task.

Some remarks are made wittr respect to the differences in ttre

control of ttre prosthesis tlrpes investigated.
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SAMENVATTING 

De funktie van de hand en arm is voor de mens zo belangrijk 

dat men het als vanzelfsprekend beoordeelt dat na een amputa

tie van een of beide bovenste ledematen een armprothese wordt 

verstrekt en gebruikt. Uit inventariserend onderzoek bleek 

echter dat een zeer aanzienlijk percentage van de geamputeer

den geen prothese heeft, of: wel een prothese heeft, maar er 

geen gebruik van maakt. Het niet-gebruiken van een eenmaal ver

strekte prothese werd de aanleiding voor het onderzoek naar de 

acceptatie van handprothesen door eenzijdig geamputeerden. Een 

poging is gedaan om het onderwerp vanuit een systeemanalytische 

benadering te bestuderen waarbij de aandacht werd gevestigd op 

de specifieke problematiek van het besturen van handprothesen 

in relatie tot de acceptatie van de funkties van de prothese 

door een geamputeerde . Hiertoe is een overzicht gegeven van 

gangbare armprothesen (Hfst. 2). Het verlies van een hand of 

arm is geïllustreerd door het beschrijven van de besturing van 

gezonde ledematen (Hfst. 3). 

Een systeembenadering haakt in op de gedachte om de menselijke 

prestatie te bestuderen vanuit verschillende gezichtspunten. 

Dit houdt in dat de beoordeling van apparatuur en de beoorde

ling van het funktioneren van de mens die deze apparatuur ge

bruikt niet gedaan kan worden op basis van slechts één varia

bele. De te bestuderen variabelen, de baten-variabelen en de 

kosten-variabelen, dienen afzonderlijk bekeken te worden. In 

het bijzonder door de grote adaptiviteit van de mens vereist 

de evaluatie van mens - machine systemen d.at beide aspekten be

studeerd worden; wanneer de taakuitvoerder in een dergelijk 

systeem een gedeelte van zijn kapaciteit voor taakuitvoering 

beschikbaar stelt, wordt er verondersteld dat er een evenwicht 

bestaat tussen de kosten en baten bij een zeker niveau van de 

prestatie van het systeem. Een reduktie van de menselijke ka

paci teit door externe oorzaken zal dit evenwicht allicht ver

storen. Soms zal niet zonder meer een nieuw evenwicht worden 
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gevonden, maar zal een geheel andere strategie van taakuitvoe

ring gevolgd worden; zelfs is het mogelijk dat de taak in het 

geheel niet meer uitgevoerd wordt. 

De bovenstaande filosofie werd het uitgangspunt voor het onder

zoek naar de acceptatie van armprothesen (Hfst. 2). Dit onder

zoek omvatte een aantal aspekten welke in de volgende deelpro

jekten behandeld werden: 

• De mentale belasting welke optreedt bij de besturing van een 

armprothese (de kosten) . 

• De funktie-winst welke verkregen kan worden door het gebrui k 

van een armprothese (de baten). 

• De veld- en postklinische evaluatie betreffende o.a. het 

gebruik en de acceptatie van armprothesen. 

Bij deze opzet in deelprojecten is een algemeen model voor ac

ceptatie van armprothesen gevolgd. Het eerste deelprojekt is 

gedetailleerd uitgewerkt in deze studie. Het tweede en derde 

deelprojekt zijn samengevat in respektievelijk de hoofdstukken 

8 en 9. Met het oog op de doelstelling om de resultaten van de 

drie deelprojekten met elkaar in verband te brengen is getracht 

bij de opzet zoveel mogelijk gekoördineerd te laten verlopen 

door middel van een intensieve samenwerking. De gegevensverza

meling betrof daarom dezelfde groepen prothesen in de deelpro

jekten. Het was echter niet mogelijk om ook steeds van dezel f de 

groep proefpersonen c.q . gehandicapten uit te gaan. 

De basis voor de ontwikkeling van een techniek voor het meten 

van de mentale belasting bij het bestuderen van een prothese 

was een kritisch overzicht van de in de literatuur bekende me

thoden (Hfst. 4). Hiertoe werd ook exploratief onderzoek uit

gevoerd (Hfst. 5). Een aksent werd gelegd op dubbeltaak-tech~ 

nieken en taakanalyse-methoden. Op basis van theoretische en 

toepasbaarheidsoverwegingen werd de dubbeltaak-methode gekozen. 

Deze dubbeltaak bestond uit een kontinue regeltaak, het stabi

liseren van een instabiel systeem door de proefpersoon. 

Uiteraard zal er slechts van een mentale belasting bij besturing 
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van de prothese sprake kunnen zijn indien er een of andere ak

tiv itei t met de prothese uitgevoerd wordt. Daarom werd een zes

tal testtaken ontworpen waarbij uitgegaan werd van ADL-lijsten 

(Aktiviteiten van het Dagelijks Leven) . 

Een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de mentale belasting-expe

rimenten is gegeven in Hfst. 7. Een integratie van de resulta

ten van de drie verschillende deelprojekten en een diskussie 

wordt gegeven in Hfst. 10. In dit hoofdstuk worden ook enkele 

konklusies getrokken betreffende de toepasbaarheid van de on

derzoeksdata, de bruikbaarheid van de testtaken en de toepas

baarheid van de gekozen dubbeltaak. Tenslotte konden enkele 

opmerkingen betreffende de verschillen in besturing van pro

thesen vermeld worden. 
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1. RATIONALE

The tremendous abilities and dexterity of the human arm

and hand Erre very impressive. Ttris fact is known by everybody;

however, most people do not imagine the serious consequences

of the absence or loss of one or two hands. The first thoughts

about such an amputation concern the loss of the motor. func-
tions of the hand for nanipulation, grasping and fixation of
objects. Many other functions, however, are attributed to the

upper extremities of man. One of the most important functions
of the hand is the communication of the human with his environ-
ment (VerktyL, L976i stassen, L9791. other examples are expres-

sion by gesticulation, the role of the arm and hand in loco-
motion, physical contact with relatives and the gathering of
information from the environment by means of an extensive sys-

tem of sensors for force, pressure, friction, position and

temperature. Furthermore, the absence of a part of the extrem-

ity gives the aryutee a feelj,ng of being incomplete and unat-
tractive. This feeling is related to the very subjective com-

pleteness ard cosmetic functions. Finally it has to be men-

tioned that the arm and hand have an important role in one's

work, an economic fr:nction, and in sports and recreation.

One might erq)ect, with these functions in mind, that the use

of a sr:bstitute of the arm or hand in the case of aoputation

or the application of an assistive device in the case of par-
alysis of the extremityr prosthesis and orthosis, respectively,
.rre conmonly accepted. The practical situation seems not to
confirm this expectation, at least not in The Netherlands, as

will be shown by the following data. Table 1.1 gives some num-

bers extracted from a broad statistical survey of the physi-

cally handj-capped in The Netherlands (cBs , 1976). Ehis survey

gives the results of a saryle of 55000 subjects who were sur-

veyed regarding their physlcal condition by means of a mailed

questionnaire. Were a handj.cap present, the sr:bject was further
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verbally interviewed. It has to be realized that the data were

obtai-ned by an evaluation of the sr:bjects, and by professional
inquirers with no expertise in the inquired field. Tfre 95t con-
fidence intervals of the extrapolated number in -the Dutch popu-

lation are given in the listed reference. Furtherrcre, it is
not clear to what extent the handicapped are potential candi-
dates for a prosthetic device.

Iable L.1 Irh,unbers of upper ertranity Vtandieapped in the
Netherlands (CBS, 1976 )

nurnlcer of
responses in
the enquired

sample

estimated
number in
the Dutch
population

total of arm/ hand handicapped 805 17 3. 500

cause of handicap:

- traunatic
- illness ,/ age
- congenital and birth traltmata

15s
604

46

33.400
1 30.200

9.900

grade of handicap:

- not able to lift a weight of
20 N with each hand

- not able to move one of the
atams

- needs special aids and,/or help
of others with feeding,
writing, etc.

- not able to move both the arms

503

110

180 302

L2

1 08.400

23.700

38. 800

2.600

use of aids:

- no aids present
- artificial hand, arm or a hook

785
20

t69.200
4.300

requesting more special aids:

- rdants an artificial hand, arm
or hook

- no needs for more aids
- not known response

7

793
5

1.s00

170.900
1.100
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Less than 7 percent of the group of handicapped witn at .ieast

one cmpletely unusable arm (302) pr>ssesses a prosthesis or
orthosis (20). r.rom the group of handicapped which wanted ad-

ditional aids (7) only one person was trying to obtain such an

aid. Other tables in the listed reference state that 185 handi-
capped out of the interviewed sample (39.900 in The Netherlands)

had been in a rehabilitation center. Assuming that these handi-
capped are mainly originating frorn the group with a serious
handicap, the number of persons having a prosthesi.s seems to
be very small. Based on these figures it is suggested that the
use and acceptance of prosthetic devices is not very success-

fu1. Whereas the prescription of these aids is mainly done in
the rehabilitation center, the Table 1.2 gives a further sup-

port for this practice (Luitse, Stassen, L974). Subjective es-

timations of the final results of the rehabilitation by staff
and patient are given in this tab1e.

Iable 1.2 Judganent of the rehabilitation results frcn 64
prosthesis / oz.t|rcsis patients in the rehabilitation
eentev, "De Hoogst?aat", ?he Netherlands. The results
are the aoerages of judganents of staff and patient
related to earlier eapectation

defects in the
upper extremities

nr:nber
of

patients

rehabilitation results
as judged by

patient and staff

above neutral below

amputees

hand and wrist
forea:m

upper arm and
shoulder

10

10

l2

4

4

3

4

4

4

2

2

5

paralytics
plexus lesions
quadriplegics
others

18

7

7

4

0

0

9

3

5

5

4

2
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The table sho$rs that about one third of the patients are judged

to have a negative rehabilitation result. Even more negrative

results are reported with respect to the use of a split hook

appliance by amputees. About 678 never uses the split hook,

21? makes occasional use of it and 128 reported that they used

the split hook regularly (Vitali, Robinson, Andrews, Harris,
1978).

An illustration of this rather negative result of the possiJcil-
ities given by the aid, might be found in history. Several

pieces of artwork are found from ancient cultures in Greece,

Italy, Peru, The Netherlands, \^rhich indicate that several people

with a (partial) Ieg amputation used prostheses and crutches
(Friedmann, 1972). Contrarily, uppen extremity amputations are

very seldomly depicted with a prosthesis. An example of a heavy

iron hand prosthesis is the one used by the knight G6tz von

Berlichingen about 1500 (Von Kiinzberg, 1915) who lost one hand

in a fight. The fingers of this prosthesis could passively be

moved j-n order to hold a sword. The amputee in this case was

highly motivated to use such a prosthesis. Equally highly mo-

tivated to use a weapon was the also unilaterally amputated

count ZLchy (Zichy, 1915). He, however, demonstrated that a

shot-gun could be used without the aid of a prosthesis. It is
of course rather easy nowadays to find unilateral upper ex-
tremity amputees who are also motivated to use a prosthesis in
order to take part in social life or are motj.vated to do the
same without the use of a prosthesis. These examples make clear
that motj-vation is a very important factor in the process of
acceptation of a handicap and the process of acceptance of a

prosthesis. However, it seems that very individual factors de-
termine the actual result.

In general, it can be said that the acceptance of a prosthesis
depends on two main factors. At first it is important, to what

extent the lost functions are regained by the use of a prosthesis.
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Each person has an individual opinion to the importance of
these hand functions and uses a subset of the functions, de-

pending on tlpe of work and individual circumstances. The sec-

ond main factor is that the use of an assistive device imposes

for exanple, some kind of physical and mental load on the user

of the prosthesis, involves sometj-mes loss of cosmesis and

causes a certain inconvenience. The matter of mental load of
the amputee becomes inportant due to the fact that the exchangTe

of information between prosthesis and anputee is very much hin-
dered relative to the normal situation. This will be discussed

in Ch. 3. A proper selection of a certain type of a prosthesis

has to accormt for these two factors to obtain an optimal re-
habilitation result.
Such a result can even imply that a unilateral amputee should

not be provided with an active prosthesis. This can be the case

if relatives of the anputee assj.st with execution of difficult
tasks or if the amputee has learned to perform required tasks

with the normal arm and hand. This, again, illustrates the per-
fection of the human arm and hand system, which is even capable

of taking over tasks from the opposite hand. It might be clear
that the situation of the bilateral amputee is different frm
the uni-Iateral amputee, i.e. the bilateral amputee is obliged
to accept assistance from others or to use a prosthesis. It
was decided to only consider the situation of the unilateral
amputee in this investigation because of the fact that the
group of bilateral amputees is very small and, furthetitrore,

the acceptance of a prosthesis by a r:nilateral amputee is much

more sensitive to prosthesis design and external factors.

The acceptance of arm prostheses for unilateral amputees was

investigated in a multidisciplinary project. An arm prosthesis

is considered in this study to be a complete prosthesis for a

below elbow amputation. One purpose of the investigation is to
obtain information about available tlPes of prostheses with
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regard to the process of.acceptance. This information can be

used either for the selection procedure of an optimal prosthesis

or to derive guidelines and crj-teria for further prostheses de-

velopment. An additional purpose of this multidisciplinary in-
vestigation was to find the factors which contribute to the
process of acceptance of a prosthesis.

A theoretical model for the acceptance of a prosthesis is given

in Ch. 2. This model was used during the setup of the investi-
gation which is roughly split up in three different research

areas. These .Lreas are: (1) Ihe evaluation of some functions of
a harrl,/ arm prosthesis; (2) the evaluation of the "costs" in-
volved in the use of a prosthesis, i.e. the mental load involved
in the use of the prosthesis; and (3) a field evaluation of the

use of hand / arm prostheses.

Tlris setup will be descrilced in more detail in Ch. 2. This

chapter gives also a short overview of available types of arm

prostheses and the basic problems in evaluation of prostheses.

Etre main interest of this thesis is focussed on the evaluation
of mental load in arm prosthesis control, and therefore Ch. 2

will conclude with a more detailed definition of the problem

studied. A fundamental analysis of the information exchange

between amputee and prosthesis will be given in Ch. 3.

After that, an overview of various methods for mental load as-

sessment and sme related exploratory research is given in Chs

4 and 5, respectively.. Ihe evaluation of prosthesis functj-ons

and the mental load has to be done in such a way that results
can be significant for practical application. This leads to
the necessity to design a set of experimental tasks for pros-

thesis evaluation, Ch. 6. with this experimental set of tasks

a nr:nber of arm prosthesis systems is tested in a laboratory
situation with respect to the level of mental load. The exper-

imental setup, the execution of the experiments and the re-
sults.are given in Ch. 7.
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ihe Chs 8 and 9 give a short descriptj-on of the setr+) arril re-
sults of the function evaluation and field evaluation, respect-
lvely. Ehese studies are performed by olhers in parallel to the
uental load strdies. An attempt to integrate ttre results of the
three separate studj-es will be given in Ch. 10. Finally, the

latter will give a dj-scussion, the conclusions and recoru[en-

dations for further research and developnent.
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2. REVIEW AND SETUP OF RESEARCH INTO ARM PROSTHESIS

EVALUAT ION

2.L Introduction

The rehabilitation of arm amputees has to be executed in
a multidisciplinary tearn in order to obtain optimal results
(Luitse et aI., 19741. The disciplines involved are at least
medicine, psychology, physiotherapy, occupational therapy,
prosihetics, and social work. Because of the fact that a pros-
thesj-s eventually prescribed, is a comple>< technical system

with several possibilities of application, it is often necess-

ary that the engineering profession is incorporated in the

treatsent team to give advice on these matters.
Itre inportance of each discipline in the rehabilitation process

depends on the individual requirements and needs of an amEutee,

as well as on the phase of the rehabilitation process.

Interaction between :mFute€r prosthesis and environment, which

is shown in Fig. 2.1. requires intensive cooperation bet!ileen

the various disciplines.

feedback of
prosttresis

sociaL and
physical

enviroment

Fig. 2.1 Ihe interaction betlneen amputee, pz'osthesie and
eru)i"orrnent

It is obvious, that in an evaluation of arm prostheses one has
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to take these interactions into accor:nt. One of the goals of
Ern arm prosthesis evaluatj-on is the compilation of data about

prosthesis properties. These data have to be used in developing

rehabilitation procedures and in tre development of new pros-

thesis systems in order to obtain ,l high degree of acceptance

of prostheses. A review of sme kn,)wn arm prostheses and of
literature on arm prosthesis evaluation will be gj-ven in Sect.

2.2. In Sect. 2.3 a general model for mental load and task per-
formance is given. Some concepts used in this thesis will be

defined in Sect.2.4. After that, it is possible to give a

general model for acceptance of arm prosthesis, which was the

base for the setup of a nultisectorial research progr.Im. After
this section it is possible to give a definition of the problem

of the particular research area of this thesis, i.e. the as-

sessment of the mental load involved in the control of a Pros-
thesis (Sect. 2.5). The organization of the subprojects of the

research progrem is given in Sect. 2.6.

2.2 Review of arm prostheses and arm prosthesis
eva luati on

2.2. 1 lrm pI9:!!9999

With respect to the type of powering, the t4)es of arm

prostheses can roughly be categorized according a scheme as

shown in Fig. 2.2.
A passive prosthesis can be a cosmetic hand without moving

parts or a prosthesis which can be positi-oned by external force

and rvhj-ch can be locked in that new position. An active pros-

thesis has degrees of freedom which are provided with some kind

of motor. In principle it is possible to apply different types

of energy in one arm prosthesis. For example, a body powered

elbow can be combined with an electrically powered gripping

function of tl.e hand. Ehe energy storage is a considerable

part of the prosthesis (size, weight and price); it is seldomly
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arm-
prosthesls

non IEWered

external]-y
powered on
1 or nore

degrees of
freed@

body
powered

e Iectri-c

pow:red
on1to7
degrees of

freedom

Fig. 2.2 Categoz.f,es of arm p?ostheses uith ?espeet to the
poue"irlg

convenient to have a prosthesis with mixed types of external
energy. Each energy source has its tlpical advantages and dis-
advantaqes. This is discussed j-n literature (Cool, 1975). In
practice the hydraulic power mode is mostly used in stand alone

manipulators, mounted on a table or on a wheelchair, thus not
worn onto the amputated or paralyzed body. This tlpe of manipu-

lator prosthesis is not considered in this research. The pneu-

matically powered prosthesis uses mainly bottles of compressed

CO2. This mode of powering i-s found, for exaryle, in the exper-
imental WILMER hand prosthesis (Cool, van Hooreweder, l97l),
and in the Heidelberg prosthesis (Lucaccini, Wisshaupt, croth,
Llman, 1965a). Electrical energy is most frequently used in T.he

Netherlands as external power for arm prosthesis. E'urthermore,

the use of the amputeets own power is used frequently due to
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the fact that it simplifies the design of the prosthesis. The

selection of the tlpe of power used in operating a prosthesis

is strongly dependent on an amputee's capabilities to generate

control signals. The modes for controlling a prosthesis can be

categorized as shown in Fig. 2.3.

no \
controlled

degree
of freedom

am
prosthes.Ls

controlI/ degrees a\
muscles
only for
control-

x I

of freedon

\/
nuscles

for control,

\ / ur=--(
placement i

swi-tch

:9€-'.)

Y\electric'
activity;

E}IG,/..urJ\ /"i".-\
control \ / plastic

wirh I lcontrol of
q,u"a"sy' \"*r"-,

FtS. 2.3 Types of avrn prosthesis contt'ol

The scheme of Fig. 2.3 is set up in parallel to the scheme of
Fi-g. 2.2. The control of a prosthesis which has no degrees of
freedom consists of either manipulation of the prosthesi-s

against the own body, or if possible, manipulation of the Pros-
thesis with the opposing hand. In addition to this, the degrees

of freedom of an active prosthesis can be controlled by muscle

groups on the body. Sometimes the controlling muscles are used

for control as well as to provide the forces and,/or energy for

the operation. This is the case if a cable control is used; the

cable is pulIed by a muscle group (e.9. shoulder muscles)
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e'nhedded in a harness or a muscle or tendon provided with a

skin covered tunnel by a surgical operation (c5-neplast) (Mazet,

19sB).

Many possihilities for generation of a control signal are avail-
able if the control signal is not needed to power the prosthesis.
Several physical quantities which are related to the contraction
of a muscle are used in order to obtain control signals:

The displacement originating from the contraction of a muscle

or muscle group. The transducers in this case are switches

and potentiometers to be used i-n electrically operated sys-

tems, or valves which can be used in pnelunatic and hydraulic
systems (CooI, Pistecky, L973).

The hardness at the surface of a muscle group, being a measure

of the rate of contraction of the muscle (van Dieten, L977).

This principle is used in the Myostat pressure transducer
(Bock, 1970).

An electric field measured by skin electrodes. The electro-
myographical signal, EMG, obtained j-n this way is a fr:nction
of the muscle contraction state and is often used j.n pros-

thesis control. A description of this electrical phenomenon,

and the use of EMG in prosthesis control is extensively de-

scribed in literature (BuchtaL, 1976; Soerjanto, 1971; Scott,
Parker, Dunfield, 797 4) .

The selection of the proper transducer depends on: (1) The

availability of control sites and signals based on the above

mentioned physical quantities and on, (2) tne dynamics of the

prosthesi-s system itself. The cj-rcuitry between transducer and

prosthesis, and the related data processing are determined by

the practical design of the transducer and the required control
dynamics of the whole prosthesis system.

Examples of practical designs are glven next. If from two an-

tagonistic sites on the body signals can be obtained related
to the discussed physical quantities, a proportional control
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for both, forward action, as well as reverse action is possible.

The muscle action can either be proportional to a position of
the controlled prosthesis function or can be proportional to a

rate of forward / reverse action. Such control system requires
good training. Probably less training is required if the sig-
nals from the muscles are only used to switch either a forward

or reverse direction. A proper discrete signal level has to be

specified in this case. An example is the Otto Bock myoelectric
system (Bock, 1970). Another possiJcility is to use only one

control site. In this case a proportional control is still
possible if the prosthesis fr:nction is spring loaded to force
into the rest condition. An example of such control system is
a shoulder controlled and powered hand prosthesis using straps,
bowden cable and springs to transform a shoulder position into
a position of the fingers of the prosthetic hand. Finally, a

single muscle group can also be used to control a three state
system which uses a simple hysteresj-s circuit. An example of
this tlpe of control is used in exploratory research (Ch. 5).
Other possibilities are described in literature (Dillner, Hdgg,

r97 t) .

2 . 2 . 2 arm p_!9:!!99fs__9y3lg3!]9!

The intermediate purpose of a prosthesis evaluation is
firstly to build up a data base for selection of the proper

prosthesis for the individual amputee, and secondly for pro-
viding feedback to the development team in order to adjust the

existing specifications and to induce new developments. The

ultimate goal of the total effort in this field is to obtain

available prosthesis types which qive an amputee the possi-

bilities for a normal and independent 1ife, as far as possible.

It will be clear that a definition of normal, independent life
is very difficult to give and will vary frol person to person.

Iheoretically, it would be possible to measure a change in
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independence, or a change j-n restrictive functional limitation,
after the execution of a rehabilitation program in which an arm

prosthesis is provided to an amputee (Suchman, 1965). Several

attempts are made to quantify the humants independence, i.e. it
is mostly interpreted as a ratj-ng of the ability to perform

several Activities of Daily l,iving (ADL) independently (Williams,

Johnston, Willis, Bennett, 1976; Sarno, Sarno, Levita. 1973;

Lirin, 1976i Kat-z, Akrom, 1976). Due to the fact that these

rating scales are already not detailed enough for an evaluation
of the application of an arm prosthesis, they certainly will
not be applicable to discrjminate beth/een different tlpes of
prostheses. However, the inventory of activities which is the

basis of these scales is very useful.
Another serious difficulty in evaluation of prosthesis equip-
ment is that the amputees are mostly well-trained on a particu-
lar tlpe of a prosthesis and the training of a new type can

possibly give a serious, and thus inadmissible, negative effect
on the use of their own prosthesis. The risk of the cooperation
of amputees in an evaluation study can never be avoided com-

pletely. But a strong emphasis on evaluation on an engineering
1eve1 and on a functional performance level can minimize this
risk of the evaluation in practice. This leads to three differ-
ent levels of evaluation. The respective tests on each level
have to be executed in succession as indicated in the flow-
diagram of Fig. 2.4 (Fistman, 1968; Pimontel, 19741. The three
tests are referred to in literature as "shake-down test" for
the engineering test, "service test" for the functional per-
formance test and "fie1d test" for the evaluation on the prac-
tical level.

The first level, the engineering testr includes only the strict
technical aspects of the assistive device. These are, for
exarnple, a descrlption of the physical functions, reliability
and safety of the newly designed apparatus. Ttris test has to
be done to prevent potential hazards to future users and even
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Fig. 2.4 ELou diagran of design/eualuation proeess
(Pimontel, 1974)

rcre to prevent unnecessary costs and delays j-nvolved in case

the prosthesis turns out not to be worth to apply. Furthermore,

the opportunity is given to the staff involved in further evalu-
atj-on for adequate fitting and training. The available litera-
ture does not give any details or methodolog'y about this part
of evaluation.
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The second Ievel of evahlation involves the functional perform-

ance characteristics of a prosthesis. This is a series of lab-
oratory experi-ments in order to obtain information about speci-
fic prosthesis properties. These tests are sometimes perfo:med

by healthy subjects, and will provide data of particular physi-
cal fr:nctions of the prosthesis. Examples of these physical
functions are range of control motion, speed, precision and

coordinated motion when the prosthesis is controlled by a hr:man.

Coordinated motion is tested with a series of tasks selected
frorn those of dai-1y living. However, it seems that such a selec-
tion of these tasks is often done 1n a rather arbitrary way;

at least, no descrlption can be found in the literature of the
rationale behind this selection. Rather thorough evaluation
studies have been done for the AIPR pneumati.c prosthesis, the

Heidelberg pneumatic prosthesis and the French electric hand

(Lucaccini, Groth, Llman, 1967; Lucaccj.ni et aI. r L966ai Lucac-

cini, Kaiser, Llrman, 1966b). The setup of these studies concern

pure functional aspects in a simulated Iaboratory situation.
None of the reported evaluation studies provide comparable data

about the mental load lnvolved in the control of the prosthesis.
Also none of these studies points out the possible discrepancy

between the chosen test tasks And the importance and frequency

of occurrence of these tasks in the amputee's individual en-

vironment. Furthermore, most of the evaluation studies have

been based on very few subjects; i.e. one to three, in this way

restricting the statistical, predictive value (Guj-ttet, Kvree,

Quetin, Yclonr 1978; DahI, Lucaccini, Facey, L1man,1966;

Jacobson, Knutti, Jerard, 1976). rn spite of these critical
remarks, however, it has to be said that the reported evalu-
ation studies are at least giving some data about the new

equi-pment.

A proposal for a more goal oriented and more predictive method

of the ftrnctional performance evaluation is discussed in litera-
tlrre by van Dieten (1977). A selection and definition of a more
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suitable set of tasks to use in evaluation studies will be dis-
cussed in Ch. 6.

The third and final level of evaluation is a test in the field
situation. The final and decisive judgenent of the usefulness

of a prosthetic device has, of coulse, to be done by the actual
user. For this level of evaluation a rather large series of a

new prototlpe of the prosthesis has to be provided for normal

use in practice. After some time the amputees are invited co

complete questi-onnaires about the use of the prosthesis, the

srrbjective judgenents of comfort at use, malfunctioning, cos-

metic fr:nctj-on, etc. It appears, however, that questionnaj-res

can easily be misunderstood or mi sinterpreted. It is therefore

difficult to get reliable answers on questions concerning an ap-

praisal of the prosthesis or some functions of the prosthesis.
The supply of a prototlpe series to the field involves some

risk for the participating amputees to become familiar with the

prototype prosthesis, since this can result in the fact that
some of the amputees want to keep the new prosthesis at the end

of the evaluation study although the decisi-on to start a reg-

ular production will not have been made. Finally, one has to
take into account that the acceptance of a handicap, i.e. the

psychological process to incorporate the fact of the amputation

into the amputee's life, can have a strong interference wlth
the use of the prosthesis whj-ch, in fact, draws the attention
to the handicap itself.

In spite of a1I these mentioned problems field studies have to
be executed because this is the only way to learn about the

effects of the social environment of the amputee on the subjec-

tive, but decisive, judgement of the new prosthesis. Finally,
it has to be said that it is better to do the evaluation as

far as possible in a laboratory environment. Moreover, much

more can be done in the laboratory if the experiments are de-

signed in such a way that interpretation and generalization
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can be given to the practice. In general the requirements for
such a laboratory evaluation are the following.

An experimental setup suitable to apply statj-stical tech-
niques, giving the opportunity to eliminate the effects of
irrelevant variables. This means, for example, that the setup

has to account for possible training effects for different
subjects. Furthermore, in such a setup the relevant variables
can be controlled well to obtain an efficient scheme of ex-

peri-ments.

a Functional aspects as well as mental load aspects must be

part of the study.

The aspects of prosthesis actlvities which are executed in
practice have to be represented in some way in the experimen-

ta1 tasks.

The last requirement wiII be discussed in detail in Ch. 6.

2.3 Mental load and task performance

Ihe ability of the human to adapt in a task situation to
varying levels of mental and physical load is, generally speak-

ing, very great (Michon et al., 1976). Comparison of man-machine

systems which operate within ttre range that the human can adapt

is therefore difficult; performance scores of the comParable man-

machine systems may appear to be rather constant. The man in
the man-machine system, cal1ed hr:man operator, achieves this
constant performance level by altering his control actions,
with respect to quantity, more or less actions, with respect

to quality, more or less accuracy of the actions, or even by

giving other types of actions, i.e. change of strategy.
Fig. 2.5 gives a general representation of a man-machine sys-

tem. In this block diagram the human operator works in a task

environment under the constraints set by management. fhe manage-

ment uses system performance measures, which are not necess-

arily the same as used by the operator to evaluate the results.
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Fig. 2.5 Block diagran of a man-maehine system or man- task
eru)iTorrnent system (Soede, 1979)

The underlying model of this block diagram is basically that
Ioad and performance are strongly related, assuming that the

definition of the (mental) load is the information flow necess-

ary to generate the appropriate control actions according to a

weII defined task, which in turn determines the performance of
the system.

Within the range of human adaptivity, an increase in the level
of performance can, in most cases, be obtained by an increase

in quantity or quality of the control actionsr thus leading to
an increasing level of mental and physical load. In the -block

diagram, the human operator is presented as some kind of infor-
mation processor having a, so-called, internal representation
(Landeweerd, 1978) of the system, task and environment. Further-

on, a number of weighted input and output mechanisms is sug-

gested. The inputs to the human operator concern the feedback

of task performance P(t;o) and the task instruction I(t;o).
Furthermore, the mental and,/or physical load L(t;a) during

task perfonnance can be considered as a factor just as the

task
Instruc-

tions
physiologlcal,/
psychologlcal

functions

internal
representatlon

Qr (r)
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inputs, which j.s taken into account by the human operator.
These quantities will be weighted by factors Qn(t;o,B), Q-(t;B)
and Q"(t;B), respectively. The above mentioned quantities and

weighing factors are, in general, time dependent and multi-
dimensional and thus have to be considered as vector and matrix
quantities related to a system or task o, and a human operator

B with his individual abilities, motivation and capacity.
Now it is suggested that the human operator will optimize task
performance and load according to a certain criterion which de-

pends strongly on his motives. This means that the human oper-
ator is assumed to optimize the following expression, which

tl:erefore has to be regarded as a subjectively appraised system

performance measure S(t;o,B) :

(2 .1)

+F-{e-(r;cr,B) .!(t;o) } +r-{g-(r;B) .r(r;o) }l---vv--r-L-

where r{. } denotes a vector function of .. The subjective sys-
tem performance vector S(t;o,B) has to be within the performance

boundaries as set by management, which may restrict the possi-
bility to find a real optimum of Eq. (2.1'l .

2.4 A general model for the acceptance of prostheses

2.4.1 Some definitions

Some concepts are already used in a general context to
denote the motive of this investigation. For further discus-
sions it is necessary to define these and other concepts to be

used in the following chapters. The purpose of a prosthesj-s is
to restore to a certain degree some of the functions of the

missing part of the body. This j.s at least the aim of the de-

velopment of a prosthesis. The most important functions of a

prosthesis can be classified as follows (Stassen, Van Dieten,
Soede, 1977) .
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o MecTtanieal ov, motor furrctionz This function can be split up

into the following ones:

- Bilateral fixatj-on, i.e. fixation of an object between

prosthesis and normal hand.

- Fixation between prosthesis and body.

- Fixation betvreen prosthesis and environment.

- Fixation in the prosthesis by using thtmb and firgers
(grasping) .

- Support fr:nction, which is the support g5-ven to the body

by the prosthesis.

- Carrying fr:nction; an object hangs on the prosthesis or is

supported by the Prosthesis.
- Pushing function, which is the use of the prosthesis to

push objects in a not specified direction.

- Positioning functioni an object is pushed by the pros-

thesis to obtain a desired position.

- Gesticulation fr:nction; that is the contribution of the

prosthesis by movement Patterns in cmmunication.

- Stabilization function; that is the contriloution of the

prosthesis in stabilization and locomotion.

o Sensory furtetionz This function is the contribution of the

prosthesis in the information transmission from environment
' to the prosthesis vrearer. This is at the moment practically

Iimited to the information whi-ch can be transmitted via the

stump, i.e. patterns of forces and moments which are exter-

nally applied on the.Prosthesis.

c Cosnetie function: The cosmetic fwrction is the contribution

of the prosthesis to the emFutee's feeling to be cmplete

and to appear as normal as possible. The physical presence

of the prosthesis (static properties), as well as the natu-

ralness of the motions (dynamic properties) are important.

The latter aspect is also related to the stabilization and

gesticulation fr:nction-
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On the basis of these defined functions the following concepts

can be defined which are related to the use of the functions
in a laboratory or practical environment (Stassen, Van Dieten,
Soede, 1975; Soede, Van Dieten, Stassen, L974).

o The gain in ftmction is the degree to which the above de-

scribed functions can be realized with a particular pros-
thesis if a1l tectrnological and physiological possibilities
are used. This quantity is related to the possibilities when

no use is made of any prosthesis. It is supposed to be an

objective measurable quantity.

o Ihe mental Load at the control of a prosthesis is the infor-
mation flow to be handled by the :mFutee in order to utilize
the prosthesis functions. Thus it is concerned with the en-

tire set of task variables, which determines the execution
of a task or the reallzation of a specific fr.:nction. The

relevant information flow to be handled is the information
from the environment and the prosthesis system related to
t-he requirements as set by the amputee himself.

o Ihe fwtctiona.Lity is the degree to which the gain in function
is judged by the amputee as a possjJcle contribution to normal

Iife. The importance of each fr:nction is judged by the ampu-

tee, thus the functionaU-ty may be regarded as a subjectively
weighted measure of the gain in function.

In .Sect. 2.4.2 Lt is tried to relate the above mentioned no-
tions to the acceptance of a prosthesis and the acceptance of
a prosthesis function.

o The degree of acceptanee of a, p"osthesis furrction is the
judgenent of a user about the extent to which the prosthesis
fwrction may actually be used, and thus contributes to the
functioning of the attputee in his environment.

o Ihe d.egree of acceptanee of a p?osthesis is the judgement of
a user about the extent to which the prosthesis as a whole
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contributes to the functioning of the amputee in his environ-
ment.

Besides the acceptance of a prosthesis the amputee has also to
cope with his handicapi we therefore define:

o The aeceptarrce of a handieap is defined as the process of
integration of the effects of the handicap in the amputee's

life.

Finally, the amputee with his prosthesis can be regarded as a

man-machine system as will be elucidated in Ch. 3, then the

following definition can be used:

o Ihe eru)ivomenf j-s considered to be aI1 relevant physical

and social variables not included j-n the man - machine system.

2. 4. 2 I!9-3999p!e3s9-95-3rs-pr9:g!9:e:

The model described in Sect. 2.3 is essentially appli-
cable to the situation of an amputee using a prosthesis. Some

aspects of the model will have a special meaning in this con-

text: Task instructions are perhaps relevant in a training
situation, but finally the amputee has his own list of wishes

and goals to be met in using the prosthesis. The balance be-

t\^/een system performance and load, i.e., the optimal value of
the subjectj-ve system performance, is not restricted in this
case by externally set requirements.

Furthermore the task situation, i.e., the prosthesis performJ.ng

a certain activity is strongly varying so that the performance

measures P(t;cl) will not be stationary. Therefore, it is more

sensjlcle to describe the performance of the amputee prosthesis

system irr t.erms of the various functions as defined 1n Sect.

2.4.1.
The resulting performance of a function, i.e., the gain in
function 9, (o) of a specific prosthesis fr:nction, i-, and a-a
particular prosthesis tytr)e, o, can be consj.dered as time aver-

aged perfonnance measure. The mental load related to the use
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of this specific function, i, can be denoted as m. (o) under the

same conditions. Hence, taking into account all possiJcle func-
tions of the prosthesis, the gaj-n in function vector g(o) and

the mental load vector m(o) specify the possilcle gain in func-
tion and the mental load involved to control a particular pros-
thesis tl4>e o. The relation of these quantities with the sub-
jectively appraised fr:nction and the degree of acceptance of a

prosthesis is given in Fig. 2.6.

PATIEM

wlth
PROSTHBSIS

and

ENV IROI{IENT

acceptance
crlterlon

fuction-
al1ty

c!1 te! ion

requi!ed
@ntal load

psychological
tests

nedical

social
tests

physical
ex&ination

Fig. 2.6 Model of estinating the aeceptance of a prosthesis

The Fig. 2.6 shows that the functionality is also determined

by individual variabJ-es, which theoretically can be denoted as

two sets of weighting factors, i.e., the matrices (Q(t;B) and

R(t;B) representing the individual subjective weighting of the

mental load and gain in fr:nction, respectively.
These matrices are related directly to a particular amputee $,

and are generally dependent on the time t. The functionality
of a prosthesj-s function i can be defined as f. (t;a,B) and can
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be formulated as an optimizatj-on problen. For all possiJcle

prosthesis functions the functionality vector f(t;o,B) can be

given by the following equation:

!(t;o,B) =+[5tOtt;B).9(o) ] + r {n(t;B).s(o) }l (2.2)

where F{.} denotes a vector fr:n,:tion of {.}. An optimal value
of the fr:nctionality should be ,)btained by evaluating the func-
tionality with different types of prostheses o and selecting
the type with the maximal value of the functional-ity. Further-
more the weighting factors of t;re amputee can possibly be in-
fluenced by psychological treatroent and by a proper training
for an optimal use of the variorrs prosthesis functions.
As mentioned previously in Eig. 2.6 the outcome of the func-
tionality does not guarantee that the prosthesis or the par-
ticular prosthesis functions are accepted fina1ly. Many en-

vironmental variables, as can be denoted by a vector E(t;crrB),
have an j-nfluence on the utmost acceptance of a prosthesis
function i. Thus the degree of acceptance of a whole prosthesis,
i.e. a vector a(t;c,$), can be considered as a function A "f
the environmental variables and the functionality:

(2.3)

The environmental variables are not only dependent of the indi-

vidual situation of an amputee B, but are also dependent on a

prosthesis type o, due to the fact that, for example, the

social environment can react quite different to the appearance

of a split hook prosthesis and a cosmetic prosthesis.

FinaIIy, it has to be noted that the optirnization procedure as

described above, is determined by the amputee, and that the am-

putee is free to choose where the optimum lies. He also is free

to accept or reject the prosthesis. In case of a unilateral am-

putatlon, the amputee can perform most activities in alternative

ways with the normal hand, which leads to the fact that some-

times the prosthesls will be completely rejected.
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2.5 Statement of the problem

From Sect. 2.4.2 iL will be clear that the acceptance of
a prosthesis is a complex and multifaceted problem: Each vari-
able in the stated model is multidimensional and the functional
relationships F , F , F- and F are not known. The variables^ -1tr' -g' -t --a
themselves are not quantified in an appropriate way. Even a

nethodology for quantification of these variables can scarcely

be found in the literature (Sect. 2.2).
Nevertheless this theoretical model ean be very useful to guide

a setup of an evaluation study as will be described in this
thesis. The elements of such an evaluation study should be (1)

the gain in fr:nction vector, (2) the mental load vector, (3)

the weighting matrices, (4) the environmental variables, (5)

the degree of acceptance vector and (6) the functional rela-
tionshi-ps between these variables. The aim of the described

arm prosthesis evaluation project was restricted to an attempt

to inventory most of these items.

The gain in function vector (1) is usually restricted to the

application of tests of Activities of qaily Living and pure

technical measurements on the prosthesis. A study based on the

fundamentals of evaluation, as discussed in Sect. 2.2, Ls given

in Ch. 8, whereas Ch. 6 reports a particular study into the

development of a test task for evaluatj.on on the dimensi-on of
the motor and sensory fr:nctions of a prosthesis in order to
use primarily in the quantification of mental load.

The aspect of the mental load vector (2) is the maitr concern

of this thesis. An overview of avallable methods for measuring

mental load is given in Ch. 4, whereas Ch. 5 gives the results
of exploratory research leading to a choice of a method for
estimation of the mental load in prosthesis control.
Ttle data for the weighting matrices (3) imply that knowledge

has to be obtained about several (experimental) psychological

functions of an amputee. Ihis knowledge should be obtained by

a field evaluation study which should also provide the inven-
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tory of environmental variables (4) and the degree of accept-
ance (5).

In the gain of function study, mental load study and field
evaluation study, the prosthesis tlpes to be considered were

a passive cosmetic prosthesis and some active prostheses, body

powered, as well as externally powered and EMG controlled.
Furtheron in the mental load study, one of the experimental
conditions involved an electrically powered wrist rotation
unit.
Although the functional relations (6) between the research

items (1) to (5) are a link of equal importance as the items

themselves, as indicated in Fig. 2.6, no specific research on

this item is performed. However, an attempt will be made to
correlate the results of the research items in Ch. 10. Finally,
as it is already implicitly mentioned in the previous para-
graphs, the specific problem of this thesis is the development

and applicatj.on of methods to quantify the mental load involved
in the control of arm prostheses for unilateral amputees. Ttre

term arm prosthesis involves in this context a prosthetic de-

vice for the arm including the hand. excluding the elbow and

shoulder. An orthosis which assists a paralyzed hand and wrist,
can be compared to a certain extent with a prosthesis.

2.6 Organization of the prosthesis evaluation
proj ect

The project started it 1974 with elaborate discussions
about the gteneral setup and definitions. It was divided into
three separate parts, i.e. functional gai_n, mental load and

field evaluation. The subprojects proceeded rather indepen-
dently and parallel. Regular discussions should ensure that
the various subprojects used the same definitions and as far
as possiJole and meaningful, used the same experi-mental con-
ditions, thus providing, in principle, the possibility to in-
tegrate the data of the various subprojects.
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Itre field evaluation project, ch. 9, can roughly be split up

into three different phases:

Phase 1: Definition of the problem, development of technique

of investj-gati-on (interview technique, questionnai-:re and

soue tests), determination of the sarple of subjects.
Phase 2: Data collection and preprocessing of data.

Phase 3: Data analysis and reporting.

In phase 1 of the field study, a considerable delay arised due

to the decease of the project leader of this subproject, Mr.

B.L. van Veen, l{D.

The gain in function subproject started with giving an overview

of the available literature on this subject (Pimontel, t974).

Furtheron an attempt was made to develop tests for measuring

the function of a prosthesis on a practical level (Ch. B).

This part did not work out completely, but the momentary re-
sults of these developments were used to create a set of test
tasks for the mental load studies (Ch. 6). The final part of
the gain in function subproject was the development of an ap-

paratus to test a hand prosthesis on a functional technical
level (Tebeest, 1977).

The mental load subproject. which is executed under the re-
sponsiJcility of the author of this thesis, can also be split up

into three phases:

Phase 1: TLre development of a technique to quantify the men-

tal load involved in prosthesis control. A nruriber of explora-

tory experiments was carried out with methods of different

categories. Special emphasis was lai-d on the dual task meth-

odologry, being the most promi-sing method (Chs 4 and 5).

Phase 2: The development and setup of a nurnber of tasks to

use for quantification of mental load (Ch. 6).

Phase 3: A series of experiments to compare different tlpes

of hand prostheses (ch. 7).
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It will be clear that the last two subprojects were in fact
laboratory investigations. However, at the work about represen-

taLive test tasks and experimental tasks, people from practice

assisted in valuating some of the aspects.

Ehe manpower of the entire research group which was involved

in the overall project is given in Table 2.1.

Iable 2.L Ihe manpouer intsoloed in the p?osthesis p"oiect

*: project leader
of subproject

main
project
leader

field
study

gain in
function

mental
Ioad

control engineer, head of
man-machine systems group

rehabilitation MD

occupational therapist
clinical therapist
sociologist
experimental psychologist

physicist
human factors specialist /
control engineer (author)

technicians
computer progrrammers

students (MSc thesis work)

o o*

o

a

a

o

o

a

a

a

o*

a

o

o*

O

a

O

The main project coordination was resided at the'man-machine

systems group, Laboratory for Measurement and control, Delft

University of Technolog'y (The Netherlands).

The author of this thesis was leader of the mental load project,

and participated in the field study and the gain in function
project. Experfunents and research of the mental load project

was executed at the author's institute, i.e. the Netherlands

Institute for Preventive Healthcare TNO (Organizatj'on for Ap-

plied Scientific Research), at Leyden, The Netherlands.
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3. FUNDAMENTAL ASPECT,S OF ARI1 PROSTHESIS CONTROL

3.1 The control of the normal arm

A general survey of the control mechanj-sms of a human arm

will be helpful in the understanding of the problems in the
control of artificj-al arms. Therefore some contemporary litera-
ture will be mentioned.

A global model of the voluntary control of a muscle joint sys-

tem is given in fig. 3.1 (Houk, Henneman. L967).

FiS. 3.L A model of uoluntary eontrol of rmtsele joint sAstem
(Houk et aL., 1967 )

It is suggested that basically an input to the motor cortex is
created, central command, as a result of an extensive infor-
mation processing in various regions of the brain. The motor

cortex itself creates a set of commands, program, which is sent
through the pyramidal pathways to the spinal cord and to the
appropriate motor neurons. These motor neurons generate a so-
called peripheral coromand, i.e. a nurnber of si-gnals to the
muscle joint system. The motor neurons are part of a feedback

system which has a major role in controlling the antagonist -
agonist behavior and the resulting mechanical output of the
muscle joint system, i.e. the force and position. The feedback
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to ttre Botor neurons is provided by a number of sensors in the

muscle, tendons and the joint which measure the cutput vari-

ables.
Ihis information, together with the exterocePtive information

is fed back to the motor cortex. Although this information is

continuously provided by the recePtors, Houk et al. (1967)

suggest that the outer control.loop has a discontinuous nature

and is much slower than the inner control loop.

A great deal of detailed informatj-on is available about the

characteristlcs and the physiological structure of the inner

control loop, i.e. the peripheral J-oop which includes the motor

neurons located in the spinal cord. Less is known about the sig-

nals cming from the motor cortex and the quantitative effects

of the feedback from the muscle and skin in this central loop.

No specific knowledge is available about the creation of a

specific command or a set of signals, which is necessary to
perform a certain task. A schematic diagram of a conceptual

routing of brain activity prior to motor performance is given

in E'ig. 3.2 (Deecke, Gr6zinger, Kornhuber, L9751.

Dotor cortex
motor potential

ass@latl-ve cortex
pre ootor [Dtential

Eig. 3.2 Conceptual seheme of the patlntays as used to pt'odtrce
hwnanmotor actioitA (Deeel<e et aL., 7976)
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In this scheme it is suggested that a motor comnand originates
in the associative and sensory cortex (bilaterally) (1), is
carried throuqh the cerebellurn (2) and reaches the mobor cortex
(3) contralateral to the side of expected motor activity. From

there, the commands follow the pyramidal tract to the muscle

(4). This is illustrated by Deecke et aI. (1976) by the meas-

urement of the electroencephalogram, EEG, in which an a-specific
activity was seen during activation of the associative cortex
(1) called the premotor potentials, PMP, (Fig. 3.2). This is
followed by potentials, only unilaterally measured in case of
unilateral motor activities, in the motor cortex, MP, resulting
in contralateral motor activity. The signals to the motor cor-
tex should already have a certain sequential structure. This
could be interpreted as if a preprogramming for voluntary move-

ment is already done at this phase. The actual control of mus-

cles, and thus the control of movement and force, is initiated
by the motor cortex (Deecke et a1., 1976; Angel, 1976) and is
carried out by the cr- and y-control loops (dlmamic and static
y-fibres). A slmplified scheme of the o- and y-control system

for an antagonistic pair of muscles is given in Fig. 3.3. This
figure shows, for simplicity, only single neurons, receptors
and fibres. In reality, a complex network of interconnected,
parallel systems exists.
The contraction of muscle fibres is caused via the o-motor

neurons and o-motor endplates. An innervated o-motor neuron is
recurrently inhibited by several sources. Ihe main inhibition
is given by the Renshaw cells which act as a filter system,

reducing large fluctuations of activity from higher centers,
acting as a protection for overload, as well as a reduction of
background noise in rest conditj-ons of the muscle pair. Another

function is to stabilize the firing rate of the motor neuron at
certain preferential frequences.

Whereas the control loop with the o-motor neurons controls the

length of a muscle around a predetermined value, the y-control
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spinal fom
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I o-end plates
2 ouscle spindles
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4 golgi tendon organs
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! r.*
I extero antaqonlstic muscle pair
lreceptors

Fig. 3.3 Functional scheme of antqgonistie musele control
eAstem (adapted fron: Houk et aL., 1967)

system provides the possiJrility to achieve steady states at
various lengths of the muscle. This is done by the Y-inner-
vation of the intrafusal fibres, the dlmamic '1-, and static y-

motor neurons, which give an additional excitation of the

muscle spindles, i.e. altering the feedback gain of the o-

control loop. The final effect is, again in the steady state

of the muscle, that the muscle length will change. The whole

control system has been summarized by Stein (L974) as a servo

control system with three tl6)es of control signals, i.e. the

o.-, dlmamic y-, and static Y-motor neurons, and three types of

sensory feedback, i.e. tendon orlJans, primary and secondary
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muscle spindle afferents. These three inputs and tlrree outputs
of the muscle system are suggested to be related to three sep-
arate control systems for force, Iength and velocity.
F\rrthermore, cross-coupling of the output of the muscle spindles
via the internuncial cells of the antagonistic muscle system

around a joint, on their respective motor neurons causes a

smooth cooperation between these muscles, and makes them to a

single working unit.
Finally, the feedback of proprioceptive information and skin
receptor information is not only used on the level of the
spinal cord, but is also transmitted to the higher levels,
amongst others to the sensory cortex. A simplified block diagram
presenting the important components in neuromuscular qen1561 is ,

given in Fig. 3.4 (Stassen, 1979).

0-motor
neu!on

c-efferent
alelay

brain
sten

equivalent
y-notor
neuron

y-effe!ent
delay

Fig. 3.4 Block diagran of the neuxo-museular eont?ol system.
Fot intez,seetions A and B, see Seet. 3.2

Fig. 3.4 gives a diagram of one single muscle joint system.

For the control of an arm, hand and fingers a large number of
those control systems operate in an integrated manner. Although
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most of these muscles can be used separately, and even single
motor units can be trained to be used separately, a more or
less strong j-nteraction exists between spinal, cerebral and

cortical leveI. In conjunction with other input channels, es-
pecially the eye, very complex patterns of motor behavior can

be executed (eye - hand coordinatj-on). In this particular case,

the interaction between muscle slzstems is very specific, ac-
cording to the required pattern of movement. This interaction
occurs mainly on the 1evel of the higher centers with respect
to the control strategy, while at the level of the muscle joint
system a dynamic mechanical interaction occurs. Wide spread

activation of the cerebral cortex takes place during output
processing, whereas parallel connections give rise to inter-
actions bethreen the different levels of organization in the
brainstem and spinal cord (Deecke et aL., 1976) .

3.2 The control of an arm prosthesis

In this section, the discussion wiII be focussed on the
aspects of functioning of the amputee with upper lirnb defi-
ciencies. Ttrese limb deficiencies can be an amputation of a

part or entire upper limb, congenital amputations, and paresis
or paralysis of (parts of) the limb. In spite of this large
diversity in deficiencies and the diversity in prostheses or
orthoses to be considered in the individual cases, it is tried
to give a general discussion on the related problems. A block
diagram of the information exchange between patient, prosthesis,
and the environment is given in Fig. 3.5. Correct control of
the prosthesis, either body powered or externally powered, re-
quires at least adequate possi-bilities to operate the pros-
thesis and sufficiently accurate feedback of the actual state
of the prosthesis to the patient. fhe difference between con-
trolling an artificial limb (Fig. 3.5) and in controlling the
human hand (Fig. 3.4) will be treated from the viewpoint of a

radically altered control configuration of a normal arm as is
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descrilced in Sect. 3.1.

visual, auditory ild tactile feedback

Fig. 3.5 Block diagran of patient eontz'olling a prosthesis

In Sect. 3.1 it is shown that the functioning of the muscle

joint system is based on a hierarchy of peripheral and central
control 1oops. This hierarchy is not only a functj-ona1 struc-
ture, but can be recognized in the anatcrnical organization as

well. The fast control loops are situated in the spinal cord,

whereas the control of integrative behavior is located in
brainstem, cerebellum and cerebral cortex. funputation of a lJmb

removes a part of the body which means that the body becomes

physically incomplete (Sect. 3.3) and consequently, that o- and

y-control signals are useless and appropriate feedback is not

generated anymore. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 where an

amputation means a removal of the right hand part of the dia-
gram from intersection A.

Paralysis can occur amongst other ways by nerve lesions caused

by traunatical, congenital or pathological reasons. An example

of a lesion at cervical cord level can be thought at intersec-
tj-on B in Fig. 3 .4.
Because of the hierarchical
trol system (Fig. 3.1), the

fibres destroys the control
fore likely that the assets

structure of the neuromuscular con-

Iesion of the efferent and afferent
loops on all levels. It is there-
for task perfo:mance with the
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concerned body part are for a great deal useless. These assets

are an adaptive servo control system at the spinal and nruscular

Ievel, whereas the cortical level is related with as weli as

the specific motor prograrns, as learning strategies and coordi-
nation schemes.

In case of a unilateral amputation it is often possible to per-
form almost aII tasks without the use of a prosthesis. Some

tasks a::e simply taken over by the nomal hand. Due to mechan-

isms in the brain, which are responsible for integrative be-

havior, some use can be made of earlier learned motor behavior
(Vendrik, 1976). Tasks requiring two-handed behavior are some-

times possiJcle to perform with the normal hand together with
the stump, if this stunp is long enough. This requires that
new strategiets have to be developed and learned. Depending on

the medical condition of the stump it is known that cutaneous

information frcm the stump can show a steady increase in func-
tion due to the development of the cutaneous receptors and

nerves (Inqwersen, 1967). Such an increased functional sensi-
bility has to be integrated also in new motor programs. It ap-

pears that sme unilateral amputees becme rather self-support-
ing without the use of a prosthesis (Zuithoff et al., 1979).

Although a prosthesis can replace a physical part of the body

it has to be mentioned that in no way are the destxoyed control
loops repaired. Ihis will :ce elucidated as follows. An active
prosthesis, such as they a.re commonly available, has only a

linited number of degrees of freedcm. Ihe control of each de-

gree of freedom requires air independent muscle or muscle group.

A body powered hand prosth*:sis sornetimes uses the force and

Eotion of shoulder muscles transtritted via a bandage to the

prosthesis. Some of the prosthesis state information can be

acquired via the afferent information, proprioception and ex-

teroception of the shoulder. However, the transmission via a

cable and bandage, means a severe noise source, which disturbs
this type of information due to the friction and hysteresis.
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Another example is the EMc-controlled, electriccally pov{ered

prosthesis. Depending on the Ievel of amputation it is scme-

times possible to use the extensors and flexors of the fingers,
located in the lower arm, to qenerate control signals for open-

ing and closing ttre prosthesis hand. Although the same muscu-

Iature is used as before amputation, the proprioceptive infor-
mation has to be different from a normal arm situation. The

dlmamics of the muscle joint system are strongly changed due

to the surgical operation by which the tendons of the flexor
and extensor muscles are mostly attached to the remaining bones.

In fact, the proprioceptive feedback is not a direct feedback

of the state of the prosthesis. The amount of information which

can be obtained from this hampered proprioceptive information
depends on the compatibility of the used muscles for control
with the required prosthesis actj-on, and depends also on the
type of the control mechanims of the prosthesis. ps1 syamFle,

in case of proportional control the relation betr^reen the pro-
prioceptive information and the state of the prosthesis is much

better than in the case of the on - off control principle used

in some EMG-prostheses. The insufficient feedback from the
prosthesis is partly supplemented by visual and auditory feed-

back, and furthermore, as already mentioned, additional infor-
mation from external forces on the prosthesis vj-a the pros-
thesis socket and cutaneous receptors in the stump.

The auditory feedback can sometimes exist in case of noise from

motor and gears of the prosthesis mechanisms, and probably also
from the contact of the prost.hesis with objects and the environ-
ment. Visual and auditory pathways are supposed to be slower

than the neurornuscular contrcl systems and less efficient for
control in manipulatory tasks. Besides the fact that it is less
efficient, one has to realize that visual and auditory percep-

tion is normally used for tasks, not including the manipulation.
It is therefore quite probable that the performance of these

tasks requires a time sharing of the perception channels as
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mentioned.

It is not precisely known how motor behavj-or is elicited (Sect.

3.1), and how it is related to psychological functions and

notions as, for ex€rmple, attention and consciousness. Neverthe-

Iess it might be clear that in the case of an amputation th,3

lack of the motor is not the only reason for the severe deterio-
ration of manipulation tasks; other reasons are the inadequate

feedback and the fact that tasks normally performed simulta-
neously with the manipulation task are more or less hampered

by the interference with the visual and auditory perception

channels due to required alternative strategies in task per-
formance.

According to Kahnenan (1973) the notion of attention has to be

seen as a label for the internal (psychological) mechanisms

which determine the significance of external stimuli and thus

exclude a prediction of behavior on sti-muli aLone. This means

that the feedback considerations given above, especially those

concerning the control loops involving the cortical centers,

are strongly related to the concept of attention. In this con-

text the aspects of prosthesis control as a part of the whole

man - machine problern can be sr:ramarized with the following
statements:

o Normal feedback mechanisms are replaced by other, already

existlng, less efficient feedback systems, i.e. the visual
ard/or auditory feedback.

This altered feedback configuration implies three main sources

of an increase in required attention at task execution of the

amputee with his prosthesis, i.e.:

From neu.rophysiology it is known that visual and auditory
feedback are slower, less automated and less preprogrammed

than proprioceptive feedback.

Alternative strategies of task execution have to replace the

oId, extremely trained, strategies. EsPecially, in the
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learning phase this can give a heavy burden to an amputee.

Furthermore, inherent to the fact that the prosthesis itself
does not provide enough feedback, a complete, so-called men-

tal representation can not like1y be obtained and the new

developed motor programs are consequently also incomplete on

the routine leveI.
o Interference with those tasks not performed with the pros-

thesis can arise due to the fact that in the new situation
the same modalities, visual and auditory, are used.

The facts mentioned above might cause a reduction in capacity

of an amputee performing a task, which will be negatively ap-

praised by the amputee. In turn, this might include that the
Fmputee does not feel that the prosthesis really contributes

to his ftrnctioning.

3.3 other problems related to amputation

Besides the problem of prosttresis control, many other
problems are important wj-th respect to the rehabilitation of
an arm amputee and thus to the acceptance of a prosthesj-s. The

first category to be mentioned concerns medical problems. The

Ievel and type of amputation, surgical technique applied, and

the post-operative treatment determines the final condition

of the stump including the skin (Bender, 1974t. This is the

basis for a prosthetic socket, which has to be optimal as well
as with respect to the comfort of the user, as to the attachment

of the prosthesis to the body. Furthermore, sometimes regener-

ating nerve fibres form sensitive, sometimes painful, tumors

at the end of the nerve, a neuroma. This gives difficulties
sometimes with the fitting of a prosthesis.

A second category of problems are the psychological and socio-
logical ones. This cateqory is already mentioned in Sect. 2.4,
and will be noticed as a part of the field study described in
ch.9.
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A third category of problems which gets much j-nterest in funda-

mental research on rehabilitation of arm amputees cannot solely
be ascrilced to one discipline, i.e. body inage and phant@ sen-

sations. These concepts are studied from the viewpoints of
neurophysiology as well a:; psychology. Ttre concept of body

image is applicable to a healthy eormal body. The existence of
some kind of internal representation of the body can be argued

by the fact that the localization, with the own hand, of a

stimulated part of the body, is normally very striking. This

is illustrated by the fact that a scratch reflex has a surpris-
inq accuracy to find a stimulated part of the body, even during

sleep (Buytendijk, 1969). Ihe latter is indeed a suggestion

that the body image is not only a psychological function but

should also be related to a neurophysiological scheme. Such an

internal representation or such a scheme is built up by the

individual's self perception and also by interaction h'ith the

environment. Even a part of the environment can be integrated

in the body image (McDaniel, 1969). This latter gives rise to
the optimistic expectations in rehabilitation that a prosthesis

can be incorporated in a body image. Successful examples of
such an integration could be endo-prostheses and matters such

as a dental plate. Most research, however, (McDaniel, 1969)

reports in the case of amputation and chronical illness an ef-
fect of distortion of a normal body image rather than a new,

well adapted body image. The greatest effects are seen in per-
ceptual defects. Final.ly, the concept of body image appears to
be a rather vague notion, but it appeals to some problems in
rehabilitation as, for example, the feeling of some amputees

to be incomplete without a prosthesis (Zuithoff et aI., 1979).

The body image is, according to at least the viewpoint of some

research, appealing to the phenomenon of phantom sensations
(McDaniel, 1969). A phantom sensation or phantom perception is
the phenomenon that limb amputees feel at some times that the
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limb is still present. Ihe amputee can sometimes even feel a

position and movements of the missing limh. The incidence of
phantom sensations is widespread. It is reported that almost

100t of the amputees have such sensations. Most persons with a

spinal cord lesion report also this tlpe of sensation (McDaniel,

1969; Weinstein, Sersen, Vetter, 1964/5). However, it J.s very
striking that even in some cases of congenital absence of limbs,
phantom sensations are reported (Weinstein, Sersen, !96L). This
general and high incidence must not be confused with the tlpe
of these sensations whj-ch can range from rather precise descrip-
tions of the missing limbs to that of painful perceptions of
the missi-ng limbs. rt is difficult to find a solid theory be-

hind this phenomenon. The existence of phantoms in congenitally
deficient persons and in cases of spinal cord lesions is, how-

ever, pointing to a theory based on at least partly a similar
structure as with the concept of body image.

The body imaqe can partly be seen as the human knowledge of the
dynamic and static properties of the motor systems of the ex-
tremity concerned. The amputation or lesion of the control and

feedback of motors and signals (Sects 3.1 and 3.2) causes a

destruction on several levels due to the structure of the con-

trol mechanisr. In parallel it is suggested that concepts such

as body image and phantom sensation act on various levels, i.e.
on the sensory level located in the limb and on the perceptive,

central level. Therefore, amputation means that the correspond-

ing parts of the body image will partly remain, as is known by

the phantom sensations. This implies that the use of a pros-

thesis in place of the amputated arm and hand has sometj-mes to
be considered as a third arm which makes the integration in
the body imaqe cornplicated.
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SELECTION OF METHODS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF

MENTAL LOAD

4.L Introduction and statement of the problem

In Chs 1 and 2 the necessity of measuring mental load has

been argued already. This chapter will deal more specifically
with the problem of the assessment of mental load. A proposal

for a method to measure the mental load in hand,/ arm prosthesis

control will be given based on t.lle exploratory research to be

reported in Ch. 5. For this a general overview of the possi-

bilities as they are known in the literature is reported in
Sect. 4.2. Two methods, which appeared to be feasilcle in the

exploratory experiments are discussed in more detail in Sects

4.2.4 and 4.2.5. While giving an overview of the field of men-

tal Ioad research, attention wj-ll occasionally be focussed on

the specific problero of mental load in arm prosthesis control.
As is explained in Ch. 3, in the case of the use of a pros-

thesis, the flow of information from and to the task environ-

ment is completely dj-fferent from normal arm control. Evalu-

ation on the tectrnical level of the arm prosthesis system is
insufficient in comparing the information flow aspects of the

prosthesis only; the mental load inposed by the use of the

prosthesis is also related to the strategy in task performance

and the capacity and ability of the user.

Therefore a method and an experimental design have to be used

which will account for these aspects- In the laboratory evalu-

ation phase the individual effects of strategy and abilities
are not of primary interest; only knowledge about the charac-

teristics of the prosthesis relative to other t4)es (Ch. 6) is

required. It is therefore permissible to look for methods which

can be applied in the laboratory. Furthermore, the measurements

have to be restricted to the load as it origj-nates from the

control of the prostJresis necessary for task performance. Tttus,

not- considered in this investigatj-on is the information exchangre
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between patierrt and environment as far as it is not related to
the execution of tasks with the assistence of ttre prosthesis.
On the basis of a test set of tasks the control load can be

specified if a suitable method exists.
The experimental design as described in Ch. 7 has to equalize

individual differences and other unknown sources of variance.
This requires that the measurements have to be repeated several

times and have to be executed with several. persons. Finally, it
has to be mentioned that healthy subjects have to be used, as

will be explaj-ned lateron. This creates some restrictions in
fitting a prosthesis and performing some of the task asfEcts.
Here, it should be noted, that the differences of the healthy
subjects and the amputees with respect to psychosocial factors
might give an experimental bias as far as the measured vari-
ables are related to these factors.
Sumrnarizing it can be said that the problem can be defined as

the measurement of the mental load at the control of several

types of arm prostheses in a laboratory situation with not arn-

putated subjects, with the aim to gather data about the mean

characteristics of the prosthesis tlpes with respect to the

required mental Ioad.

The selection of test tasks as

the results can be generalized

the practical situation of the

of daily living.

is given in Ch. 6 ensures that
to some extent with respect to
use of prosthesis in activities

4.2 Review of research in mental load

4 - 2 . t lce:gegLgg-etg-e9P99!:

The problem of mental load and fatigue is mostly connected

with the enormous develo;xnent in technology of the automation

and data processing. Conslderable work has been done in study-

ing the operator's control load in large and/or complex
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technical systems (Ekkers, Brouwers, Pasrnooij, De Vlaning, 1979).

Most of this work was started to solve deficj-encies in existing
man-machine systems, or, on the basis of malfunctioning of
present systens, to develop new man-machine systems which have

to be safeguarded against problens in functioning of the human

being in this system. Ihese reasons arising from practice re-
sulted in considerable fundamental research, being stimulated

on the general concepts of mental load and the development of
measures and models. If the concept of mentaL load is more or

less defined, the next phase should be the develotrment of ap-

plicable measures for mental load. Thereafter, the measures

have to be validated before the application.
A representation of the research field of mental load with
respect to the phases mentioned above and different disciplin-
ary approaches are given in Table 4.1.

Iable 4,1 Aspeets and approaches in mental Load researeh

\':$:"::
l:=#,"N

theory, fun-
damentals

probl€rr de-
fLnltion of
mental load

develoFment
of general
applicable
neasures

validation
of measures,

rcdel,ing

application
j,n practice

psychol,ogy

basic phenmena

psychologist psychologist psychologist

physiology

autonomous and

central nervous

system

psyctlologist
psychologist

psychologist
psychologist

psychologist

psychologist
mathematician

i,nfomation
theory
operational
research

psychologist

engineer

nathsatician

ergonomist

engineer
mattrematician

ergonomist

engineer
systems

designer

problem oriented
problen specific.
experimental

approach

ergonomist

engineer

systems
designer

industrial
physician
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Ttre most important professions involved in mental load research

are given in the cells of this table; it shows that research is
focussed around a certain discipline, i.e. a row in the tab1e.

The table gives a judgement of the involvement of the various
disciplines in the respective phases as is seen in contemporary

literature. Sometimes one of the aspects is elaborated by a

multidisciplinary research group. Therefore, each indj-cated
cell of the table contains thorough research efforts and posi-
tive results. while other important aspects are iqnored. Fig.
4.1 gives another illustration of this problem (Parks et al.,
1979) .

lf
gap in

tectnoloqy, develolment

transittal

theoretical backqrand-L applicability+-

basi-cs,

theory,
Ethods

appl-ication,
usefuLness,

applicability

Fig. 4.1 Gap in researeh field of mental Load

It seems that it is impossiJcle to give a generally applicable
definition of load. A particular method appears either to be

good applicable or is based on a consistent theory. Successful

applications, i.e. solving complaints and problems about the

hrork environment, are not derived from theory; sbmeti-mes the

theory can explain the positive results. This is the reason why

most of the successful research in this field is based on oPer-

atj-onal definitions, fitted to the prastice. Better understand-
j-ng of the basic concepts can be expected if in an interactive
process with research people in practice describing models can
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be developed. A serious complication in field investLgations
is that various problems arise at the same time and that some

of the aspects of the problems are often projected onto pro-
blems of mental load.
Ihe advantages, disadvantages and limitations of each approach

will be classified in Sect. 4.2.3.

4 - 2 . 2 9e€urlrel-gI- grggsgr!!y-e999-r9!1ers

From the vj-ewtrrcint of functioning of the overall man -
machine system, the following concepts can be defined: Task

demands, system performance and operator behavior (Moray,

1979) .

o Task demands are tl..e entire set of task variables determining
the task environment, such as system dlmamics, external dis-
turbances and system performance requirements.

o System performance is determined by objective measures of
system output variables relative to the desired character-
istics of these variables; it is related to the system as it
is operating in usual practical circunstances.

o Operator behavior are the operations and activities of the

human in perfo:ming the required task; this concept is only
related to the human.

Frequently used concepts are stress and strain (Ihlsbeek, 1967;

Rohmert, 1976'1. These concepts are closely related to those

mentioned above.

. Stress is the set of task demands as they are applied to the

human operator.
o Strain is the human's reaction or the effect of these task

demands.

The notion "stresst' gi-ves sometimes trouble, due to the fact
that this word has a different meaning in corunon use of lan-
guage.
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9{ith respect to the patient - prosthesj-s situation, regarded as

a man-machine system the following remarks can be made. The

set of task demands is not a clearly defined variable in the

case of the unilateral prosthesis user. In fact, the user de-

termines and sets his own system performance requirements as

well as his strategj-es. Consequently, the system performance

itself is very difficult to describe in this situation due to
the fact that the desired performance can not objectively be

determined. Measurements of task perforuElnce and mental control
Ioad are therefore very difficult in such a trrcor1y specified
task environment. obviously, measurements have to be executed

in a laboratory situation with prescrilced task environment and

strategies to be followed. In these experiments the system has

to be defined as the task environment including the prosthesis

system. This seems contradictory with the ultinate goal of re-
habilitation, i.e. incorporation of the prosthesis system in
the "body scheme" of the patient (Ch. 2) i however, it is better
to define the system boundaries such that they coincide with
the intersection where the mental load in controlling the pros-

tl:esis is referring to. Thus, when working in a laboratory
situation, the concepts of task demands and system performance

are sufficiently defined; also operator behavior, i.e. the con-

trol actions on the prosthesis, in this case, can be reasonably

well determinated.

The following sections will discuss the difficult notion: Ca-

pacity of the human as an informatj-on processor.

4.2.2. 1 1:r:*.?f .:??i:i!Y
Definitions of the capacj-ty of the human as atr infor-

mation processor are mostly related to task demands. Often el-
ementary units of task load are the basis of describing catrnc-

ity. They are always given in terms of the task itself and in-
clude an observable pattern of activities with a not fixed
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duration. Examples are given in scqe references (Welford, 1967;

Kahneman, 1973; Levison, 1970; Michon, 1976; Sanders, 1976).

For example, these units can be a number of task cycles, a num-

ber of decision moments or the amount of processed information,
by the operator expressed in units of information, i.e. in bits.

Another issue is that in the capacity model of Katrreman, a dis-
tinction is made between available capacity and used capacity
(Katrneman, 1973). Ehe available capacity is that capacity which

is available at a certain moment to use in sorne way, but which

is not necessarily occupied. Ttris capacity is supposed to be

related to the physiological state of the hr.rman operator. Ihe
capacity used is obviously related to t}re task demands and

operator behavior.

Terms like mental load and workload are often expressed in
units of used capacity, i.e. an absolute value, or in a ratio
of used capacity and maximum available capacity. The latter
definj-tion has the advantage that the dimension of the r:nit is
not important, but it leads to serj-ous problems in the deter-
mination of the maxjmal capacity.
The different definitions of capacity are sometimes the reason

for confusion. This confusion is probably caused by insuffi-
cient understanding of the dynamic and stochastic aspects of
capacity.

Ihe dynonie aspeet of the eapaeitA is the dependence of rhe

capacity on the level of the present and past task load. A

part of this dynamic behavior is described by the task load
endurance tj-me curves. In Fig. 4.2 such a diagram is given
(Kalsbeek, 1968; IGlsbeek, Ettema, L9641 .

llhe diagram presents ttre endurance ti-me, i.e. the maximal dur-
ation that a subject is able to execute the task in an exper-
iment where the task load is kept at a certain constant level.
Thus the vertj-cal axis in this iliagram presents load rattrer
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Fig. 4.2 A supposed v,eLationship bekteen task Load and. endur-
ance ti,ne

than capacity. The "willing to spend" capacity, indicated in
the figure, is ttre amount of capacity that the sr.rbject is will-
ing to dedicate for task performance at a certain moment.

In Fig. 4.3 an arbitrary course of the time dependent momentary

capacity is drawn, together with the endurance course of Fig.
4-2.

A

Ii
;1fl.93

endurance tise course

capacrty course

leve1 of constant

endurance tine --------{(uits of tjDe)

Iength of psfo@ce --*(ults of tlre)

Fig.  .3 ArbitrarA eou.rses of endu.rance time (Fig.  .2) and.
capocity uith a constant Load

Ttre available capacity is supposed to be more than the capac-

ity wtlich is used to cope with the task load. Suggesting that
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that the decay in the endurance course is caused by the past
task l-oad, it is important to know the relation betvreen, on

one side, endurance and at the other, avaitable capacity and,/

or task load. However, almost nothing is known about fatigue
and recovery characterj-stics fron fatigue; therefore it is im-
possible to suggest a model which describes the available ca-
pacity in relation to endurance ti-rne.

The allocation of the resources or capacity to be disposed by

the human operator, is also recognized in the research on at-
tention. Notions such as vj-gilance and activation are signifi-
cant in this case (Michon, 1976).

Ihe stoetnstie aspects of eapaeitA concern the statistical
time dependent properties of capacity. Ihe complexity of the
capacity phenomenon is caused by a large nurnber of scarcely
known statistic variations. Ihese are, for example, the intra-
and interindividual differences in mental and physical state
of the human operator, external factors influencing the oper-
ator's motivationr etc. Due to these and possible other sources,

the courses in Fig. 4.3 are difficult to measure, and are aI-
ways strongly dependent on the e:rperimental environment and

seLuP.

Furttrernore, the notion of capacity is complicated by the pro-
blems of single- or multichannelness of the hr:man operator.
Discussions about this problem are originally based on the
view;rcint of communication theory, whereas later on different
theories have been used to define some kind of mental processor

models (Welford, 1959; IGhneman, 1973; Kalsbeek, 1971; van

Galen, 1974; Sanders, 1979).

WeIl known experiments of welford suggest a single channel in
information processing. However, experi-ments do not deny the
possiJoility of a multichannel situation. Kahneman describes a

capacity model; this model states that a certain capacity avail-
able for information processing ccrn be split up over several
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tasks. Verification of this model seems difficult in cases where

the number of sj-rnultaneous tasks is large and where the fre-
quency of switching the attention betr.reen tasks is relatively
high.
A model of information processing suggested by Sanders states,
that several mechanisms which have a certain limited capacity

can be operational at the same time; capacity not used in one

of the mechanisms cannot be used for task performance involvinql

other mechanisms. Such a model can have inplications with re-

spect to duat task techniques, and therefore it will be dis-

cussed in more detail in Sect. 4.2.5.

Consj.derinq the problens in defining mental load and capacity

it seems rather obvious that most research uses operationally
defined concepts like error rates, cycle times, reaction times

and other tasks or subsidiary tasks related to performance in-
dices. Another conclusion of this section is that a number of
usual precautions have to be taken in experiments:

o A strj-ctly controlled duration of the experimental sessions

in order to cope, as well as poss5.ble, with the dlmanic as-

pects of capacity.
o An experimental scheme such that statistical variations due

to circadian rhyttrms, inter- and intraindividual effects can

be neglected.

These precautions will give serious troubles in field investi-
gations. It would be very helpful if more knowledge in terms

of rnodels of the indicated sources of variance were available.

4 - 2 - 3 9gpperrgg! -9!-g9e9sr9p9g!-!99!glgs99
In most applications, the different trrcssiJrilities of

evaluating mental workload are considered. Expertise available,
time and financial constraints often have a strong influence on

the selection of the method to be applied. Some surveys can be
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fonnd j-n the literature (Rolfe, 1976; Spyker, Stackhouse,

Khalafalla, McLane, 1970; Sheridan, Stassen, 1979; Verplank,
L9771. Ihe present status of this research field is established
at the IiIATO l{orkshop on Mental load in creece (Moray, L9'79) .

Therefore this section will only give a srutmary on this topic.
Ihe problem can be considered as a kind of a transducer pro-
blem. A phenomenon or a characteristic of the human perforning

a mental task, has to be transformed to a physical quantj-ty

which can be observed by others. Ttris transformation includes
the sensing or pick-up of a siqnal, the processing of the sig-
nal and ttre presentation of the result in numbers or graphs.

The transducer problem has many different aspects. With the
particular phenomenon of mental load in mind, it is trrcssi-ble

to compare different methods with respect to the following cri-
teria variables:

o fnterpretability and oalidityz the phenomenon to be neasured

and the observed output of the measureuent has to be related
in an interpretable way. This relation is either based on

theoretical assunptions or empirical data. Ttre relationship
mentioned is mostly very clear and simple in the case of an

operational definition. The validity of a method is increased

if this relationship is evaluated by different experilenters.
It is necessary at the selection of a method, that the pro-
bLem which regulres an investigation has to be analysed very

thoroughly.

o Sensititsityz 'ttre varrations in the measurement results are

related to the variations of the measured phenomenon or pri-
mary variable. A good sensitivity means that srnall variations
of the primary signal are mapped monotonically onto the neas-

urement quantity. Ihe monotonic behavior of the variable is
based on the interpretability of the measurement and roostly

assured a priori, or checked with another measurement method.

o Interferenee. T}re Eeasurement itself, method and equiprent
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can have an influence on the primary variable, i.e. one

might deal with the problem of interference. Interference
cannot be avoided completely but the effect on the measure-

ment has to be within the limits of ttre required accuracy.

c Reliabilityz rtre reliability means the consistency of the

measurements in different situations. Reliability has dif-
ferent aspects. First, the method has less reliabiJ-ity if
other variables besides the primary variable are sensitive
to results. In the case of a correlation between the pri-mary

variable and one of the others a systematic deviation (bias)

of the measurement results is obtained. Second, consistency

of results is required in the case of repeated measurements

and for different investigators. Ehird, the dlmamics and

bandwidth of the measurement system have to be known, in
order to give reliable interpretations of the results.

o Applieabilityz A method is applicable when it is validated
in the particular situation or in a similar situation. Fur-

thermore, the acceptability of the method by the oPerator

smetimes restricts its applicability. Unacceptability can

be caused by discomfort to the operator. A method is also

unacceptable when i-nterference on the task of the operator

can possiJrly cause dangerous situations.

o Efficiency: lItre efficiency of a method is considered to be

the batance between the quality of the measure according to
the requirements as stated above and to the effort to be

invested to get the results. Itre latter includes for example:

Equipment cost, duration of measurements and proeessing, and

the requi-red qualified personnel.

Ihe following methods are given in the literature surveys men-

tioned earlier.
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. Subjective rating.
o Psychophysiological variables.
o Behavioral measures: - Task analysis.

Secondary tasks.
Testing to performance limits.
Modeling.

Table 4.2 presents an overview of the categories of methods

with respect to ttre criteria as listed above. The remarks in
this table give only a gteneral idea about the characteristics
of each category. Particular methods from a category can devi-
ate from this description. A short elucidation of the catego-

ries mentioned above will be given.

Subjective rating: Subjective methods are considered as a tool
tso get a quick analysis of a situation. However, to obtain re-
liable and interpretable results, one has to develop the ques-

tj-onnaires or scales very carefully. An example of a well de-

velopped rating scale is the Cooper-Harper rating scale for
the evaluation of the handling quality of aeroplanes (Cooper,

Harper, 1969). The method shows a good reliability and applica-
bility if used in a comparative way, and if comparing or rank

ordering situations with comon characteristics. An assumption

is always that either ttre operator or the observer who is re-
sponding to the questionnaire, understands the system or task en-

vironment. In the case of a strong emotional involvement or with
underlying interests, a bias in the results has to be expected.

It cannot be excluded that in the case of handicapped people the

sr:bjective ratings will be based on aPparently irrational cri-
teria. Furthermore, the development of an adequate questionnaire

for users of arm prostheses would be very difficult, due to the

fact that this qroup of users is very inhomogeneous with respect

to, for example. profession, age and education.

Psychophysiological variables: Ihe basic assumption for thj-s
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category is that task demands will be reflecting the level of
activation of the organj-sm (Mulder, L979). Various physiologi-

cal variables have been studied as an indicator of workload.

As the measurements are directly obtained from the organi.sm,

it is supposed that these variables are related to the concepts

effort and strain. In fact the physiological variables measure

activation, rather than information processing. Activation is
the final result of psychological and physiological processes

(Ursin, Ursin, 1979). Intrinsic to this problem is that the
reliability of this method is poor, because emotional factors
and physical effort also leads to changes in the variables con-

sidered. Ihe possibility to derive from a number of different
physiological signals a combined measure of mental workload,

seems rather impractical: First, the combined set of variables
is expected to be specific for each group of similar tasks;
second, a segregation of the mental workload caused by task
demands from the emotional influences and physical workload

effects seems up to now impossible. In spite of these rather
negative qualifications, considerable research is done in this
field. A comlcined measure has been developed for pilot workload
(Spyker et al., l97O). Even for such a smalI application area

it is not yet established to be a reliable measure. The small
interference of measurinq equipment with the task is one of
the reasons of frequent and easy application. This is also the
reason tJ:at e><ploratory research on this method is carried out
in Lhe fr:me work of this investigation (Sect. 5.2). A great
problen arises in practical situatj-ons where the physical
workload components are correlated with the mental workload

components. The impossiJcility in practice to separate mental

and physical work gi-ves thus an unavoidable bias on the Beas-

urements -

Task analysis: Task analysis is a detailed analysis of the
human operator task. The fr:ndamental idea in this method is
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the distinguishing of a random like series of task units. These

task units vary from single actions (Soede, Coeterier, Stassen,
1971) to complete cycles of operation (van Gigch, 1970a). Sett-
ing up a flow diagram of the successive task units is worth-
while in analysing the structure of a task, but it will be

rather difficult if two or more task units can be performed,

sjmultaneously. Flow diagrams require also the definition and

measurement of all possj-ble operations. A different approach

is only to consider the definition of sore units of particular
interest. The occurrence of such a task unit is considered in
relation to other task units or in relation to exLernal vari-
ables (Ekkers et al., 7979). A well-known technique is the
multimoment recording method based on some statistical pre-
sumptions of distribution of task units over a certain working
period. The objective of thj-s technique is often a work study
in order to get either an efficient flow of products in a fac-
tory or, as well as a basis for the calculation of the wages

of the operator.

Continuous recording of a coplete set or a chosen subset of
task units is often indicated as a ti-rre-Iine analysis. The data
obtained, are processed in various ways. fhe setup of frequency

distributions already gives sore insight in those operations
which require much operator attention. Statistj-cal techniques,
such as covariance analysis, can indicate those task charac-
teristics involving the whole, limited, operatorrs capacity.

Queuing models and information theoretical tools are other
ways of quantification of the t.ask data (Senders, 1964; van

Gigch, 1970b). A study of the feasibility of the use of infor-
mation theory in the analysis of mental load in prosthesis
cont,rol is given in Ch. 5. Due to the large variabllity in ob-

taining data and the various methods of processing the data,
it is often difficult to compare results of a certain task en-
virorunent with another. Except for the multi-morent method,
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task analysis requires much effort in obtaining and processing

the data. However, the immediate relation between task oper-

ations and derived measures of operatorrs attention and system

performance is very useful and rather easily interpretable in
system design and development. A further consideration of task

analysis is given in Sect. 4.2.4.

Secondary tasks: The method of secondary tasks basically relies

on the notion of reserve capacity, i.e. a secondary task can be

performed s.imultaneously with a main task if some mental capac-

ity is left available. Two different ways of giving the second-

ary task are possiJcle.

The first way is to give a secondary task with a fixed level
of load. By nanipulation of this level in consecutive sessions,

a certain level will be established on which the primary or

main task will start to deteriorate. This loading leve1 of the

secondary task gives an idea about a reserve capacity which

functions often as a ranqe for safe oPeration. Furthermore,

with a further increase in loading levels of ttre secondary task,

failures in the pri-mary task will show up. In this case the op-

erator is told to give priority to the secondary task. These

failures, being the "weak" elements of the primary task, are

very important for t}le system designer.

The second category of secondary task methods is in giving to

tJ:e hr:man operator an adaptive, easily quantifiable task. In

this case the secondary task is supposed to fill up the oPer-

atorrs reserve capacity. The operator is asked to perform as

well as possi-bIe in the secotrdary task but givi:tg a priority

to the primary task. A more detailed consideration of the ap-

plication of the secondary task method in the last manner is
given in Sect. 4.2.5. with the discussion about capacity (Sect.

4.2.2) j-n mind, especially the part concerning ttre single- vs

nultichannelness of the human operator in informaLion process-

j-ng, it turns out that there are restrictions and criteria in
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its application. A restriction is that the nethod is not ap-
plicable in tasks where ttre possiJrility of large and serious
accidents due to failures of the operators exists. Ihe criteria
are a good experimental desigm, and a proper selection of the
secondary task.

Testing to limits: The category does not basically differ from

the first mentioned sr:bcategory of secondary tasks. By increas-
ing the difficulty or the cycle time of the task itself, the
breakdown points are studied and give soe information about

the level of workload in normal operational conditions. The

same restriction of the secondary task nethod is applicable
here. The conditions in the "breakdown" situation give useful
infonmation to system designers. t'lxis method ls particularly
useful and efficient in sj-mulator research (Sanders, 1979) and
j-s intrinsically not appllcable as an online method in prac-
tice. Sensitivity and interference on primary variable are ir-
relevant in the application of this method.

Modeling: !{ith a complete model of ttre behavior of the operator
and the system it should be 1rcssible to describe the overall
performance of the man - machi-ne system in terms of ttre effec-
tiveness of the system, the costs involved and the benefits
obtained. In workload research, models are required to describe
the relations between, on one side, task demands, system charac-
teristics, environmental variables and, on the other side,
workload. The value of.models as predictlve tools is obvious;
the relation between workload and performance with varying as-
pects of the task can be predicted. Models can also be used in
explaining behavior of operators and systems, i.e. as diagmos-

tic tools.
The origin of a certain model can be from empirical data in a

particular situation or from a theoretj-cal analysis of the
system, together with the knowledge of experi-mental psychology

and previous models (Sheridan et aI. , 1979). Cause and effect
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relations found in enpirical data lead to more or less unstruc-
tured models. Theoretically system analysis, empirical (unstruc-
tured) models and fundamental knowledge can be used to suggest

certain structures describing the operator's behavior. Empirical
data obtained in particular situations cmplete these structured
models with parameters being specific for those situations. The

applicability of unstructured models is strongly restricted to
comparative situations whereas the structured models can some-

times be extrapolated to the implicit limits of the backgrouni.

knowledge used to develop this tyrpe of nodels. Information the-
ory, decislon theory, signal detection ttreory, classical control
theory, optimal control theory and other mathematical methods

and theories have led to models descriJcing performance of man -
nachine systems. Sometimes these models are more or less relat:ed

to workload phenomena, but they were principally designed to
describe performance and behavior of the operator.
Ihe concept of the internal model (Bainbridge, 1969i Landeweerd,

1978) evoked a number of modeling efforts (Veldhuyzen, L976).

fhis means that when the human operator is controlling a system,

his control behavior will be based on ttre "gestalt" or internal
representation of t}te system, envj-ronment and the task. Accord-

ing to Stassen and Schneider (1978), an internal model is sup-

posed to be a description of the operator's knowledge about the
statics and dynamics of tlre system to be controlled. The main

cause of mental workload is assumed to be the mismatch between

the operatorrs internal representation and the actual system

and noise characteristics (Sheridan, L976). The interdepen-
dency of workload and performance is supposed to be a psycho-

logical process of sr:bjective weighting (Soede, 1979; Ch. 2) .

Ihis interaction is related to the term "meta-contro1ler",
setting the workload margins (Sheridan et aI ., 1979r. fhis so-

called Deta-control system is operating on an intermediate
level betrreen goal setting and output control, i.e. human's

activity-supervising control involved with changes (Greek:
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"meta") due to external and internal variations and error of
the internal representation. Adaptation of the internal repre-
sentation on instigation of recent informatj-on is referring to
an innovation process (Sheridan et aI., L9'?9)r a "meta-con-

trolled process, si-milar to exterting conscious mental effort.

The concept of having different levels of controlling behavior

is rather conmon in psychology (Cooke, 1965; Mulder, 1979). fhe

interpretation of these levels to workload is mentioned in an

information theoretical study (van Gigch, 1970a) and conceptually

described as a research basis of an air traffic control task

(Kalsbeek, l97L). Ihe field of modeling workload is rapidly

evolving. At the moment, the interpretability of the results
of these tectrriques is rather difficult and the applicability
of a model with a certain structure is rather restricted, caused

by the specifity of the model for a particular task situation.
TLris gives in turn a good consistency of the results for such

a particular grouP of task situations.

Summarizing this section, in which an overview of methods is
given, the next interim conclusions can be drawn:

For fundamental as well as practical reasons, it appears

that the methods of subjective rating, psychophysiology,

testing to the limits and modeling are not suitable for quan-

tifying mental load in prosthesis control.
Task analysis and dual task methods are in principle appli-
cable to this investigation.

Therefore a more detailed discussion on the last mentioned

methods will be given in the next two sections.

4. 2 - 4 TesE-erelvgrqr-!ggs9-9s-lu9!ge!r9l!!99rv-99!s9p!g
In the period 1950 - 1970 a considerable attention was

drawn on the application of information theory to evaluate the

"information load" of an operator (Elkind, Spragnre, 1961;

a
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Gainer, 1966; Nadler, Seidel , 1966; Wem'_ce, Batf , 1966) . The ex-
pectations for applications were rathel optimistic. It was sug-
gested that a measure could be obtained with a sound theoretical
background for comparing tasks with respect to workload, and for
comparing the effects of external variables. This opinion was

evoked by the success of information theory in cormunication

technology. However, it appeared that the application in man -
machine systems was hampered by difficulties as: What should be

considered as "information" to the operator, how is he weighting

the probabilities of events on which the information is based,

and how should the information in a task envirorunent be calcu-
lated. The second problem is mainly caused by the fact that
tasks with a high information processing demand are lacking
motor output, thus are difficult to observe and analyse. This
Ied to various operationally defined modifications of the in-
formation measures which in turn gave incomparable results. In
spite of these problems, the results of a task analysis are

very useful, due to the fact that they can easily be related
to aspects of tJ.e design of the system studied. Therefore, an

attempt is made to calculate an informatj-on measure at perforn-
ing prosthesis activities. The results wiII be given in Ch. 5,

while in this section the background of the measure used will
be discussed.

Information theory poses a source, transmitter, channel, re-
ceiver and destination, while in the channel the information
is supposed to be mixed with noise or distortion (Shannon,

Weaver, L964). Fig. 4.4 gives this tlpical scheme of an infor-
mation system.

transmitter destination

Fig. 4.4 Scheme of information systan
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In the studies mentioned, the human operator is considered to
be described as an information channel, receiving information
from the environment and performing activities or sending (dis-
torted) information to the environment.

the case of the user of a prosthesis, the scheme can be drawn

given in Fig. 4.5.

feedback of
infomation fr@

"channeI"

enviroment
infGEation
prosthesis

to
and task enviroment

derived measures
of the state of the
task and prosthesis

task envlroment
and

prosthesis

Eig. 4.5 fnfonnation eseVange betueen prosthesis ueaner and.
task eru)irorrnent ineludirq the prosthesis

A direct measurement of the input and output of the "informa-
tion channel", the prosthesis wearer, is not possiJcle. However,

a set of derived measurements from the task environment is the

inmediate effect of the information sent, or is the immediate

cause of received information into the "channel". With an ap-

propriate flow diagram or description of the detailed activj--
ties it is rather easy to define a series of subtasks.

In information theoretical terms it can be said that informa-
tion has to be derived from the task environment by the pros-
thesis wearer concerning the sequence of subtasks (choice un-

certainty) and the duration of subtasks (time uncertainty). 1t
this way the information processing should be described com-

pletely. The part of time uncertainty is in the literature
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about information analysis of dj.screte tasks not considered as

an aspect of the information to be transmitted (van Gigch,

L97Ob; Nadler et al., L966). The information analysis of contin-
uous tasks is dealing implicitly with this type of infornation,
due to the fact that continuous signals have to be sampled, for
example, in an equidistant manner with a sampling frequency ac-

cordj-ng to the Nyguist criterion (Shannon et aI., 1964) . An

equivalent approach might be possible for discrete tasks. At

first, an information measure wiII be derived for the case of
a discrete task without accounting for the random variation of
the duration of the subtasks to be defined. After that, an ap-

proach is indicated by which a description of the ti-ne uncer-

tainty can be taken into account. However, the latter approach

will not be treated in detaj-l because of the fact that, at this
moment, neither a sufficient theoretical basis is avaiIa.ble,

nor sufficient preliminary research has been done on this as-

pect.

The information analysis of a task has to start wlth a flow

diagram of the elementary units of the task (Hopkin, 1971). It
is difficulL to give a good, theoretical, definition of such

an elementary task unit or subtask. Iherefore, the following
remarks give the definition of a subtask from an operational
point of view.

o A subtask is delimited by observable points in time.
o A subtask must have a fixed activity pattern throughout the

duration of all measurements of an experlment.

The latter point is akin to tJ.e notion of moments of conscious

control as was introduced by Kalsbeek (1971). A preprograrmed

activity, which is similar to a subtask, is separated from a

subsequent activity or subtask by a moment of conscious control,
i.e. a new program has to be selected on that moment.

The result of a measurement will be a series of the various sub-

tasks. In order to derive a formula for the information measure
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the following quantities have been defined:

A subtask is denoted by x., having a state: i=1*n; n is the
number of different subtasks.
Ihe subtask which follows subtask x is denoted by y; in this
case the index j=1+n is used to denote the state, thus y..
The duration of subtask x. is T*.r"". Ihe probability of sub-

task x. is p(x. ). The probabiliti of subtask y.i when subtask

x. exists is e(yi / *)) .

Now ttre information I of an event, (subtask) x., can be de-

scribed as follows:

r(i) ='r"n*,=-21oep(x.) bit (4.1)-p 
r

Elris value has been indicated as the "surprisal" of an event
(Attneave, 1967) . Furthermore, the information related to a

transition of state i into state j can be written as:

(4.2)

Sumation of these quantities gives a contj-nuous measure of un-

certainty for a sequence of events. Ttre following information
rate R can be obtained if the total information val-ue is com-

puted per second for each subtask.

r-(L / )) = 21osilryT= -21oe e Q, / x. ) bit

-2Log p(x,1 - 2ros p Q. / x,)
-=ffDLE/sec (4.3)

*i

Variants of this formula, i.e. averages over a whole measure-

ment or the information rate per subtask can be used depending

on the problem to be solved.

In the case that the analysis of subtasks is not quite success-

ful and the defined subtasks have stilI some variation in struc-
ture and likely also larger varj.ations in duration, it is necess-

ary to extend the given algorittm. This extension can principally
be given by using a sampling method. Probabilities of the states
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i= l+n can then be calculated as follows. If the present state
i is denotes as x- and the future state j is denoted as y,, and]- - -l
considering those states on the moments t=kAt (k=t, 2, ... k,
... M and At is a sample interval time in seconds) , then the
probability that subtask x. ends and a new subtask begins can

be denoted as: p(*irkAa).
t1 f(yi/x.) is the transition probability of state x. to state
y-, then, assuming that the duration of the subtask and the

)
sequence of subtasks is independent, the probability of the

next state v. is as follows:-l

p(y)/ *i,k^r)=p(yj /*1 . P(*i,k^t) G.4)

The application of thj-s formula results also in an information
value. lltris information value can be calculated on each moment

t=kAtr and includes also the time uncertainty. Some prelimi--
nary experiments on this extended approach were carried out.
but the setup was too restricted to eval-uate the feasibiliEy
of this approach.

4 . 2 . s 9eggl9e=v-!e:!-se!!eg-g9r-epplige!rgl-rl-!{:-le!gr3!err
environment

In Sect. 4.2.3 a general description of the secondary

task technique has been given. It was mentioned in this section
that two alternatives are possiJrle, i.e. firstly the use of ttre

secondary task with a fixed level to study possi-bIe failures in
the main task (or primary task), and secondly the secondary

task with an adaptive loading level which is regulated by the

operator and should just fill up the operator's reserve capac-

ity. The first alternative gives only the sensitivity of the

task to be studied to external distractions. Ihis means that a

measure of reserve capacity at moments with a peak workload is
obtained. Tlris gives enough information in those practical
situations where these peak values of workload give trouble,
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\rtLile the average workload is fel-t to be quite acceptable.

The subjective weightingof the control load of the prosthesis
by the users in prostheses research requires measures of work-

load as obtained with adaptive loading tasks. Furthermore, it
is suggested ttrat the first alternative with fixed secondary

load is more suitable to apply with untrnced primary tasks where-

as an adaptive secondary Ioad is more applicable to paced pri-
mary tasks (Bertelson et al., t965). Because the investigation
of prosthesis control load is carried out in a laboratory situ-
ation, which gives the possiJcility to have strictly controlled
experiments, the method of adaptive secondary load can be ap-

plied. Unless otherwise mentioned, further discussion in this
section deals with a secondary task with an adaptive loading

level. Extensive surveys of secondary task research are given

by Rolfe (1969), BerteLson et al. (1965) and Knowles (1963).

Ttrese authors have given l-ists of requirements for application
of secondary tasks:

o No interference on prinary task.
o Demanding the subject's conscious attention.
o Easy to learn.
. Adaptlve with respect to the loading level.
o Good scoring properties; Time independency and the princj-ple

of superposition should be applicable.
o Good sensitivity for the primary tasks to be studied.

These requirements will be discussed in more detail.

Interference on primary task: The secondary task has the func-

tion to fill up the slnre mental capacity as well as trrcssible
wtrile the primary task is performed in a normal way. To obtain
unaffected primary task performance, at least two precautions

have to be made. Firstly, the subjects have to be instructed
very clearly about the high priority of the primary task and,

consequently, about ttre lower priority of ttre secondary task.
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In the training phase, strong emphasis must be put on these
priorities; and during experiments the primary task performance

has to be checked by obtaining some primary task perfornance
measures. Secondly, one must be sure that execution of the sec-
ondary task does not hamper in any way the control of the pri-
mary task or the gathering of information from the prinary task
situation. A separatj-on of perception channels and output ctran-

nels is therefore advisable. With the absence of this type of
interference between the tasks, structural interference (I(ahne-

rtan, L973') , there remains some deterioration of the pri-Bary

task due to incompatibility of the tasks and due to the fact
that the subject is much more stressed (Ioaded) in the dual
task situation. Incoq>atibility of tasks means in this case

that the structure of both tasks is such that information of
the state of one task is easily confused with information of
the other task. Examples of such incompatibitities are tuo
tasks with almost equal repetition rates and tasks which both
require the memorization of nr:mbers. In general it should be

concluded that a corrbination of a discrete task and a continu-
ous task with analogue information is preferable to obtain a

good compatiSility of tasks, i.e. a non-interference in func-
tioning of psychological mechanisms, except for the aspects of
the capacity of these mechanisms. More discussion about this
compatibility is given in the paragraph on sensitivity. Ihe
last mentioned fact about the additional load can lead to some

generalized effects (Rolfe, 1969) as, for exanple, making 1ess

precise and delayed responses, incorrect and even non-process-
ing of information, filtering of input information and attempt-
ing to lower the level of load by changing the strategy in task
performance. In spite of small deterioration of tJle primary
task, the method can still be used to compare different situ-
ations if those situations are sjmilar to a certain degree. For

slamFler one can expect comparable degrees of deterioration of
the primary task when comlnring tvro alternative displays,
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control-s of a sl.stem or when comparing alternative a].ID pros-

theses types.

Attenti-onal demand: It is indicated in the literature that the

secondary task should demand "conscious attention" (Rolfe,

1969). This tem means that the task should demand the subject's

attention and ttrerefore involves an input to the subject with

enough randcroness, thus preventing that the task can be per-

formed automatically. Furthellnore, the subject must have the

possibility to allocate attention with such a strategy that the

primary task can be perfo:med unaffected- Allocation of atten-

tion itself night pose a certain small load on the subject,

which is another reason for restricting the application of

dual task methodology to comparative studies. Ttris time sharing

load is probably linearly related to the rate of primary versus

secondary task load (Knowles, 1963). Even with a not constant

but monotonous dependency, the dual task method is a valid com-

paratJ-ve technique to estimate workload.

Learning of ttre secondary task: For an efficient use in exPerj--

ments it is reguired that the secondary task can be learnt

rattrer easily and quickly. The learni-ng should continue until

a stable tevel of perfo:mance is obtained, to avoid learning

effects in the measurements.

Adaptivity of the secondary task: The secondary task has to

adapt to the level of load in the pri-mary task. To obtain un-

hampered primary task perfonnance it is necessary that the al-

location of attention to the secondary task can be set freely.

A frequent picking up and leaving of the secondary task has to

be possible without making a major reorientation (Rolfe, L969)

of the state of the task. It is obvious that the adaptation of

the secondary task should be reflected in the performance meas-

ures as used.
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Scoring properties: Changes in secondary task performance should
be reflected in scores for certain task situations which can be

used to compare different situations. It requires that the ob-
tained workload index has to be time independent. Time indepen-
dency means that a particular workload measurement can be de-
pendent on the initial condition at the beginning of the meas-

urement and on the time interval of measurement, but has to be

independent at the absolute moment in tine at which the meas-

urement is taken. A further requirement is that the relation
between the actual workload and the derived scores has to be a
monotonic function.

Sensj-Livity to primary task load: The secondary task scores have

to be sensitive to variations in primary task load. This sensi-
tivity has to be egual for the task sj-tuations to be studied.
Serj-ous problems may arise when primary tasks, having a quite
different structure, are studj-ed. Relevant to this problem is
the possibility of different theoretical models of human infor-
mation processing. A short overview is given by Sanders (L979).

Ttrree different tlpes of models of information processing are

suggested.

Itre first model suggests that, to a certain extent, activities
can be performed concurrently. Each activity or program requires
sone anount of capacity. Ttre total of required capacities for
concurrent activities cannot exceed certain capacity limits.
Tlle attention sharing itself is supposed to be a capacity de-

manding programmed activity.
The second model is based on a simple single processing channel

hlpothesis according to Welford (1967). Information cannot be

processed parallelly. It means in workload measurement methods

that, very simply, a recording can be made of processing time.
Workload is in that case the ratio of tirne devoted to task op-

erati-ons and the total time.

Ihe third nodel is basically a parallel informatj-on processor
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Bodel. In this case, several parallel workj-ng processors are

supposed, each having its own limited capacity. Hence, the re-
serve capacity should be defined as the total sun of unused or

partly used capacity of the various parallel processors. In

principle it is possiJcle t}rat a secondary task just occupies

those parallel processors wtr"ich are not used by the prirnary

task. In that special case the secondary task turns out to be

completely insensitive to the prinary task. Althouqh such a

sltuation will be rather improbable it is advisable in second-

ary task research to perform preliminary experiments which

should make sure that the secondary task is sensitive to pri-

mary task load variations.
Further, the possibility that primary task and secondary task

rely on partly different parallel processors can still show a

sensitive secondary task; however, with large variations in the

structure of the pri-mary task, the observed variations in the

secondary task scores can partly be caused by the fact that
dj.fferent parallel processors are used (Moray, L967). Ihis is
probably the most urgent reason to restrict the application of
the dual task method to situations with simllar prinary task

structures. Only in that case the sensitivity of the secondary

task is supposed to be constant.

Although there has been some criticism on the use of dual tasks

lt turns out tttat the nethod is potentially valuable in obtain-
ing lnfomation of primary task load under certain restrl-ctions
as there are:

o Application is restricted to comparative measurenents for
task situations with a slmilar structure.

l "Physical" interference of priloary and secondary tasks is not

allowed.

o The secondary task itself has to be chosen according to cer-
tain listed criteria.

o AppllcatLon is only sigmlficant if ttre subject is very well-
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trained in the secondary task as well as in the dual task
situation.

o The experimental design has to account for the stochastic
and dynamic behavior of tJle sr.:bjectrs capacity.

o TLre instruction to the subjects in the experiment have to be

very clear and it has to be checked by continuous recordingr
of primary and secondary task measures, if the subject fol-
Iows the instructions.

Some examples of secondary tasks as found in the literature
are given:

- Mental Arithnetic tasks. In this tlpe of tasks the subjects
are instructed to add or subtract numhrs. This task can be

carried out as a verbal task which is favorable to minimize
prinary task deterioration (Garvey, Knowles, L954).

- Choice reaction tasks. A sti-mulus is presented wittr randonly
chosen levels. Each level is allocated to a certain output
reaction which is normally the pressing or touching of a push-

button (Kalsbeek, 1968; Bertelson et al., 1965). Ihe randomness

of the stirulus requires a conscious decision by the subject.

- Tracking tasks. Tracking tasks are given in several vrays.

Following fixed curves wittr a stylus on a rotating dnrm has

been used (Poulton, L9761. More complex tracking systems are
frequently used in research projects on car driving and air-
plain control (Watson, 1972; Kelly, wargo, 1967; Jex, 1967i
Allen, Jex, L97lt. ttris tlpe of research uses analog simu-
lations of systems with various degrees of complexity and

various modes of input and output. The difficulty of the
tracking task is nostly dependent on the complexity of the
system (dlmamics of the systen) and the frequency spectnm
of the input sigrnal. Also research is done where the diffi-
culty of the controlled system automatically adapts to ob-
tain a constant level of operator performance (Kelly, 1969).
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SoDe e:(perlments with a special type of tracking task, 1.e.

the (sub-)crj-tical instability task (Jex, McDonnelJ-, Phatak,

1966) will be discussed in Ch. 5.

- Iqemory recall tasks. These tasks are mrch alike aritlmetic
tasks, but have longer intervals between the inforroatj-on

presentation, tttus relying much more on the human tnelttory.

Also other tlpes of information are used (Brown, Poulton,

1961).

- Tasks in which a trnrticular tlpe of output is generated- fhe

tapping task is the best known in ttris category (Michon,

19641. The irregularity of generated intervals by tapping is
shown to be related to primary task load.

Ihis list of examples is not complete but gives a good idea

about the possibilities of using secondary tasks- Because of

ttre discrete nature of activities with an arm prosthesis it
was of much interest to study ttre application of a continuous

task together lilith a discrete laboratory task- As mentioned

already, these prellnlnary experiments w111 be reported in
ch. 5.
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EXPLORATORY RESEARCH ON METHODS FOR THE ASSESS-

MENT OF MENTAL LOAD

5.1 Objectives of the preliminary experiments

In order to get acquainted with the various possibilities
in quantifying the mental control load of an arm prosthesis,
sone preliminary research was carried out with different methods.

Not much attention was given in this research to obtain repre-
sentative tasks for prosthesis activities. Of main concern was

the applicability of methods for the evaluation of a discrete
task in a laboratory environment. In a first series of exper-
iments, series A, physiological measures and dual task measure-

ments were carried out during the learning of grasping a ball
with a prosthesis hand. At the stage that no further improve-

ment of the perfornance was obtained, it was expected that con-

tinuing training should result in decrease of the mental load
involved in the control of the prosthesis. The applied dual task
lras a Binary Choice !ask, BCT. In a second series of experiments,
series B, a further investigation with different leveIs of pri-
mary task load was done. A continuous tracking task was applied
in Lhis case as a secondary task. The same dual tasks and physio-
logical measures were used as for series A. In a third series
of experiments, series C, the feasibility of task analysi-s was

considered. In parallel to these series of exploratory research,
additional experi-ments, series D, were carried out to get ac-
quainted with the properties of various possibilities of the
so-called Sub Critical Instability Task, SCIT, as a secondary

task.
Ttrese experiments just listed will be reported in next sections,
i.e. the physiological measurements are discussed j-n Sect. 5.2,
the dual task measurements are given in Sect. 5.3, and the task
analysis approach is reported in Sect. 5.4. In Table 5.1 an

overview of the experirents is given.
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5.2 Phvsiological variables as an indicator of
mental load caused by prosthesis control

s . 2 - 1 Ile _eEy:relggrsel-ycr r3! I ss _3s9_:e!ge_gl_9rp9=:9en I€

Only the feasibility of physiological measures should be

considered in these prelimj-nary experiments; it was found to be

sufficient to base the selection of a particular physiological
indicator on the availability of expertise, necessary equj-trment,

programsforprocessing of data and, furtherrcre, the appralsal
in the literature. Ihe well-known vari-ables related to the car-
diac and respiratory activities were chosen, i.e. respiratory
rate, heart rate and heart rate variability (Ettema, 1967').

There is some global knowledge available of the effects on these

variables of the mental load due to information processing and

due to physical load. Itris knowledge is summarized in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 The influence of mental and. physieal Load on aone
phy sioLog ical uariabl es

mental load physical load

heart rate variability decrease decrease

heart rate constant rncrease

respiratory rate r-ncrease t_ncrease

The table shows that the listed variables are sensitive to men-

tal as well as physical load. Therefore, the e:<peri-ments have

to be designed such that the effects of these factors can be

separated in the data analysis. The technical details concern-
ing the equipment and methods of data processinq used to calcu-
Iate the rates and variability scores are given in Appendix A.

In the experiments of series A as well as of series B physj-o-

logical variables were recorded.

In series A it was of interest to see whether the mental load,
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as Ineasured by physiological variables, remained constant or not,
during the training of a prosthesis task until and after obtaj-n-

ing a constant performance level. It was expected that in the
last phase the prosthesis task should be performed more and

more automatically, thus giving a decrease in mental load as meas-

ured by physiological measures. A prosthesis task was designed

as a simple repetitive task for which the performance was ex-
pected to be fair:Iy constant after an initial. learning effect.
Ttre same repetitive task was used in the series B experiments

to test the hypothesis that the physiological variables should

give changes with various levels of prosthesis task load by

varying the task repetition rate. In both experiments, addition-
aI dual task sessions were planned, which will be described in
Sect.5.3.4.

5 . 2 - 2 Erpgrr+9!!31-!g:!-e!9-erggelsreg

Itre prosthesis task consisted of periodically picking up

a small steel baII from a table and dropping it into a ho1e. In
Fig. 5.1 a photograph is given. The task had to be performed

with a prosthesis fitted to normal, non-amputees. Normal sub-
jects were chosen to get a rather homogeneous group. Further-
more, one can expect that extra variations in results may be in-
troduced by strong emotional involvement of amputees. Finally,
it is not easy to explain to an eventual amputee that the co-

operation in this tlpe of research does not involve an j-nrnedi-

ate result of getting a "better" prosthesis. Iherefore, the ex-
perimental prosthesis was fitted on the top of a specially con-

structed fitting which encloses the fist and a part of the fore-
arm. Wrist rotation was not possiJcle in this way. The hand pros-
thesis was pneruratically powered and electromyographically con-

trolled (Coo1, l97l). The overall configuration had the appear-

ance of a hand prosthesis with an elongated forearm. The elon-
gation was about I cm. The pneumatic flow to the pressure oper-

atecl fingers was regulated by an EMG operated three-state con-
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FiS. 5.1 A subjeet ereeutirg the prosthesis task

trol circuit with miniature electropneumatic valves (Cool,

Pisteclqr, 1973). lltre function of ttris circuit is given in Fig.
5.2

closing of
prosthesls

no actio

opning of
prosthesls ---)preproesaed EilG signal intensify

Fig. 5.2 Ihe eontrol eharaeterietics of the tVtree-state
control eircuit

It vras expected that this mode of control was not too easy,
while j.t was still a realistic prosthesis configuration. In
order to be able to ellminate the effect of physical effort,
the same task was performed with the left hand lvithout a pros-
thesis (reference task) .

In the first series of experi-ments (seri-es A) each subject was
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trained for one hour on each morning of seven consecutive work-

ing days. In the afternoon of these days, the measurements !,rere

executed. The measurements involved the indicated physiological
variables, i.e. respiratory rate, heart rate and heart rate
variability, the duration of the electromyographical control
signals and the nurnber of failures in handling the balls due

to incorrect control of the prosthesis by the subject. The balls
were presented with a repetition rate of 8.5 balls/min. Three

subjects co-operated in this experiment. The physiological varj--

ables were also recorded in a rest condition and, furthermore,

the ball task was executed with the left (normal) hand.

In the second series of experiments (series B) the ball repeti-
tion rates were chosen at B, 10 and 13 balls / mi-n., respectively.
The same physiotogical variables were recorded as in series A.

Five subjects were trained until the phase when their perform-

ance did not increase with further training. The execution of
the ball task without grasping served as a reference measurement,

thus only the positioning task of the prosthesis was performed.

5.2.3 Result of the EEY9 19l9gl93l-g93g9rs9r!9

fhe results of the prosthesis task performance in the ex-
periments of series A is given in Fig. 5.3, i.e. the number of
incorrect handled balls, the mean number of switching actlons
of the prosthesis per ball and the mean time that the EMc-signal

was above the rest level. AII results have been averaged over

the subjects.
The Fig. 5.3 shows that after the third session no further im-

provement of the performance scores was obtained. The results
of the physiological measurements were referred to the values

obtained in the rest conditions. In Fig. 5.4 the results of
heart rate, heart rate variability and respiration rate are

given. TLre figure shows that no consistent change of physio-

logical measures is obtained in the final sessions of the ex-
perirnent. The positive change of the measurements from session
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--------------f sEasEI
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Fig. 5.3 Perforrnanee sco?ee in the prostTesis task duting
the conseeutioe sessions of series A

-+ 
SElBSbit SEAAm

81,5. 5.4 Pez,eento4e eltange of heart z,ate, heatt rate oarin-
bility and. riepiratory rate durirq the eonseeuthse
sessione of seriee A

tt 1 to session lt 2 can be explained by the large iuprovement

in ttre performance, as indicated in Fig. 5.3. The extremely

low value on the session # 5 night be explained by Preoccupa-

tion of the subjects; they rePorted to have a meeting imedi-
ately after that session. Ttre results of series B are given in
Fig. 5.5.
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PROST}ESIS TAISI(

r------------1 REFEREI{CE TASI(

MEAil NENEASEoInlflo RArE 2s

813813813
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FiS. 5.5 Pereentage change of heart ?ate, heart rate uaria-
biLity and. respir.atory nate uith an increasirq baLL
repetition rqte (series B)

In series B the measurements were carrj-ed out when the subjects

rrere very well traj-ned. ftre changes in measures are rather small

compared to the chanqes j-n series A. This is probably caused by

the fact that the total duration of the experjrents of serie B

which was executed on two consecutive days, was too longi where-

as the experiments of series A were executed in 45 minutes for
a whole day session, series E needed 2 hours and 15 ntinutes. T'he

rest periods of 5 minutes between each measurement !ilere included

in the total duration. It is therefore suggested that the rest
conditions during experi-ments of series B were not quite well
achieved, thus giving a masked result of the percentage changtes

in task conditions. Ho$rever, it should still be expected that
an j-ncreasing ball repetition rate should give an increased

difference of change between reference and prosthesis task con-

ditions. only the respiratory rate during the prosthesis task
execution differs significantly from the values in the reference

task conditions.
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5 . 2 . 1 9919lsqrg!i!g-grg gtg I 1,11_e ! _!!9 -plxgtglggrgel -gee 
ggrgpgrlg

The physiological experiments do not completely show the

results as should be expected according to some literature
(Kro1, Opmeer, 1973; Ka1sbeek, L967). It is possible that pro-
cedural effects involving emotion, physical load, changed mo-

tivation and fatigue have introduced a bias which masked the
effects of the experimental variables, i.e. the training tine
in series A and ttre nr:mber of balls,/min. in series B. Ttre

siight effects of t}te measures in the prosthesis task in series
B are as expected, but appeared not to be significant. Finally,
it has to be mentioned that the groups of subjects were smaII,

and better results might be obtained wittr a larger group of
subjects.

5.3 Dual task methods in predicting nental load
caused by the control of a prosthesis

5.3.1 Introduction

The choice of a secondary task involves a variety of as-
pects as is discussed in Sect. 4.2.5. some general guidelines

are given in this section; due to the lack of detailed infor-
mation about the selection it was decided to choose at first a

well-known secondary task, i.e. the Binary Choice Task (I(als-

beek, 1967; Bertelson et al., 1965). Based on experience with
this BCT the decision was made to use also the Sub Critical In-
stability Task (Jex et aI., t966; Jex, 1967). Ihis SCIT is fre-
quently used in research on maual control (see: proceedings of
NASA - Annual Conferences on Manual Control , 1964 and later) .

Both these secondary tasks have been used in the experiments

described in Sect. 5.3.2, i.e. experiments of series A and

series B. In addition to these experiments, experiments \"rere

executed to get insight into the applicability of the SCIT with
respect to its use to the best input and output modalities (ex-

periment D1), to the use together with a discrete task (exper-
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iment D2) and to the optimal parameter setting of the SCIT (ex-

periment D3). The experiments D were performed after the deci-
sion was made to continue the research with the SCIT as sec-

ondary task.

5 - 3 - 2 Ile-P*3ry-9!elee-Ie:L--(EgTL

The BCT can be used with different input and output mo-

dalities. In the execution of prosthesis activities, the visual
tactile, and auditory perception nodes can be used. If the vis-
ual perception is not hampered, it is supposed that the need of
auditory information, i.e. the noise produced by some tlpes of
prostheses, is less important. It was therefore decided to use

the auditory perception channel in the BCT. The output modal-

ities which are needed in prosthesis activities involve the use

of both arms, whereas the upperbody is used to obtain the re-
quired position. The experimental tasks could be designed in
such a hray that the legs and feet could be used as the hray to
response in the BCT. In the BCT the subject had to perfom de-

cisions between high and low tones randomly offered to him by

means of an ear-phone. He is instructed to ansr,{er ttre high and

lord tones by pushing on a right or left foot pedal, respect-
ively. Immediatelyr after a tone is answered, a new tone, high
or low. is automatically presented. The subject has to perform

as many choices as he can do. The nunber of decisions made in
a dual task situation is considered as a measure of that part
of the subject's capacity which is not used for primary task
performance. The task, described as above, is used in series A

and will be referred to as the unpaced version of the Bgt, in
fact the pacing is done by the subject. In this mode, the BCT

is suitable as a secondary task. In a secondary version of the
BCT, the pacing is controlled externally by the BCT-apparatus

and can be preset by the experimenter to a fixed rate. This is
called the paced version of the BCT. The paced BCT is used in
series D2 and D3, in which the BCT furctions as a primary task.
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In this section a general description of the

given; a detailed description is given in Appendix

5.6 a block diagram of the SCIT is given.

SCIT will be

B. In Fig.

right

81,5. 5.6 Bloek diaqron of the suberitical inetability task

Normally, the SCIT is used with a visual input and a manual out-
put. For reasons explained in Sect. 5.3.2 ttrese modalities had

to be changed, that is an auditory input and a leg / foot output
were used (see also Sect. 5.3.6). Whereas research on auditory
displays is found in the literature (Pitkin, Vinje, 1972), aL-

most nothing is known about foot control in the SCIT.

The experJ-ments Dl were executed to investigate the feasibility
of this combination of modalities in tJre SCIT. The task involved
the control of an unstable process with a ioot pedal. Pressing

with left or right foot a continuous control signal y(t) is
generated. Ihe process can be described by the transfer function
n(jrrr) = I/(jro-I) , where I denotes the instability of the process

to be controlled. The value of tr was 0.6 degr / sec. and was kept
constant and equal for aIl sr.rbjects. This value corresponds to
20t of the mean of the maximum values which the subjects could
handle. The output z(t) of the system was subtracted from an

input signal u(t), which consisted of a srun of sinolds, necess-

ary to analyse the control behavior of the subject. The result-
ing error signal e (t) was presented to the subject by means of
an ear-phone. Negative and positive error signals were presented

by a tone in the left and right ear, respectively. The magnitude
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of the error was translated into the contj-nuous pitch of the

tone. When the absolute error was kept small, only small con-

trol movements vrere necessary; thus the sub_iect was immediately

rewarded for good performance, and was rather well motivated to
do this task.

5.3.4 The BCT during series A

The unpaced BCT was used in ttre learning experi-ment of
series A. Ihe executed dual task situations were the prosthesis

task with BCT and the left hand tas],: with BCT. The BCT scores

in dual task situations are divided by the scores obtained from

the BCT in a single task situati-on. In Fig. 5.7 the results are

griven.
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The figure shows a slight increase in the BCT scores for the
prosthesis task as weII as for the left hand task. Therefore,
the differences between the scores of the left hand task and

binary choice task, which was thought to be evoked by the con-
trol load of the prosthesis, does not show such an increase.
The slight j-ncrease in the separate scores could be explained
by a progress in learning to cope with a dual task situation.
T'he unobtained improvement in the difference score j_ndicates

that ej-ther the training during the seven days does not dimin-
ish the prosthesis control load or the BCT fails to measure any

change in load. One reason for the last mentioned possiJoility
is the observation that the subject executed the BCT only in
the case where a reasonable large time interval was available.
Thus the BCT should measure the spare time rather than the
spare capacity of the subject. An actual record which shows

this phenomenon is given in Fig. 5.8.

-) 

tine (sec)

Fig. 5.8 An e&anrple of the perfomqnce
signal aa measu?ed &t ir,g the
fonnance

Ehis alternating tlpe of perfontrance $ras

investigating the possiJcility of using a
task.

of the BCT ard the EMG
prosthesis task per-

the motivation for
continuous secondary
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s. 3. s TIe_99E_9!r!r91!_I!:!*tlr!y_Ie9I_r!_99r]e:_!
In the experiments of series B, with increasingr ball re-

petition rate (Sect. 5.2.2), the SCIT was used as a secondary

task. In the experimental setup of this task as given in Fig.
5.6 the following signals were recorded on magnetic tape for
further analysis: Input signal u, error signal e, control sig-
nal y and system output signal z. These signals were used to
estimate the parameters of a mathematical model of the control
behavior of the subject. Detailed descripti-ons of these pro-
cedures are given elsewhere (van Lunteren, 1979; McRuer, Jex,

t967). A sumary of the procedure is given in Appendix C.

The structure of the mathematical model used is as follows:

Hr(jur) = K'e-lorv (s.1)

The parameters of the model, i.e. the gain factor K and the
time delay r , are used as performance indj-ces for the second-

ary task. Furthermore, the standard deviation oa of the error
signal e is considered as a secondary task score as well as a
noise fraction o, of the error signal e which is defined as'e
follows:

^ _ total power of e - input correlated of e
'e total porrer of e

(s.2)

fhe input signal u(t) is a deterministic signal, i.e. the sum

of I sinusoids. Ihe other sigmals of the loop are partly corre-
Iated with the input signal. Ihus the noise fraction pe denotes

the power of the fraction of the signal e(t) which is not cor-
related with the input signal. Ihe perforrDance indices K, rv,
o and p obtained in dual task situations are related to theiree
values obtained when the SCIT was performed as a single task,
i.e. the fractual decrease or increase is calcul-ated and de-

noted by Ar, At.r, Ao" and Aoa, respectively. The results are
presented in Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.9 !!he SCIT secondnry task indiees from euperinent B.
a) The relatiue ehnnge of the standard deoiotiono-

of the error sigrnl. - e

b) The y,elatitse ehmqe of the noise frlaction pu of
of the e?roy, signal.

e) Ihe relathse ctnrrye of the gain x in the sub-
jeetts model.

d) The relatioe eltange of tlte tine delag 1_ in
the subieet's model. v

The difference between the situation with prosthesis task and

reference task, the control load effect, is also given in this
figure.
With an increasing repetitj-on rate it tu.rns out that only the
standard deviation of the error gj-ves significant results with
respect to the control load effect. The mean values of the
other indj-ces are tending in the expected direction, i.e. in-
creasing noise fractj-on g"r decreasing gain K and increasing
ti-ue delay t*r, although their control load effect is not sig-
nificantly increasing with increasing repetition rates. It can

be expected that a better choice of the instability of the sys-
tem l, and an experimental setup witlr more subjects may lead
to much better results.
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Normal1y, tracking tasks are applied with a visual input

and a manual output. However, in the prosthesis experiments, the

application of auditory input and leg / fooL response by means of
a pedal was required. The auditory input was chosen according to
the literature (Pitlcin, Vi-nje, 1973; Vinje, PitJcin, L972') . In an

experiment seven subjects were trained, for two hours including
rest time, to execute the auditory-pedaI combination of the SCIT.

Ttre experiments were the execution of the SCfT and the Critj-cal
Instability !ask. This CIT is also a control task of the same

unstable system but vrith an continuous increasing value of the
instability; thusT at a certain moment the system appears to be

too difficult to control, i.e. the subject loses control, at the
so-calIed critical value of i: L. rad/sec. (see Appendix B).
Only the CIT results will be reported here, i.e. the results of
the obtained tr values. The results of three sessions, eachc
having three repeated measurements of tr. are given for each sub-
ject in Fiq. 5.10. rtre mean of aI1 subjects is given by Xpp.

@

ar\
L

t

tPP: Mean of all subjects

i"";

of Pitk

67'PPA

-------> subjects

in & vinje

I1

Fig. 5.10 The results of the ),^ seores fot subjeets eontrol-
Ling a first ordet, uhstable systan uith auditoty
input and. pednl output.
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Ttre mean value of )," for all sLlbjects r,ras 2.75 rad/ sec. Ttris
differs significantly with ttre value 3.8 ratl / sec. as found in
the literature for auditory trackintr (A) (Pitkin et a1,, 1972').

This difference can be explained by the different modes of out-
put, foot output versus manual outplrt, differences in training
of subjectr and a difference in the shape of the spectrum c,f the
input signal. However, on the basis of these experiments it. was

concluded that the auditory, pedal version of the CIT and SCIT

could be used quite well if an adapted level of performance is
taken into account.

s - 3. 7 IEs_99II_gseg_s]!!_3_9r:g=g!e_.p=]s3ry_!3:E__(:9=:9:_p?L

Tracking tasks, as a secondarl' task, are in most cases

apptied to cases with irimary tasks of continuous nature (Le-

vison, 197 1; Watson, L972; Baty, 79-tli Jex, 1967'). One research
application is known with a continuous secondary task and a

primary digit processing task (Wickens, Gopher, 1977). How-

ever, in this application the systenr dynamics of the tracking
task are different fro tJ:e SCIT. Furthermore, the attention
allocation to bottr tasks was an experimental variable, and mani-
pulated by a third and fourth display, representing the perform-
ance of the tracking and digital processing tasks, respectively.
The subject was instructed to keep these performance displays
at a certain desired value, .thus having additional tasks. To

obtaln more insight into the properties of the SCIT during the
performance of a discrete pri.mary task, experiment series D2

lras set up. Ttrese experiments used the paced version of the bi-
nary choice task with an auditory input and pedal output. T,lxus

the SCIT used a visual input and a manual output. Eight sr:b-
jects, initially not acquainted with either BCT of SCIT, were

trained in these tasks for 15 min. and 45 min., respectively,
according to a fixed program. After this training an easy dual
task condition was given during 10 minutes. the next phase of
the experiment lras the determination of the individual values
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of each subject of the critical instability, tr.., i.e. tr*.*
(see Appendix B) and the maximum number of binary choices which

could be performed in the paced BCT during three continuous

minutes with less than three errors in each minute, BCT,.*
(Kalsbeek, t967). Itre experiment.al dual task conditions given

to the sr:bjects are defined by a combination of fractions of
task load of BCT_--_ and tr__-,, each on fj.ve separate levels: 0,max max
O.25, O.5,0.75 and 1.0. Ihe corbinations (0, tr) and (BCT,0)

are the possible single task conditions for SCIT and BCT, re-
spectively. These task conditions were presented randomly and

endured three minutes. Between each session a rest period of
five minutes was given. rf the subject was losinq control during

the SCIT more than once, or more than three errors per minute

in the BCT were made, the task condition was denoted "uttexecut-
able" for that subject. In Fig. 5.11 a sr:mrnary is given of the

unexecutable conditions for all subjects.

\I;

1

.75

.5

if no nutrber is qiven,
means :

no attenpt for execution
is nade

l_ line of probability= ,5
----D ttrat a condition is

unexecutable
(interpolated)

> BCT

BCT
max

Fig. 5.1L Ihe rnnnbev, of subjects ulrich uere able to eseeute
the erperinental eonditions

Ihe procedures of measuring trr"* *d BCTro imply, respectively,
ttrat the condition (0, trmax) is unexecutable and the condition
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(BCT__--, 0) can be executed by all subjects. This explains themax
position of the linearly interpolated curve in the figure which

denotes the probability that 50t of the subjects cannot execute

the indicated condition.

For each well executed session the following quantities are

calculated (Sect. 5.3.5): The standard devj-ation of the error
signal, o^; the noise fraction of the error signal, p_, the- e - e'
gain K and the time delay tr. The results are given in Fig.
5.12. The scores are calculated and represented in this figure
as an increase or decrease relatjve to the single task c.rndi-

tion (0, 0.25I__--). An increase i.s presented as an upper, right
max

hand sector with a radius proport.ional to the magnitude of the
increase. A decrease is similarll indicated as a lower, Left
hand sector. The differences betreen adjacent conditions are

evaluated with lnired t-statistics. An asterisk indicates in
the figure a significant difference. It is seen from Fig. 5.12

that the standard deviation of the error signal and the gain

factor give the best discrlmination between the conditions in
this experiment. The increase in galn factor and the decrease

in time delay with increasing instability of the SOIT is ac-

cording to the literature (Jex et a1., 1966). Furthermore, an

increase in, ti-ne delay is seen with increasing primary task
load. Based on these results it was concluded that the SCIT

gave good results with a d.iscrete primary task even vrith a fair-
ly low value of the instability, i.e. l=0.25tr."*.

5.3.8 Alternatives in using the SCIT (series D3)

In the series D3 it r'ras investigated whether a time-vari-
ant version of the SCIT could give more discrimination between

different conditions. The instability I of this SCIT version
was contf,olled In such a way that the filtered and averaged

error sigmal remained constant during different levels of pri-
mary task load. The secondary task score in this case is the
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B .5 _15 1. .E .s .75 1.
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max

> Bcl
BCT

MAI

Eig. 5.12 The ircrease (upper,, rtbht Tnnd seetor) or deerease
(Louer,, Left hand. sector) of SCil scores in series D2.
d Clnnge of standan'd deo'iation of error signal, Lo..
b) Change of rnise fraetion of error sigrnl, Lp",
e) Clnrqe of gain faetor in matlpmatieal model, Lx.
il Charge of tine delay in mathematieal model, Lru.

continuous time course of tJ:e instability ),. Ttre advantage of
tfiis control of instability is supprcsed to be firstly, wlth very
low levels of primary task load, the SCIT becomes more unstable
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which ensures that the operator remains busy in the secondary

task; secondly, with high primary task load, the instability of
the SCIT decreases, thus preventing the critical situation in
which either the secondary task or the primary task execution

will be aborted; thirdly, a constant error score, involves a

constant discriminability of the error and an almost constant

physical load due to a rather constant standard deviation of
the control signal in this case. The block diagram of the time-

variant SCIT is given in Fig. 5.13.

preset val of error
\o: starting value of\

11 ty= ro*1lf16-r(e) )dtrecti fier bandwidth .16 i ntegra

i ns t. sys tem

Fig. 5.13 The bloek diogrott of the tine-uariant SCru

The feedback loop of I was set up with different settings of
tJ.e following parameters: The bandwj.dth of the fourth-order
filter o- which sncothes the absolute error signal, the desired

!'
preset value G of this errol', the rate of change of the I in
case a correction is needed, i.e. the integrator gain L and the

starting value ), . nxperimerrts were carried out with different-o
levels of primary task load, i.e. the number of choices in a

paced BCT. The results of five times repeated measurements with

six subjects for an average parameter setting are given in Fig.

5.14. Ihe results AI-, are gj"ven as the change of the meanvalue

of tr during a session referred tso this value in a task condition

without primary task load. The decrease in AI- appears to be not
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AX

t

Fig. 5.1.4 The fractional deereaee in the mean uaLue of )t at
different Letsels of primaty task Load (for aLL
subj ects)

very large; the condltion with 0.25 and 0.40 primary task load
does not differ even with the single task condition. A further
problem with the time variant SCIT was that the l. control loop
gave a relatively slow adaptation to a change in the primary
task load. This is illustrated by the onset time of tr at the
beginning of ttre session in Fig. 5.15. Other parameter settings,
high filter bandwidth and high integrator gain will improve ttris
characteristic, but it will convert the SCIT to a more complex,

but stable system. In any case, the results with a stationary
SCIT seem to give a better discrimination.
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Fig. 5.L5 An eaatnple of the course of )t,(t) durirq a session

5.4 The feasibility of task analysis (series C)

An experiment with two subjects has been carried out with
the m4c-pner.unatic prosthesis, and the ball handling task as de-

scribed in Sect. 5.2.2. This ball task was split up into the

following subtasks:

1. waiting on stimulus to begin a task cycle.
2. Closing of the prosthesis to grasp a ball (sometimes sever-

al trials).
3. Raisilg the prosthesis and positioning above target.
4. opening of the prosthesis (dropping the ball onto the target).
5. Moving the prosthesis back to a defined start position.
In the case of correct perfornance the sequence of subtasks will
be: 1 - 2- 3- 4- 5 and the conditional probabilities of the
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transitions between two subtasks are equal to 1. Errors and

difficulties in the performance distrub this sequence and give

transition probabilities less than 1. An indicator of trans-
mitted information by the subject, the index R, is given by

formula (4.3) in Sect. 4.2.4.

R=
-2togp (xr) - 2tog p (y. ,/ xr)

T
bit ,/ sec (s. 3)

*i

The experimental conditions in this task analysis experj-ment

were three levels of ball repetition rate, 8, 10 and 13 balls/
min., and three tlpes of EMG control at I balls / nin. Ttre types

of EMG control are qiven in Fig. 5.16.

closing
no action
opening

closing
no action
olEning

closing
no action
olEning

Eig. 5.L6 Iypes of EMG eontrol in series C

The three levels of ball repetition were given with E"IG control,
tl4)e a. Each session \das five times repeated. An example of a

record of the calculated information index R during performance

of 13.3 balls / run. with EMG control, tlrpe a, is given in Fig.
5.t7.
The results of the experiments are presented in Fig. 5.18; the

mean value of the calculated information index, R, of each

session is given and denoted as AE, which means the calculated
increase relative to the easiest condition, i.e. I balls / mLn.

and &lG control, t1rtr)e a.

Furthermore, there are also measurernents executed with the SCIT
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st Bf,Ast( SEQUENCE

Fig. 5.L7 A reeord of the computed infornation ind.er, R,
dwing performanee of a baLL task uith 13
balls/min. and. taC eontrol, type a

as a secondary task for ttre same experimental conditions. l'or
these measurements the increase in the standard deviation of
the error signal, also relative to Ehe easiest condition is
cmtrxrted, i.e. Ao". Ihese values are also given in Fig. 5.1.8.

t.

l)

I

t
lov

1

Eig. 5.L8 The results of series C.
a) Increase in standard detlia.tion of the error

si4rnl in the SCIT measurqnents.
b) Increase in the ealeulated information indet R.

The results show a reasonable agrreement between Ao and An-, but
e

the Ao- seems more sensitive. Although this e:<ploratory experi-
e

ment is executed with only two subjects, it can be concluded
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that a task analysis approach is feasible. It has to be men-

tioned, however, that the recording of subtasks with the ana-

lysis afterwards is very time consr:ming.

5.5 Conclusion and summary <>f exploratory research

The e:<periments described in the previous sections lrere

necessary to explore the different possibilities to quantify
the control load of a prosthesis. 'Ihe rather poor results of
the physiological measurements have precluded the applicability
of this method in an early phase of the investigation.
Ihe information analysis remains of considerable interest. How-

ever, the conceptual framework of information task analysis has

some weak links. The main problem is that no straightforward
operational procedure is available to split up the task into
subtasks. These subtasks are supposed to be completely prepro-
grammed motor programs which do not need conscious control
(Kalsbeek, l97t). Furthermore, whereas j-nformation theory de-

scribes probabilities and transition probabilities directly in
a measure of information, it is not clear how the human subjec-
tively weights these probabilities and subjectively assigns a

quantity of information to them. Nevertheless, some discrimi-
nation between conditions with different task load was shorrn

in the series C.

Intermediate results have led to the choice of the dual task
method for a final series of e:rperiments, which will be de-

scribed in Ch. 7. The dual task technique, and especially the
SCIT, as a secondary task is investigated in more detail with
respect to a number of SCIT variants and parameters.

It turned out that the SCIT can be used with various discrete
tasks and also wiLh different modes for display and control.
The latter involves a scaling of the results but it seems that
the sensitivity to primary task load remains. The time variant
version of the SCIT gave disappointing results. The scores ob-

tained from the SCIT which show a gc,od discrimination between
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con&ltlon have ttre follortng effectg drre to prlnary task load:

- The Etandard devlation of ttre error slgmal lncreages.

- ftre nolse fractlcr of the error sigmal lncreages.

- The galn factor In the hruan operator nodel decreases.

An expected lncrease ln tLue delay of the hrnan operator rcdel
was not fqmd to be slgmiftcant. Flnally, lt wag decLded to
use ttre SCIT ln firrther expcrlmnts wlth an auditory dlsplay
and a pedal control de. ltp tlrree scoree of the SCfT as

listed above stpuld be used to eealuate varlous primary task
sLtuations
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6.1

DEVELOPMENT OF A SET OF TASKS FOR PROSTHESIS

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Introduc Lion

The evaluation of prostheses can be executed at three
basic levels (Sect. 2.2.2), i.e.
1. Purely tectrnological evaluation.
2. Functional evaluation in laboratory environment.
3. Field evaluation.
fn particular the second 1eve1 of evaluation requires a well-
designed set of tasks, in order to represent the envirorrmen-

tal conditions of the prosthesis wearer. In addition, the pro-
gram of the design project teams could be based on this tlpe
of evaluations if data were available concernj-nq the 5mpo::tance

of the functions and, to what extent the functions are used.

In the rehabilitation center soms test tasks are used for
training purposes. These tasks result from occupational thera-
pist experiences, except for the evaluation of training there
is no research known concerning development of tests for clini-
cal use. Whereas in the laboratory situation the comparison

between prosthesis types is important, the situation of the
rehabilitation center requires a measure to judge the progress
in learning. For prescribing or providing a patient with a

prosthesis, an extensive list of capabilities and requirements

of prostheses should be available. If this list is compared

with the needs and demands of a particular patient a more re-
al.j stic selection can be done by the treatment team.

Ttris chapter will deal with the following matters in the suc-
cessive paragraphs. In Sect. 6.2 the requirements for a la.bora-
t.ory test will be given. Sect. 6.3 gives a review of the avail-
abl-e tasks. The following secti.on, 6.4, concerns an analysis of
these dat-a and a transformation of these data to a number of
groups wi+.-h more or less comparible activities. The final
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section, 6.5, gives the selection and results of a number of
test tasks for use in laboratoi:y evaluation, thus Ievel 2.

6.2 The laboratory t-est

Results of testing can be used first to provide a data

base for prosthesis selection, and second to give the design

engineer useful feedback about his efforts or probably to in-
duce new developments; it wiII also mean that either new pros-
theses will prove other t.lpes to be obsolete if they prove to
be more useful, or that the new prostheses will have to be re-
considered in the laboratory, thus preventing that less useful
prostheses reach the field. This means tJlat for the first ap-
plication the results have to be presented in such a way that
tley can be related to the j-ndividual requirements of a patient.
For the second application, the translation into design tectrno-

logical features is essential.
However, it is assumed that both the selection procedure as

well as the technological criteria have to be based on an

evaluation with a representative set of tasks. In most litera-
ture about ttre evaluation of new prostheses three different
phases are distinguished (Pimontel, 1974; Fishman, 1954).

o The first phase is the so-called "shake-down" testing. In
this phase the technical reliability, physical functions and

safety of the nevrly designed apparatus is considered. Ttris

has to be done to prevent potential hazards to future users

and, even more, to prevent unnecessary effort and costs in-
volved if the prosthesis proves to be not worthwhile apply-
ing. Furthermore, opportunity is given to the staff involved
in further evaluation to get acquainted with the prosthesis
to ensure adequate fitting and training.

o Ihe second phase involves the "service testrr. This is a series
of laboratory experirents with the aim of giving information
about specific prosthesis properties and thus giving some pre-
diction for practical use (Luccaccini et al., L966a, 1966b).
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Most of these experimental studies use a very small number

of subjects (Guittet et al.,7978i Dahl et aL., L966), thus
having little statistical, predictive vaIue.
Furthermore, it seems that t]1e researchers have rather arbi-
trarily chosen their experimental setup of tasks and measures.

A11 these measures concern functional aspects of the tested
prosthesis including accuracy, reliability and speed of the
required actions. None of the reported evaluation studies
provi-de comparahle data about the load of the user involved
in controlling the prosthesis.

o The last step in the evaluation is in the field situation. A

rather large seri-es of new prototlT)es of prosthesis will be

provided to patients for normal, practical use. euestionnaires
which have to be completed by the patients, give data of the
use of the prosthesis. Due to the fact that questj_onnaires can

easily be misunderstood or misinterpreted and that it is very
difficult to get reliable answers on questions concerning an

appraisal of a prosthesis or of a part of a prosthesis, it is
necessary to look for better measurement tectrniques in the
field situation (Ch. 9).

These phases coincide largely with the levels mentioned in Sect.
6.1. The functional evaluation in the laboratory, as proposed to
be based on a set of tasks, is supposed to have more predictj-ve
value than the service test. Whereas the field evaluation i-s

rather time consuming, it involves also some risk for the par-
ticipating patients, because the risk for the patients is to
become familiar with a probably non optimal prosthesis which
will not become commercially available after the evaluation.
Furthermore, the social environment of the patient and the de-
gree of acceptance of the handicap by the patient are unknown

sources of variations in the results. Due to these reasons, it
is better to do the evaluation as much as possible in the tab-
oratory. Much more can be done j-n the laboratory if the methods

used allow an interpretation and generalization to the practice.
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The requirements for a laboratory test are the following.

- Experimental setup should be such that simple statistical
techniques can be used for summarizing the data. This means,

for example, that the setup has to account for possible dif-
ferent training effects for different subjects, and relevant
variables have to be controlled.

- Functional aspects as well as cohtrol load aspects must be

part of the study.

- The aspects of prosthesis activities which are used in prac-

tice have to be represented in some way in the experimental

tasks.

fhe last point is treated in the remaining paragraphs of this
chapter.

6.3 Activj-ties to be performed with the use of the
prosthesis

Hr.&an activj-ties can be roughly split up in three catego-

ries i.e.,

Vocational activities.
Recreational and sport actj-vities.
Daily living activities.

Vocational and recreational activities exist in such a variety
and are greatly so specific that a complete analysis has never

been attempted. However, it is likely that nany of these activi-
ties are included in the group of daily living activities.
Activities of Daily Living, ADL, comPrise all those activities
which are regnrlarly performed by people. This does not mean

that all these activities are done by everyone. For examPle,

some lists of ADL include tlpical male and/or female activl-
ties. Furthelinore, the importance and frequency of tasks are

very subjective and individr:al aspects, whereas It is difficult
to judge whether importance or frequency is more signlficant.
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In considering lists of ADL, a strong emphasis has to be laid
on the purpose for which they were designed, and also for which

they will be used. In many cases special ADL lists are used as

a basis to quantify disability or incapability of handicapped,

chronically ill and elderly people (Katz et aI., 1976; Linn,
1975; Williams et aI., 1976) . These lists are very short and

general-, drrci dre ijrerefore not directly applicable in arm pros-

thesis evaluation. In many evaluation studies of new arm pros-

theses reported in the Bulletin of Prosthetics Research some

kind of an ADL list is used (DahI et al., t966i Kay, Pei-zer,

1958; Luccaccini et aI., 1966a) . These lists are very short
and strongly adapted to test the very specific features of the
prosthesis under evaluation. Ihe first rather complete list of
ADL is reported by McWilliam (1970) of the Powered Liribs Re-

search lnstitute of West Hendon Hospital in London. Ittis list
was collected by eight people having the instruction to record

all their activj-ties except for those of recreation and paid

work. This resulted in a final list of 625 i-tems. The items of
the list were evaluated by ten male and seven female subjects
with regard t-u the importance of that activity in order to be

"normally independent". Based on these results six categrories

of activities were defined wi-th a decreasing order of import-
ance to independency. Ttre opinions of the subjects were seldom

in agreement. Iherefore a divisj-on of categories as stated does

not make sense and cannot be used efficiently as a basis for
prosthesis design and prosthesis evaluation.
Ihe McWilliam list is, of course, based on the sociocultural
environment of the developers. Comparison with a Dutch list
(163 items) as used by the Occupational 1herapy department of
tlre rehabj-litation center "De Hoogstraat" (de Hoogstraat, 1973)

resulted in scme modifications (van Dieten, 1977). In this h,ay

a basic list of 428 ADL items was obtained which were selected

according to the criterion that the task items have to be re-
levant for independent life.
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6.4 ALa1ysis of the ADL list

The purpose of a further analysis of the list is mentioned

in general terms in Sects 6.1 and 5.2. Before starting the de-

scription of tectrniques for anal.ysing the list, a more concrete
descriptj-on of the goal of this analysis will be given.
The use of ADL in evaluating prosthesis systems and training
progress requires a rather simple set of test tasks which can

be performed within a reasonabl.e time. This test set of tasks
has to involve the fundamental characteristics of prosthesis.

activities. Thus, vre are lookin.g for a nuulber of tasks which

together represent all possiJrle difficulties in the performance

of each individual item of the ADL list. This does not necess-

arily mean that these test tasks have to be chosen from the ADL

list. Actually, a synthetic, artificially constructed set of
tasks can be used as will be pointed out in Sect. 6.5. Further-
more, j-t should be realized that there exists some interaction
between the actions to be performed by the prosthesis and the

wishes and abilities of the amputee. The clinical training of
the amputee puts often a strong emphasis on learning specific
skills to become independent. I'his means that some items of the

list are performed with quite a. different strategy than would

normal people do. These items vrill appear urore than once in the

list to be analysed.

Two different approaches can ber fol1owed. The flrst approach is
to describe in advance different task groups. Each item of the

ADL list will be put in only or,e of those task groups. One task
group comprises the miscellanecus items which cannot be put in
the other grroups (Sect. 6.4.t). The second approach is to find
clusters of tasks with similar characteristics. One item of the

ADL list can appear in more than one cluster of tasks (Sect.

6.4.2) .

Before reporting both these approaches a further restriction of
the ADL list has to be made. The research project concerns the
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group of unilateral amputees. It is therefore not necessary to
consider those items which do not involve the prosthesis. ftris
results in a list of 318 tasks in which an amputee might use

the prosthesis.

6 . 4 - 1 I r-9spa-39 
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Although the first approach did not lead to an acceptable

test set of tasks, it will be reported here because it becaroe

the instigation for the second approach. The first approach is
represented in fig. 6.1 (van Dieten, 1977).

Ftg. 6.1 The groupirq proeess of the ADL

The list of prosthesis tasks is grouped according to criteria
which constitute the group characteristics. The criteria on

which was decided that two activj-ties belong to the same group

tvere:

- Forces and torsion moments with respect to their orientation.
- Accuracy of forces (pushing or pulling and,/or gripping).

- Shape of the pieces to be manipulated.

- Position of the prosthesiJ actions relative to the body.

Although during the discussions about the development of the
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selection criteria both the dynamic aspects as well as the sta-
tj-c aspects of task performance were recognized, the final cri-
teria mainly comprise the static characterj-stics. Even with
disregarding the dynamic aspects, i.e. for example the control
to a certain position or the generation of a time bound ulove-

ment pattern, it appeared that 14 main groups, including a

total. of 32 subgroups, had to be defined. Detailed information
about. these results and the precise procedure are given else-
where (Pimontel, L975). The last step in the procedure, i.e.
the selection of representative tasks, appeared not to be prac-

tical, due to the rather large number of subgroups. Besides,

for evaluation purposes a test task has to be designed in such

a wa!' that a nuriber of performance measures can be easily and

accurately taken. Furthermore, the impossibility to include the

dynanric aspect in the selection criteria lead to the decision
to follow an alternative approach.

6 . 4 . 2 c 1uslgIttg_g !_1P!_a_!99:_gr!!99!_pI9g9!]!Sq_glg9pq

In this case, the procedure to develop a set of test
task€: is based on the same set of ADL. But the first step in
this second clustering approach is to define an independent set
of perrameters which ,:an describe the requirements of the pros-
thesj.s in task execution. After analysis of the characteristics
of the groups as defined by Pimontel (1975), and a consider-
ation of the basic functj-ons to be performed by the prosthesis

hand, the followi-ng List of parameters could be defined. The

paraneters selected ,rnd the possible ranges of values of each

paranreter are as follows:

I Force and torsion parameters:

1. I,oint of applica'tion of force on the prosthesis:
1=At the fingers and/or the thumb.

2=At two points in the hand, i.e. prehension

3 = Somewhere on the hand, no grasping.
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2. External force vector:
2a. Magnitude:

1 = Small.

2 = Mediun.

3 = Large.

2b. Required accuracy of the force magnitude:

1 = Does not matter, every force will do.

2 = Certain minimrm force re{uired; above ttrat
value, every force will do.

3=Force within a certaiJr range is required.
3. Internal force vector (prehension):

3a. Magmitude of force:
1 = Small.

2 = [ledium.

3 = Large.

3b. Required accuracy of the force magmitude:

1 = Every force will satisfy.
2=Every force above a minintrm force will satisfy.
3 = Gripping force has to be within certain bound-

aries.

fI Position and positioning parameters:

4. Position of the activj-ty relative to the body of the pros-

thesis user:

1 = At a distance of forearm length.
2=AE a distance of arm length.
3 = Close to the body.

5. Sight at the activity determined by the position of the
prosthesis:

1 = Sufficient,.
2 = The activity is slightJ.y hampered by lack of

visibility.
3 = Insufficient for the performance of an activity.
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Requirenent of wrist rotation:
1 = Not necessary.

2 = Would facilitate the activity.
3 = Activity inpossible without f,rrist rotation.

Requirement of accurate final lrcsition and requirement of
precise course and strEed of the movement:

1 = No accuracy.

2 = Some accuracy.

3 = High accuracy.

III Object related parameters_:

Friction characteristics of surface:
1 = High friction coefficient, very smaIl force

necessary for generating friction force.
2=Moderate frict.ion properties of surface; some

force is necessary to get friction force.
3=Snooth surface'; precise force control necessary

to prevent sU.pping of the object.
Size of the area of applJ.cation:

1 = Larger than area of the whole hand.

2=Almost same s:ze of the hand.

3 = Alnost same size of the area of a finger or
smaller than t:he area of a finger.

This parameter list of three categories includes eleven dif-.
ferent descriptors of prosthesis activities. An earlier list
contained more parameters. Ihe parameters that could be omit-
ted for various reasons were the following.
A parameter describj-ng the shape of an object with respect t:o

slmmetry and point of applicirtion of the force appeared to tre

strongly correlated with the parameters descriling the surface
properties. Also, the orientation of the area for application
the force was correlated with the possibility of wrist rota-
tion and could be omitted. Furthermore, a number of parameters

B.

9.
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were not of interest from the viewtrrcint of describing the pros-

thesis with respect to the specific functions in task perform-

ance. They grive very general prosthesis properties. The direc-
tion of the external force and the torsion moment on the pros-

thesis mainly describe the quality of the fitting of the pros-

thesis to the body. Also, the stiffness of the prosthesis is
a special prosthesis property that is not easily separated from

the fitting problem; the stiffness of the most available pros-

theses is much greater than the obtained stiffness of the fit-
ting. Whereas the fitting of a prosthesis is always so much de-

pending on individual problems which are in qeneral independent

of the tlpe of the prosthesis, it is not considered to be a
prosthesis property.
Finally, a group of parameters describing the interaction with
the envirorunent and the prosthesj-s additional to the list of
parameters of describing task performance has to be recognized,

such as: noise, electrical safety and electrical interference,
cosmetic appearance, resistance of the prosthesis to being

marred, the possibility of cleaning the prosthesis with water

and soap without affecting the prosthesis mechanisms. These

parameters are important, but not related to problems of motoric

fr:nctions and load.

The second step to be taken was that, on the basis of the final
list of parameters, the prosthesis tasks had to be evaluated;

this means that each task or sma1l group of tasks was assigned

with parameter values as indicated in the parameter list (Huis-

man, 1975). The prosthesis task list was ordered according to
the group arrangement as described in Sect. 6.4.1. Therefore
it was possjble to arrange tasks with exactly the same para-

meters in the same small group of tasks. In fact this was a

first step in the clustering procedure. The 14 maingroups or
32 subgroups, earlier defined, were split into 99 groups each

having different parameter sets. Ttrese 99 groups were the basis
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for further clustering; the next step in the clustering was

performed by constructing two and more dimensional maps of the

occurrence of combinations of two different Parameters in the
prosthesis activities. Fig. 6.2 gives an example of two dimen-

sional maps representing the frequency of certain levels of
required accuracy of the prehension force and the magnitude of
the prehension force.

DIAGRAI'II 0F ACTMTIES USING THE FINGERS FoR GRIPPING

l,{AGl{ITUoE 0F PREHEI{SI0l{ FoRCE

ACCURACY OF PREHENSION FORCE -\
Sl.lALL I.IEDI UI,I LARGE

EVERY FORCE lIILL SATISFY l2z

EVERY FORCE ABOVE A I,IINII'IUI.I t.llLL SATISFY

2lz
I

34* 10r

FORCE HAS TO BE I.IITHIN CERTAII{ EOUNDARIES
r

2lz

DIAGRAM OF ACTIVITIES USING THE I.IHOLE HAND FOR GRIPPING

MAGNITUDE OF PREHENSION FORCE

ACCURACY OF PREHENSION FORCI -\
SI.IALL IIIE D I UIII LARGT

EVERY FORCE I.IILL SATISFY
7*

EVERY FoRCE ABoVE A MII{lMulil tllLL SATISFY

4%

I
30r
I

378

FORCE HAS T0 BE I,,llTHIN CERTAIti B0UNDARIES
15ts

Fig. 6.2 Diagruns of aetioities as eonsidered to their
interrnl foree parqneters
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In the example of Fig.6.2 Lt is shown that the parameter "size
of the area of application of the force", i.e. fingertips or
hand, is not discriminating; for the finger qripping as well as

the hand grj-pping the same pattern results so that with respect

to this parameter it appears permissible not to have to dis-
tinguish between different groups. The final clustering was ex-

ecuted with an eight dimensional diagram, using colors and s1m-

bols to indicate the different parameteis.

Ihe fundamental idea in this clustering approach is that the
groups are not exactly defined at the beginning. Only a general

definition of a cluster (group) is given as follows: A cluster
comprises a ntunber of ADL items which correlate with respect to
a pattern of parameter values.
Ihe advantage of grouping on patterns of parameters is that
practical situations with tasks having a combination of these

parameters are taken into accou::t. This is, of course, only the

case if a test task is construcF-ed with the goal to include the

whole pattern of parameters in this task. In this way it is
possible that one ADL iten will be placed in several clusters.
Ttlus the sets of activities included in each cluster will ap-

pear to be overlapping. However, not all items will find necess-

arily a place in a cluster if a limited number of clusters is
made. This can be seen as a disadvantage of this approach; a

further discussion of this problem will be given in Sect. 6.5.
t'iq. 6.3 represents the cluster.lng procedure.

'Ihe final result, including B5E of the prosthesis activities,
is the proposition of 14 differr:nt clusters. These are given

in Table 6.1. This table gives:r1so the parameter values which

characterize the "mean" values of the activities in the clus-
ters. As is seen in Tab1e 6.1, l:here are certain parameter

variations within some clusters. The clustering is based in
these cases on the characteristics of the remaining parameters.

Furthermore, the given parameter values have to be seen as
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Fig. 6.3 Clusterirq of ADL

average values of the clusters. These given clusters do not

have large areas of intersection; this is due to the fact that
the clustering is performed by a subjective and heuristic method

with the aim of creating i-ndepe,ndent activity groups, each pro-
ducing a representative test te.sk.

In principle it is possiJrle to find many more groups of inter-
related activities but obviously it is impossible to give a

small number of groups which enibrace the najority of activities.
Concluding it can be said that the above mentioned giroups re-
present a set of different clusters of activities which de-

scribe 85 percent of the activj.ties of daily living. Finally,
it has to be realized that this set of different clusters does

not represent the frequency of activities concerned, neither
the subjectively appraised itrtrr,rtance of those activities.
Ihis means that the result of a proposed set of tests has al-
ways to be interpreted in relat:ion to the individual require-
Eents of the user. It means also that the different aspects of
prosthesis activities have to be represented in the test tasks,
without weighting their appearance with the frequency and im-
portance of activities. Ihris weighting procedure has to be done

for and by each patient indj-vidually. The development of test
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tasks has therefore the aim to create a smal1 number of tasks
which imply the main characteristics of the proposed clusters.

6.5 Proposal of six test task situations

As will be descrj-bed later on, the test tasks were used

in an experimental situation, in which the subject uses a spe-
c5-al e:<perimental prosthesj-s fitting. This fitting made it
possible to attach a hand prc,sthesis to a normal arm. Ihis ex-
perimental prosthesis fitting resulted in a greater length of
the suljectrs lower arm by about B cm. fn this way a rather
realistic si-mulation was achieved, except for those activities
occurring very close to the body, i.e. the cluster B (see Table
6.1) . A11 the characteristics of other clusters could be re-
presented in the group of six test tasks, as is listed in Table
6.2. Ttrese test tasks are artificial tasks designed such that
they could be used in experiurental situations. A detailed de-
scripLion of the test tasks will be given in Sect. 7.2.4.

Table 6.2 The test tasks and the z,elated cluste"s

name of test task

clusters
on which the
test. task is
based (see
Table 6.1)

nurober of
activities
enclosed in

clusters
concerned

prehension task
switchboard task
pige<>n-hole task
fixation task
manipulation task
circle tracking task

F,L
J,K
E,J
A,G
C,D,F,G,L
E,H,I,K

26

2L

29

62

87

56

The general descriptit>n is as follows3

o Prehension task: Thr: reason for a prehension task is found in
the clusters F and L. In the activities of these clusters an
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accurate griPping force is required. The size of the objects

is sqrewhat different in these groups; therefore it was de-

cided to construct an obiect of mediunr size. This object

should be grasped from a table with a force between two pre-

defined liroits. No restriction has to be made about the pos-

itioning parameters; it seems sufficient to make a simple

movement with the object irr the prosthesis while keeping the

gripping force within limit-s.

o Suritclboard task. The und.erlying clusters of this task, i-e-

clusters J and K, put a special emphasis on the accuracy of

positioning, whereas the objects are smooth and small. Due to

the size of the object the visibility can play a role in the

activities concerned. A small external force. with sometimes

high accuracy, is required" A not very specified gripping

force is required in group J. However, gripping is sufficient-

ly present in the prehension task and is therefore not necess-

ary in the switchboard task. A very simple task of handlJ-ng

different tlpes of tumbler switches was constructed. fhe tum-

blers have a small and smoc)th surface

o Pigeon-hole taskz Ihe clusl:ers E and also J are the basis for

this task. A strong emphas:i-s is laid on the position and

course accuracy as is requl-red for activities of cluster E.

The activities of cluster J refer also to this characteristic

action pattern. The task i1:self consists of putting a pin into

the prosthesis hand, and then, moving this pin into cylindri-

cal holes without touching the walls of the holes. The rela-

tive diameters of the pin and the hole require a very accu-

rate movement. The required accuracy of the external force is

not involved in this task, but will be tested in the manipu-

lation and tracking task.

o Piaation taskz the clusters A and, to a less extent, G, re-
quire the fixation of an object on a table, on the body, or

elsewhere, to achieve a stable object on which the normal
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hand can operate. A task which enables this aspect to be

tested was obtained by constructing a small translating and

rotating table, from which a part can be pulled off with a

certain force. The table has to be kept in place as well as

possible by the prosttresis whereas the normal hand pulls at
the removable part.

o Manipulation taskz A number of clusters contain actj.vities
where the prosthesis is used as a tool to hold an object in
such a way that the normal hand can operate on it, i.e. the

clusters C, D, F, G and L. The type of the operation or ma-

nipulation of the object, and the object itself, determine

the values of the parameters. Control of the forces and the

position relative to the normal hand is the specific feature

of the manipulation task. This task consists of the fixing of
nuts into bolts. The bolts are provided with a spring and a

washer, such that it is not very easy to screw the nut onto

the bo1t.

o Circle tz.aekin4 task: lt.ls task is based on a number of clus-
ters which have the characteristics of an accurate positioning
with either a medium or larqe external force and an accurate,

external, force involved. The clusters E, H, I and K refer to

this parameter combination. Ihe proposed task in this case is
to move a stick through a fixed circular track without touch-

ing the edges of the track. One end of the stick is fixed in
a ball-bearJ-ng which has sme friction. rn this way a certain
arnount of force is needed to move the stick around.

Finally some remarks have to be made about the necessity of
wrist rotatj-on. Until now, the wrist rotation is not involved

in the tasks listed above. A1l these tasks start with the in-
itial condition of rotating the prosthesis into an optimal pos-

ition to perform the required actions. This was done by rotating
the prosthesis hand with the normal hand (so-called passive

wrist rotation). However, a switch controlled, electrically
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- powered yrist rotator was also available for evaluation. For

that purgnse the prehension task and plgeon-hole task were

sllghtly altered to create a sltuatlon where a so-called active
. wrist rotation was necessary. Ttris aspect of the tasks will be

described in uore detail in sect. 7.2.4.
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7. THE MENTAL CONTROL LOAD OF ARM PROSTHESES;

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

7.t Introduction

The aim of this study is to investigate the mental con-

trol load of arm prostheses, as this is expected to be one of
the important aspects in the process of the acceptance of a

prosthesis. Although the acceptance of arm prostheses is a

problem wfLich is determined for a great deal by very individual
aspects, it is of course worthwhile to get as much quantitative
data as trx>ssible on non-individual aspects, for example, those

aspects wtLich are dependent on the design of the prosthesis.

One of these aspects is the mental control load that is re-
quired in the use of a prosthesis; it will be the main topic
of this chapter.

For a number of different arm prostheses an attempt has been

made to give quantitative insight into the mental control load

by means of a series of laboratory experiments. In the first
place the point of interest will be the mean control load of
the prostheses of a group of subjects. In the second place, the

individual differences might be of interest. However, the lat-
ter will mainly play an important role in the practical situa-
tion with the r:nique set of individual and environmental vari-
ables of one particular person. Therefore, the experimental

design aims for the mean mental load. Furthermore, because of
the fact that no external standards are available, the experi-
ments are set up in such a way that comparisons between pros-

thesis systems can be made.

In the following sections of this chapter the experiments are

described in detail. TLre complete experimental setup is given

in Sect. 7.2. The execution of the experiments and the data

processinq is given in Sect. 7.3, whereas Sect. 7.4 reports
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the results from the experiments. Finally, a short discussion

on the experiments and the results is given in Sect. 7.5. A

final discussion, integration of results with the other re-
search data will be given in Ch. 10.

7.2 Descri-ption of experiments

7.2. 1 Globel_g999ltp!f9!

Five different prosthesis systems, as they are used in
more or less common practice, $rere selected for the experiments

for the sake of comparison (Sect. 7.2.2). The goaI, the quanti-
fication of the required control load, is not only a technical
or system design problem, but depends also on human capabil-
ities. fherefore, the investigation of control load requires

a setup where aII fr:nctional and physiological possibilities
of a disabled limb can be studied. By means of a construction

especially designed for these experiments, it appeared to be

possible to si:nulate the si-tuation of a lower arm amputation

on non-amputeed subjects, for the majority of the functional
aspects. The construction looks like an orthosis, i.e. it is
a lightweiqht metal construction attached around the arm of
the subject (Sect. 7 .2.3) .

Whereas a control load can only play a role when the prosthesis

is actually used, it is necessary to give a precise definition
of the tasks to be executed with the prosthesis. The backgtround

of a set of six experimental tasks is already given in Ch. 6.

These tasks, suitable for la.boratory use, are developed in such

a way that mj-nima1 problems would arise with those aspects

which were not simulated with the special orthosis construction
(Sect. 7.2.4) .

The experimental variables which are defined as above conse-

quently involve 30 different conditions. In these conditions,

a measurement of the mental control load has to be obtained.
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The method proposed in Ch. 5 is a dual task method. This dual
task technique needs a secondary task to fill up the subjectrs
spare capacity as far as possible. The selected secondary task,
i.e. the Sub Critical Instability Task, SCIT, has been discussed
already. Sect. 7.2.5 gives some more details of the task used

in the experiments under consideration. The application of the
SCIT and the derived measures require a duratj_on of an experi-
mental condition of about 150 sec. To obtain reliable mean

values of the measures, each measurement condition was repeated
six times. Thus, for each subject 180 measurements were taken.
Within each of these measurements of 150 sec. duration the pri-
mary tasks, discrete cyclic tasks, had to be executed five or
ten times, depending on the cycle duration of the task. The

nurnber of subjects, i.e. twelve, was determined by requirements
of the statistics to be applied afterwards, with respect to the
experimental variables, to the training procedures and to the
number of repetitions. Training and measurements were executed
on mornings or afternoons of the workings days of two consecu-

tive weeks. The detailed sequence of experiments and more data
about the experimental design is given in Sect. 7.2.8.

7 . 2 - 2 9!grge_e$_9::g=:e!r9!_9I_pr9:!!=g=__Igr_tly9:!:93!19!

The available number of arm and hand prosthesis systems

is not as large as might be expected on the basis of the vari-
ous possibilities (Sect. 2.2.L). The five systems selected for
this investigation were chosen on the basis of current appli-
cation in practice, and the various functions involved in the
systems. An exception is made for the wrist rotation unit
which is rather recently developed and not yet frequently ap-
plied. The addition of the wrist rotation, however, was done

to obtain one system with two degrees of freedom. The following
prostheses were investigated:
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A. Passive, Cosmetic Hand, COH.

B. lody Powered split Hook, BPHO.

C. Eody Powered Hand with Grasp Function, BPHA.

D. Electromyographically Controlled, Electrically Powered

Hand with Grasp Function, EH.

E. Electromyographically Controlled, Electrically Po\rered

Hand with Grasp Function and with a Switch Controlled,

Electrically Powered wrist llotation Unit, EIIW.

Thj-s means that there are four different hand prostheses used;

system EH is the same as systen EHW except for the addition of
the wrist rotation. A classification of these systems can be

made as given in Tab1e 7.1.

TabLe 7.1 Classifieation of inuestigated arTn prostheses
accotding to the degrees of freedom, the type
of confu,ol ond the mea,ns of pouering

porder no pohrer body power electrical power

control
tyPe

no
control

displacement
control EltlG control

degree
of

freedom

0 coH

1 BPHA,BPHO EH

2 EHW

A11 prostheses used were left hand prostheses. In Fig. 7.L a

photograph is given of the not electrically powered hands. l

The cosmetic hand has no active function but can be used in
many tasks with respect to the fixation and the positioning of
objects. Due to the fact that this hand has no active functions,
and conseguently, no internal mechanisms, the design is optimal
with respect to its cosmetic shape. This one and all the other

hand prostheses which have rougthly the shape of a normal hand

are covered with synthetic gloves. These are available in sev-

eral color tones and surface structures to match the not aDpu-
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Ft4. 7.L Photograph of the rnt eleetrieally poaered hand.
prostheses

tated hand, individually.
The body powered split hook j-s a general purpose device. It is
a device with two hook shaped jaws which are fixed together by
a hinge and are'kept closed by metal springs or a rubber band.

These springs determine the grasping force of this prosthesis.
Opening of the hook is done by pulling a cord which is attached
to a lever on one of the claws. The force needed at the end of
the operating cord depends on the characteristics of the spring
and the friction of the bowden cable; this friction is often
rather high. Ihe claws are someti-mes partly or wholly covered
with plastic or rubber. In the experiments, the operating cord
was attached at the other end at a shoulder bandagre, the contra
Iateral shoulder. Scapular abduction provides the pullingr force.
The shape of the claws and the simple construction give this
terminal device a relatively good function with respect to
grasping and manipulation.
Ihe body powered hand with grasp function is with respect to
some aspects equal to the split hook. Ihe method of operation
is the same, at least during the experiments performed. The
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hand has also spring loaded metal claws. Hor.rever, these semi-

circular metal claws are opposing with the tips of the claws
just as the human thumb can oppose to the index finger; thus,
one claw si-mulates the thumb and another can be seen as an

index finger. Ihe semicircular claws of the hook are not op-
posing with the tips but lie together in closed condition. The

hthole mechanism of the body powered hand is covered with a

thick walled. hand shaped cover. The middle finger and the

index finger have a metal claw but the ring finger and little
finger have no internal metal claw and are very flexible.
Ttre electrically powered hand has also an anthropomorphic shape.

Ehe inner claw construction itself is mechanically the same as

the body powered hand. The ring finger and little finger are

stiffer in this case. Ttre operation is of course quite differ-
ent. A built-in electrical niniature motor drives the opening

and closing mechanism of the fingers via a gear. The control
of the hand is done by EMG signals. The hand available for tl:re

experiments (Bock, 1970) uses two electrodes with built-in am-

plifiers and data processing circuitry. Ihese electrodes were

placed on the long extensor and flexor muscles of the fingers
in the experiments. The amplification could easily be adjusted
by a small potentiometer on the electrode. If an EMG sigmal

from one of two muscle groups used for control, came above a

certain level, a switch was activated, resulting in a running

motor, either fonlard or reverse. At the same time, the other
electrode at the other muscle group was disabled to prevent a

short circuiting of the motor. Ihis tlpe of control is termed

as an on - off control system.

The final hand prosthesis system used in the experiment was

the same electric hand with the seme type of control. However,

a wrist rotation unit was added to the system.

trhis wrist rotation unit is an electric motor unit hrith reduc-
tion gear. The rotation control is also an on-off control by

a three state micro switch. Ihis micro switch was operated by
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the thunb in the experimental situation. In practice. if the
stump of the lower arm amputee is long enoulrh, the rotatj-on of
the ulna and radius are often used to operate this micro switch.

Ihe number of different prosthesis systems as used in the ex-
periment is, in fact, a small sample of all possible tlpes
hrhich are conmercially available. It was thought that the five
systems described above gave a representative sample of the
present possiJcilities in rehabilitation of upper lirib amputees.

7 - 2 . 3 T!9-9rP9gE!!4-Pr9:!!9:tt
The consideration for usilg non-amputated subjects will

be discussed in Sect. 7.2.6, because this topic is i-mportant and

especially has to be elucidated. A result of using healthy sub-
jects, that is non-amputees, is that the situation of the am-

putee has to be sjmulated. Itris means that the hand prosthesis
has to be fixed to the normal arm in such a way that the posi-
tion of the prosthesis relative to the body is comparable with
respect to the tasks to be performed. Furthermore, the healthy
hand itself may not interfere physically with the task execu-

tion.
A completely realistic simulation will never be obtained; it
appeared that two possibilities were available. The first pos-

si-bility was to place the prosthesis hand and wrist beside the
normal hand and wrist. This should result in a situation that
the lower arm axis for the artificial system intersected at
the elbow, and declined for about 12 degrees from tJ:e axis of
the normal lower arm. A radial moment, caused by the weight

and the design of the prosthesis should give many troubles in
obtaining a stable fitting of the prosthesis to the normal arm.

Ttrerefore, an alternative lrcssibility has been applied in which

the axis of the prosthesis fitting is almost aligned with the
axis of the lower arm. The prosthesis hand is then placed as

close as trrcssib1e to the normal wrist by some extension of the
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normal hand. The prosthesis is fixed to the lower arm by a

construction which can be adjusted to the individual length of
the lower arm of each subject. The normal wrist rotation is
excluded by an elbow hinge and by a supporting construction at
the upper al:rn. In FLq. 7.2 two photographs of the prosthesis

fitting used in the experiments are given.

Fig. 7.2 h,to photographs of the experunental pt'osthesis
fittirry. Both pictures sLDu the electv,ieally
pouered EMG contt,olled prostVvsis eonnected to
the fitting.

As will be clear from the pictures the elongation of the arm

by the wrist and hand prosthesis is restricted to about I cm.
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In the majority of tasks it appears to be a good sirmrlation of
the real world situation. However, even a sma1l elongation of
8 cm. gives many problems j-n those tasks which take place close
to the userrs body. None of the selected tasks had to do with
this problem. The visiJrility of the activities to be done with
the prosthesis was not hindered by the normal hand due to an

appropriate extension atrd support of the normal hand.

The tlpe of construction was derived from a new method of de-

signing orthotic equipnent. Instead of the application of plas-
tic fittingsr a stainless steel frame was used (Cool, 1976).

The suptrrcrts were made of stainless steel qauze. The strength
of the material results in rather small sized supports. Straps

were used to keep the construction in a correct position and

for the fixation of the hand and fingers on the support. The

latter was assumed to be necessary in case of EMG control in
order to use the long extensors and flexors of the hand and

fingers at a constant length. The advantages of this tlpe of
construction are:

o Light weight.
o Possibility of a length adjustiJcle construction.
o Good conduction of body heat and thus no hindrance of per-

spiration.
o The muscles for El{G control were easily attainable.

The used prostheses were aII provided with the same snap-in
coupling in order to obtain a rather free interchange of dif-
ferent prostheses during the training and experiments.
Ttre control of the wrist rotation is done by the thumb of the
enclosed normal hand. Ihe wrist rotation switch is therefore
mounted on the fitting in such a way that the operations could
easily be done.

A final detail of the construction to be mentioned is that the
shield of the bowden cable for body powered control was fixed
to the prosthesis support construction. The design and building
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of this experj-mental prosthesis was carried out by the research
group Instnurents and the Man-Machine systems group of the

Laboratory for Measurement and Control of the De1ft University
of Tectrnology. Some parts were constructed by the orthopedic

workshop of the rehabilitation center "De Hoogstraat" at Leer-

sum (Netherlands).

7 .2. 4 IL9-9rP9189!!el-895!

The experimental setup determines certain limitations in
the selecti-on of experimental tasks. A restriction which has

been already indicated in Sect. 7.2.3 is that activities close

to the body of the subject cannot be compared with normal pros-

thesis activities due to the longer lower arm construction of
ttre experimental prosthesis. Secondly, the dual task method as

described in Ch. 4 and as will be described in Sect. 7.2.5 re-
quires that the subject has to sit on a chair while executingt

the tasks. A third limitation is that different strategj-es in
task execution are not allowed. This is due to the fact that
the experi-nental tasks are tl:e basis for a comparison between

prostheses. fhus the task performance, in terms of speed,

faultlessness and accuracy has to be checked by simple meas-

urements during task execution. A general description and

background of the experimental tasks lras given in Ch. 6. A

technical description of the apparatus and procedures of the

tasks wiII be given next.

Prehension task: e medium sized object has to be handled by a
prosthesis whereas the required gripping force has to be set

between certain limitations. The task apparatus is given in
Fig. 7.3. The object is a cube with an edge of 27 mm. This

cube is basically a very stiff spring, constructed with lamel-

las in such a way that a Iamella in the middle is bent propro-

tionally with an external force on two opposing surfaces of
the cube. A voltage, proportional to the external force is
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Etg. 7.3 Photograph of the prehension task

obtained by the strain gauges. The cable from the cube is ap-

propriately fixed at about 40 cm. above the table. Furthermore,

two 15 cm. square conductive plates were attached to the table
and also one vertical plate was mounted at the right hand plate.
Ilro incandescent Lamps were used to give information about the
gripping force to the subject. The left one lit up for an in-
sufficient force. The right one lit up when the grasping force
was too high. The subjects were instructed to grasp the cube

and to adjust the grasping force between the predefined thresh-
o1ds, i.e. neither of the lamps burning. T'lxen, they had to move

the cube over a'barrier of I cm. height, touch the right p1ate,

move back and put the cube on the left plate. The grasping

force had to be kept between the thresholds for the movement

from left to right only. Ihe barrier in the middle prevented

that the cube was pushed from plate to plate. The threshold
1evels were alternately changed from high to low levels and

vice versa, after each completed cycle. For the measurements

with the electrically powered prosthesJ-s with the wrist rota-
tion unit, the subjects were instructed to supinate the hand,
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to touch the vertical plate, and to pronate the hand to the

original position. The necessary rotation of the hand was about

90 degrees. The followi-ng signals were recorded during task

performance:

- The contact of the cube with either the right or left plate.

- The grasping force.

- Tkre crossinq of the thresholds.
These signals were used in calculating performance measures,

as wiII be descri-bed in Sect. 7.3. The time available for one

cycle of the tasks was 15 sec. Every 15 sec. a small indicator
was 1it. This indicator was attached to a headset in the field
of peripheral vision.

Suitclthoat'd task, The switchboard task puts a special emphasis

on position accuracy whereas force accuracy and visibi-1ity of
the object can also play a role. A photograph of the experl-
mental setup is given in Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.4 A photogtaph of the suitchboav,d task

As can be seen from Fig. 7.4, four commercially available
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light switches were mounted in a square on a vertical board.

The board was positioned in front of the subject. Ihe task was

to switch on, from left to right, the upper row first and the
lower row second; after that, the switches had to be reset in
the same sequence. The upper row consisted of two double

switches. The instruction was to set and reset only the left
lever of each switch, thus requiring more accuracy in position-
ing. The stimulus indicator at the headset was also used for
this task with an interval of 15 sec. The signal recorded dur-
ing task execution was an analog signal with discrete levels
which could be used to calculate the durations between each

switch action and, eventually, to calculate an error in the
sequence of operation.

Pigeon-hoLe taskz Position accuracy has two aspects (Sect.

6.4.2), i.e. to obtain a specified final posj-tion, and to Dove

along a specified path. Both aspects are applicable to the

pigeon-hole task. Furthermore, the prehension is also of im-
portance in this task. In Fig. 7.5 a photograph is given. TLre

task cycle begi-ns with putting a 12 mm. pin in the prosthesis

with the help of the right hand. Then the pin has to be moved

i-nto cylindrical holes of 20 mm. diameter. The subjects were

instructed to prevent contact between the pin and the wall of
the holes while moving into it, not necessarily during the
outwards movement. Ihe depths of the holes were fixed at 40,

50, 60 and 70 run. The bottom of the hole is a spring loaded

plunger wtrich can be moved over about 20 mm. At the end of one

cycle the prosthesis is opened and the pin is laid on the

table. The contact of the pin and wall and the pushing of the

spring to the bottom of the hole, refer to the use of the pros-

thesis as a sensory device. These forces, externally applied
to the prosthesis, can be detected via the stump and can thus

be used for feedback in this task.
Prosthesis configuration EHW has for this task a slightly
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Eig. 7.5 Photograph of the pigeon-hole task

different task cycle. For this case, the pin lies in a tube

above the board with the holes. The pin has to be grasped with-
out help of the right hand. ltris means that the wrist has to
be set in a different position compared with the situation
while moving into the ho1es. Thus the wrist rotation has to

be used two times each cycle, i.e. between grasping and moving

into the holes, and later on to place the pin back into the

tube. An accurate position of the wrist is necessary, in order

to give an adequate performance. The available time for task

execution as set by the stimulus indicator is 30 sec.

Performance measures (Sect. 7.3) are derived from three sig-
nals, i.e. firstly, the time of contacts between pin and hole;

secondly, a signal from a photocell device which measures at

what moment the pin enters or leaves the hole, and thirdly, a

similar signal giving the moments of reaching the bottom of

the hole with the pin.
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Ftbation taek: lr,any tasks in daily living require the fixaLion
of an object agaj-nst the body, on a table or elsewhere. Ttre

prosthesis has to fixate an object while the normal hand does

some operation on the object. The fixation task seems a good

simulation of this activity. A photograph of this task is given

in Fig. 7.6.

Fig. 7 .6 Pttotograph of the ft^ration task

A square table has to be kept in its initial position as well
as possible. Ihis Lable can move lateralJ-y to the subjectrs
body and can rotate in a horizontal plane. A small panel is
fixed to the table with two sirnple door magnets. T'lne subject
is instructed to remove this panel while fixing the square

table with the prosthesis and after that, to mount the panel

on the table, thus returning to the starting situation. Itre

stjnulus signal appeErrs every 15 sec. Ihe signals used for
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perfor:rnance evaluation were the signal representi-ng the contact
closure of the magnets, the rotation and the translation of the

table.

ManipuLation task: Some activj-ties require that an object has

to be fixed in the prosthesis while the normal hand is doing

scrne mani-pulations and operations on the fixed object. An im-

portant difference with the fixation task is that in this case

the object is fixed in the prosthesis hand and thus the control
of the gripping force and the precize position in the hand are

important. A photograph of this task is given in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7,7 Photograph of the nanipulation task

Ihe manipulation task is the fixing of nuts onto bolts. The

subject is instructed to pick up a bolt out of a smal1 box

with the normal hand, and to put the bolt in the prosthesis.
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After that, a nut has to be taken frcrn another box and has to
be mounted on the bolt. This part of the task is purposely com-

plicated by the presence of a spring around the bolt which

causes a reasonable axial force and frj-ction moment. FinaIIy,
without assistance of the normal hand, the bolt with nut has

to be put in a third box. fhe sti-mulus indication is given

each 30 sec. On each box two photo detection circuits were

mounted to detect the exact moment that s@ething is taken out
of or put into a bor<. The derived signals are used to calcu-
Iate performance measures (sect. 7.3).

Circle traekirq taskz Accurate positioning (course) and accu-

rate (external) force are involved in the circle tracking task.
In this task, a stick j-s mounted with a ball in a friction
bearing. FLq. 7.8 gives a photograph.

ril'

)

Fig. 7.8 Photograph of the eircle trackirg task
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The subject is instructed to move the stick through a 270 de-

gree circular track in a horizontal plane without touching the

edges of the track. During one cycle of this task the subject
had to position the prosthesis on the stick, to move around

the track and to move back to the starting position. Due to
the friction bearing the movement required a horizontal force
of about 5 N. The stimulus indication was given each 30 sec.

Itre contacts between stick and inner or outer edge of the track,
and furttrermore, the contact with starting point and end point
were recorded for performance evaluation (Sect. 7.3).

7 .2.5 TEg_g:ggg9gy task

Ihe secondary task which was used in the dual task ex*

periments is the Sub Critical Instability Task. The task is the

same as used in the exploratory experiments, and is descrj-bed

in Sect. 5.3.3 and Appendix B. In Fiq. 7.9 a photograph is given

of a subject executing the circle tracking task together with
the SCIT. The foot pedal for the control of the SCIT was fixed
to the chair, thus giving the possjJcility of a quick change of
primary task condition. Finally, it is seen that the headset,

which displays the error signal to the subject, is provided

with a bend strip of aluminium with a light enitting diode in-
dicator for stimulus presentation.

7 .2.6 Eg!r_99!:

Twelve male, non-amputeed subjects executed the experi-
ments. T''he reasons to choose non-amputeed subjects were as

follows:

It is impossible to obtaj-n a homogeneous group of arnputees

lrhich have about the same age, the sane level of amputation

and which have the same hand dominance before amputation.

TLre amputees are very well trained in the use of a particular
type of prosthesis; therefore, a comparative experi-mental

a
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Eig. 7.9 Photogz,aph of a subieet pet,foming the dual task
uith the eircle tracking task ae the primary task

setup (Sect. 7.2.7), is not suitable, due to the fact that
the other prosthesis t4)es cannot be trained to the level of
their own prostJ:esis type.

o The development and i-mprovement of hand prostheses is extreme-

Iy important, for the amputees. Due to their emotional involve-
ment in the pgoblem it is probable that the amputee developes

unjustifiable expectations about new, improved, prostheses

which might later on cause considerable disappointments.

Therefore, a group of subjects between 20 and 30 years was

selected. AII subjects were students and only those who were

right-handed were selected. As a check a test of dominance of
the hand was executed according to Crovitz and Zener. Ttrere

were no specific reasons for choosing either right-handed

or left-handed subjects; however, the groap of right-handed
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students which could potentj-a1Iy participate in the experj-ment

was just larger than the group of left-handed students. It was

thought that the selection of just one of the groups would

give a more homogeneous groupr equally handicapped in the ex-
periments by the experimental prosthesis. The subjects were

paid for their efforts after completing the whole series of
experiments. Instructions and experiments involved either all
mornings, or all afternoons of nlne consecutive working days.

7.2.7 Experimental design, training and instructj-ons

The t.raining $ras separated into two parts. One part in-
cluded the training of the EMG control, whereas the other part
was the training of the body control. The experiments were also
divided, according to the training, in two parts. The cosmetic

hand was thought to be included in the group of body control.
On two consecutj-ve days, 3 hours each day, the training of
either body control (I) or E4c control (II) was given. After
that, on tl:ree consecutive days in case of the body control
prosthesis groupr or in two consecutive days in case of EIvIG

control, the measurements were executed. Six subjects started
with body control (I) and six subjects started with EMG con-

trol (II). The rank ordering of body control types, i.e. A, B

andC and EMG control types, i.e. D and E followed a balanced

design. The sequence of training activities and measurements

is given in Table 7.2. During each measurement session, morning

or afternoon, the prosthesis under consideration was used in
the six experimental tasks which were repeated six times. The

tasks were arranged in such a way that each possible conbina-
tion of different tasks occurred once. This scheme is given in
Table 7.3.
It j-s obvious that the cosmetic hand cannot perform the experi-
mental tasks which rely for a great deal on the prehension of
the prosthesis. T'hese tasks are: (a) Prehension task, (c) Pi-
qeon-hole task, (e) l4anipulation task. During these task



Iable 7.2 Ihe seheme of training and meaeuxqnents

subject
nuuber

first week second week

np tu wed thu fri mo tu wed thu fri

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

I

I

I

I

I

I

IA
IB
IC
IC
IB
IA
II II
II II
II II
II II
II II
II II

BC
CA
AB
BA
AC
CB
DE
DE
DE
ED
ED
ED

IT IT

II II

II II

II II

II II

II II

II

rI
II

II

II

II

E-
E-
E-
D-
D-
D-
BC
CA
AB
BA
AC
CB

D

D

D

E

E

E

A

B

c

c

B

A
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I training of body control A cosmetic hand
II training of E:MG control B hook

C body powered hand
D EMG electrical hand
E electrical hand and wrist

rotation

Toble 7.3 Sequence of tasks duting
an erpez.imental morning
oz, afterraon session

a: prehension task
b: switctrboard task
c: pigeon-hole task

d: fixation task

e: manipulation task
f: circle tracking task

repetition task sequence

L

2

3

4

5

6

abcdef
fedcba
bdface
ecafdb
cfbead
daebfc
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conditions with the cosmetic hand, the secondary task (SCIT)

was executed as a single task, which should gj-ve an optimal
value of the SCIT performance measures. Before the first train-
ing session, a very short general introduction about the ex-
periments was qiven to the subject. The training sessions in-
cluded the training in the control of the prosthesis and the

training of the SCIT. Furthermore, at the end of the first
training sessions the instructions for the execution of the

experimental prosthesis tasks were given. I'loreover aII tasks

were exercised for a short period. After that, the dual task

situation, i.e. the SCIT together with one of the prosthesis

tasks. was trained.

The training in the contl,ol of the ptosthesis was rather simple

for body control. Much attention was given to the adjustment of
the experimental prosthesis and the bandage to the subject's
body. After that, a number of simple operations and manipula-

tions were performed wj-th the three different prosthesis tlT)es,

and in particular with the body powered hand and the hook. An

example of the tasks during the training was to pile up small
metal objects with the prosthesis.
The training of the EMG control was more complicated. At first,
the most suitable locations for the electrodes had to be deter-
mined with the help of two laboratory tlpe electrodes, ampli-
fiers and an oscilloscope. In this phase of training the ex-
perimental- prosthesis was worn by the subject. The subject was

trained to relax the finger extensor and flexor muscles as well
as possible. The next step was to try to strain the extensors

and flexors, independently. The subject was given feedback of
the results by displaying the rectified and averaged EMG signal
on the oscilloscope. If this could be done, the electrically
powered prosthesis with its electrodes was attached to the sub-

ject. The gain of the amplifiers was adjusted to a comfortable
level. Furtheron, the training was equal to the body control
training.
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the trainirq of the SCII was alternated with the training of
the prosthesis control during the first two training days of
each subject. The SCIT was trained for 90 minutes during these

days. The level of instability tr (Sect. 5.3.3), was adjusted

as follows: tr is stepwise increased during the trainingr from

0.5 to 1.75 rad/sec. At t]:e end of the training sessions and

before each experimental session the instability task was given

with an automatically increasing level of the instability para-

meter 1,. Ttris means that at a certain level of tr the system

will be too fast to respond to and the subject will actually
loose the cont:ol of the system. At this point the amplittde

of the error signal crosses a threshold and the value of I is
fixed at that critical 1eveI, i.e. tr". This task is called the

Critical rnstability qask, CrT (Appendix B). The measurement to
determine I takes less then 30 sec. and is repeated six times

C

to obtain a more reliable estimate. Such a series of measure-

ments is taken at the end of the first two training days and

at the beginning of the five days with experimental sessions

for each subject. These cIT measurements are supposed to be a
good indicator for SCIT performance and are used to check the

Ievel of ability in this task and to check the learning effects
during the experiments with the prostheses.

The results of these measurements are summarized in Fig. 7.10.

It can be seen from Fig. 7.IO that a slight increase in the

mean value of the I- for all subjects exists during the first
C-

four days. An eventually learning effect of the instable task

is accounted for by means of a balanced design of the experi-
ments. The obtained values of l'" in these measurements are

lower that most of the values as given in the literature (Hess,

1973; Pitkin et a1., 1973); Jex et aI., 1966). However, in the

SCIT used here, the pedal control as weII as the auditory dis-
play are unusual. Especially, the pedal control causes a lower

level of CIT performance, probably due to the larger time con-

stants involved in leg and foot control.
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EA. 7.L0 Ihe results of the Cfl measurernents

'Itre proceduree for prosthesis task eaecution were preci"sely
defined in order to obtain comparable task loads for the sub-
jects in equal, experinental, situations. These procedures are
described in Sect. 7.2.4. Furthermore, the subjects were in-
structed to execute the tasks at a normal speed, i.e. the task
had to be perforned as good as possiJcle and the duration of
execution was not restricted. In case of an eventual error,
the stimulus interval time could be too shortr the subjects
yrere told always to finish the ongoing task cycle and neglect,
in that case, a given stimulus, thus skipping the next cycle.
Ihe stimrlus interval times were chosen on the basis of earlier
try-outs, such that most task cycles could be completed within
one stimulus i-nterval. Some data about duration of task execu-
tion and errors will be given in Sect. 7.4.

'the trainins of tle drcL task eseeution was given after the
training sessions of the SCIT, the training of one tlpe of
prosthesis control and after the precise instructions for
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execution of the experimental prosthesis tasks. The subjects
were instructed to perform the prosthesis tasks according to
the given procedures. Ttrey were told that the prosthesis task
should be given the highest priority. The capacity not used

for the prosthesis task should be used for the secondary task,
i.e. the SCIT. To minimize troubles with starting up these two

tasks togetler, the SCIT was started first and 5 to 20 sec.

later on, when the SCfT error appeared to be less than 10 per-
cent of the maximum display deviation, the primary task was

added. There were no problems with the correct interpretation
of primary and secondary tasks, although it appeared that in
some trials the primary task load was so high that the control
in the SCIT was lost.

7.3 Execution of experiments, data collection and

data preprocessing

7.3.1 Execution of 9IP9I199!!9r data collection

The layout of the test room with the equipment used

during the experiments is given in Fig. 7.11. The equipment

to be able to execute the tasks a, b, c, d and e is placed on

a table, and that for task f is placed beside the table, as

can be seen j-n the photographs of Sect. 7.2.4.
The control unit includes the equipment of the SCIT, the gener-

ation of the stimulus sigmal, the preprocessing of some sig-
nals originating from the equipment, and the switching of the
appropriate signals to a 14 channel FM tape recorder. The in-
put signal of tJ.e SCIT, together with a synchronous sampling

signal was generated by a minicomputer, recorded on a 7 channel
FM tape recorder, and replayed during the experiments in order
to minimally occupy the minicomputer. Ihe experimenter sat near

the control unit and recorder, thus giving the possiJcility of
monitorj-ng aII equipment as well as the task execution of the
subject. The subjectrs chair was fixed to the foot pedal
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Eig, 7.LL Layout of the erperimental v,oom uith the equip-
ment used

control sysLem. In this way, it was possible tso change the task

situation within 30 sec.

As already mentioned in Sect. 7.2.7, the sjx tasks were repeat-
ed sj-x tj.mes. Each trial lasted for 150 sec., whereas 60 sec.

were taken as a rest period for the subject and as a possibil-
ity to change the task situatj.on. After 18 measurements, three

trials of each task, a rest period of 20 minutes was given. The

total time needed for the measurements with one prosthesis type

was 2 hours and 30 minutes.

7 - 3. 2 B!e-sslyst:-eI-!he-9rp9r1s91Bl-EeI-9re9s!193

The perforrnance of the experi-mental task was studied by

means of several sigmals derived frm the experiments. These

signals were replayed from the 14 channel tape recorder and

analysed by a minicomputer system. Ihis procedure included the

following phases:

table with equipment for t

b &Afr
asks

& experimenter
subject on chair
with foot pedal
control

control

I
gnal J-ead

signal leads for
stimulus and
error of SCIT

imental rooo
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1. Automatic search of a record of a particular measurement on

the tape.
2. SaryIing of the signals of this record during 150 sec. with

a sample rate of 100 Hz.

3. Analysis of the sampled signals and sending the results to
a digital tape in order to store, and to a line printer.

These steps $rere repeated until all measurements on a tape reel
were analysed.

The third step was specific for each experimental task, and will
be discussed now.

The prehension taskz The signals obtained in the prehension task

execution were:

- Stimulus signal.
- Lorrrer threshold signal.

- Upper threshold signal.
- A signal indicating the contact between the cube and either

the target plate or starting plate.

- TLre grasping force.

Ihe computer analysis of the sampled signals resulted in three
performance scores for each trial of 150 sec. duration. Ihese

performance scores are:

a Number of correct task cycles.
. Mean time of execution of the correct task cycles.
. Mean time of false grasping force.

A correct task cycle means that neither the cube is dropped

out of the prosthesis nor the subject did not succeed i.n gen-

erating a grasping force between the thresholds, nor the task

was not finished before the next stimulus. A maximum of ten

cycles could be executed during each trial. Ihe execution time

of each cycle is the time between stimulus and replacing the

cube at the starting plate. False grasping force means that
the force does not lie wittdn the ttrresholds. Ihe duration of
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false grasping force is only calculated between the moment that

the cube was picked up and the moment that the cube touched the

target plate.

The srviteVboard task. Itris task delivered one multi 1evel sig-

nal which indicated each operation on the switches.

Thre following performance scores were derived fror this signal:

o Number of correct task cycles.
. Mean time of execution of correct task cycles.

o Ratio of nr:mber of false and correct cycles.

A correct cycle means that the subject had actuated the switches

in a correct sequence and properly, and had completed the task

cycle before the next stimulus. A false cycle means that one or

more errors leere made. A maximum of ten cycles could be executed.

The pigeon-hole taskt Tlne signals recorded in this task lvere

the following:

- A signal indl-cating the contact between the pin and wall of

the holes.

- Photocell signals detecting the entrance of the pin in a hole,

and the contact of the pin with the bottom of the hole.

It was possible with these signals to calculate the following
performance scores:

o Nr:.mber of correct task cycles.

a Mean execution time of a correct task cycle.

o Number of contacts between pin and the hole.

A false cycle occurs when ej-ther a virong sequence of the four

holes was executed, or the pin did not reach the bottom of the

hole, or the execution time exceeded the next stimulus. Five

cycles could be executed during each trial.

?he fiaation taskz Three signals were recorded in this task:

- Rotation signal of the tab1e.
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- Translation signal of the table.
- A signal denoting the fixture of the smaller panel to the

movable table.

trhe performance scores as they were calculated from these sig-
nals are:

. Nunber of correct task cycles.
o Mean execution time of a correct task cycle.
o Mean displacement index for rotation plus translation.

Ihe only fault which could occur in this task was that the
panel was not correctly attached to the movable table. This

occurred seldomly. AIso, the exceeding of the next stixoulus

did not occur. The displacement index was defined as the sum

of the translation of the table and the displacement of the

small panel due to rotation of the table, as is illustrated in
F.j.g. 7.t2.

displacement of
panel due to
rotation: I sin 0

index=a+1sin0

i+a
transLation

FiS. 7.L2 Displacanent irdea of the fiaation task

llhe maxj-mum number of cycles per trial was ten for this task.

The maniptlation taskz 1;tte recorded signals from this task were

three signals coming from photocell circuits hrhich detected
picking up a bolt and nut from the respective boxes, and the

replacing of the bolt with mounted nut in a thj-rd box. The

calculated performance scores r{ere:
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a Number of correct task cycles.
o Mean time of execution of a correct task cycle.
o Mean of the time needed for mounting the nut divided by the

execution time of that cycle.

One error which could be made was the exceeding of the avail-
able interstjrulus interval. Ifre time needed for mounting the

nut was determined by the photocell signals which detected the
grasping of a nut and the replacing of bolt and nut. The trial
duration allowed for completing a maximum of five cycles.

The ciz,ele traekirq taskz mo signals were recorded in this
task:

- A signal which represents either a clockwise or counter

clockwise movement of the stick along the curve.

- A signal which gives the contacts of the stick with the inner
or outer edge of the curve and with starting lrcint or end

point of the curve.

From these signals the following performance scores were de-

rived:

o The number of correct task cycles.
o The mean time of execution of the task cycles.
o The mean of the number of contacts between stick and edge

of the curve of each cycle.

The procedure of this task was very sjmple. Itrerefore no errors
were detected. OnIy for tectmical reasons, it appeared that
sometimes the last cycle was not yet completed when the trial
was stopped by the experimenter, thus it appeared that four or

five cycles were executed. The number of contacts was the total
number of contacts with inner and outer edge at forward and

backward movement.

The resulting performance scores as described above will be

given in Sect. 7.4.
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7 . 3. 3 !9r!9=serggiplg:r:-9I-!I9-99lT
Ihe analysis of the control behavior of the subject ex-

ecuting the SCIT is based on the describing function nethod.

This method is basically a description of the subjectrs behav-

ior by means of a linear model, thus the relation between in-
put and output of the subject, e(t) and y(t), respectively
(Fis. 5.6).
Research on the subcritical and critical tracking task (Jex

et al., 1966; Stassen et al., L973) shows that in the ScrT the

human control behavior can be descrjbed by a gain factor K and

time delay trr. Which is in formula:

tt, (v) = *..-j2nvt, (7.1)

The structure and parameters of the model of human control be-

havior depends on the system to be controlled (McRuer et a1.,

L957). The means of the values of the two parameters K and r,
of each separate trial are given in Sect. 7.4. AE the parameter

estimation procedure a difference between the proposed model and

the actual data points will exist. These differences are weight-

ed according to a quadratic cost criterion J. TtIe finaI, mini-

mum, value of J of each trial is thus a measure of the accuracy

of the fitting of the calculated transfer function H, (v) to the

data points. The reliability of the data points is less for the

higher frequencies. Therefore, the differences between data

points and model are weighted with a frequency dependent factor

12nv)-k; k=0, l and 2. fhis means that the devj-ation at the

high frequency components accounts less for the case where k

equals L or 2. This procedure results in ttrree values of the

parameters K, Tv and of the resultj-ng cost criterion J.

Ttro different ways of evaluating the parameters of the human

operator describing function model are principally possible.

The first possibility is to calculate the transfer ftmction
and the parameters of the model of ttris transfer function for
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each measurement separately: Then, mean values of these para-

meters can be calculated and statistically evaluated. The data

obtained in this way are suitable for an analysis of variance.
Ihe second possjJcility is to decompose the signals in the con-

trol loop, i.e. a Fourier transform of the signals and to aver-
age the Fourier coefficients. After this one set of parameters

of the model can be calculated from the average coefficients of
the transfer function.
Ihe estimator of the mean of six replicated trials of the same

task, subject and prosthesis type, based on the first evalu-
ation possiJcility, can lrcssiJcly have a bias. This bias is caused

by a nonlinear operation in the parameter estimation procedure,

i.e. the Fourier coefficients of the output signal and the input
signal are divided in order to calculate the transfer ratios at
the frequencies of the test sigrral (input signal u(t) ) . with the

second evaluation possiJcility an average set of data can be ob-

tained with less bias, and the nonlinear procedure of the para-

meter procedure is performed afterwards.
This averaging procedure is possi-ble in the case of equal test
signals. In each trial the same test signal is applied, however,

the phase of one of the components of the test signal at the

beginning of a trial may vary randomly. This is represented in
F.J-g.7.13 for one component of the test signal in three dif-
ferent trials (Soede, 1977t.

Therefore, for the case of direct sumrnation of the signals a

summation of the Fourier coefficients of different trials wrll
have an expected value of zero. Averaging is only all-owed when

the corresponding points in a time record of the particular in-
put frequency component are summed (for example: the arrows in
Fig. 7.13). Ehis means that the Fourier coefficients can be

sr:mmed if the components in different trials are synctxonized

by rotation, i.e. shifting of phases until the phases of fre-
quency components with reference to those of one particular
trial are equal. Al1 signals of the same trial have to be

shifted in phase with the same angle.
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inprt. signal: test frequency vk output slgnal: resPonse on
test freq@ncy !k

o6,
'4

t!i.a1 2
tlfie time

Eig. 7.13 tuinciple of trial atteraging proeedute

After this averaging procedure, the normal parameter estimation
procedure can be executed on the basis of the average of the
Fourier coefficients. A possible bias in the parameter estima-
tion procedure will be smaller in this case (van Lunteren,
1979) due to the fact that the rernnant fractions of the sig-
nals e(t) and y(t) are smaller after averaging.
A detailed description of the parameter estimation procedure

is given in Appendix C.

Other performance measures which are considered in Sect. 7.4
are the standard deviationsr o" and o", and the remnant frac-
tions, pe and g.r of the error signal e(t) and the control sig-
nal c(t), respectively. Here, the remnant fraction of a signal
is defined as the fraction of the pohrer of that part of the
signal which is not linearly correlated with the imput signal
u(t) (Fig. 5.5) related to the total power of the signal con-

sidered.
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Ttre necessary daUa processing from the magnetic tape is suruna-

rized in Fig. 7.L4 by means of a flow chart.

check on data file
COEF.DAT. Incomplete

s once Dore anal
FiIe finally correct.

start data processing,
replay analog data tapes.

averaging
procedure
required?

automatic searctr of next
record on FM recorder.

(program SARAST)

synchronizing signals
of separate records.

Make average of
records on data
file COEFM.DAT.

(program MEAN)

sampling, anal,og to
digital conversion' Data

on temporary file.
(progrm MONST)

Eourier transfom and
traction of test signa
related coefficients.
Data on permnent file

COEP. DAT.

parameter estjration of
each data block either
averaged or single data

record.
(Program PAREST)

parameters and other
signal analYsis data
ready for statistical

evaluation.

measurement?

EiS. 7.L4 Sutrmary of da.ta proeessing on SCIT data
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The parameters and other signal analysis data, as mentioned in
the last block of Fig. 7.14 axe as follows:

o Estimated parameters of the earlier mentioned mathenatical
model. Ihese paraFeters are obtained via the esti-mation pro-
cedure with the three different weighting schemes, 12nv)-k;
k=0, 1 anrd 2, for the deviation of the model and the trans-
fer function.
This gave the following parameters, respectively:
- Gain factor KO, K1 and K, (Hz/nn).

- Time delay r^t r. and t^ (sec.).-ULZ
Furtheron, the estination procedure resulted in a minimum

value of the cost criterion:
- JO. J1 and Jr; respectively.

o Estimated paratreters of the raw signals in the SCIT:

- Standard deviation, oe, of the error signal, e.

- Remnant fraction, 9", of the error signal, e.

- Standard deviation, oc, of the control signal, c.

- Remnant fraction, gar of the control signal, c.

In addition to the above mentioned data, three performance

scores were derived (Sect. 7.3.2)z

o Performance scores of the prosthesis Lasks:

- Executj-on time T for one cyc1e.

- Error score E which j-s a task specific score.

- Number of completed cycles C which were executed without
errors in sequency or strategy. Only the scores of tfre

completed cycles were analysed in order to obtain the E

and T scores.

Further analysis has been done by means of analysis of variance
(Kwaaitaal, Roskam, 1968) as will be shown in Sect. 7.4.
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7.4 ResuLts

7 - 4 . t $e-serglllls -9!-$9- gggg:ryy-eesp9!9!!s-r!-!!s-psre:
meter esti-mation

Ehe estimation of the transfer function of the hrman con-

troller in the SCIT based on a number of measurements was done

in two different ways (Sect. 7.3.3) , i.e. averaging on repli-
cations is applied before and after the parameter estimation.
In order to choose the optimal weighting of the transfer func-
tion at the various frequencies, the mean values of the cost
criterion function J were calculated for all averaged measure-

ments as weII as the single measurements.

Two levels of averaging have been executed. Ihe fiz,st Leuel is
the averaging over the six replicated measurements for each

subject, each prosthesis t11pe and each task, separately. Ihe
Seeond Leoel is the averaging over the six replicated measure-

ments, and also over the twelve subjects for each prosthesis
type and each task, separately.
Al1 paraneter estimations have been executed for three levels
of the constant k in the frequency dependent factor (2nv)-k,

i.e. k=0, 1 and 2. The results are given in Fig. 7.15. It can

be seen from this fi-gure that the optimal value of J occurs

for k = 0 in case of single measurement evaluation and occurs

for k=1 in the other two cases. It is therefore decided to
evaluate the model parameters K and t on the base of a weighting
factor with constant k=1 for all three cases. Ttris means that
the values of the transfer function are proportional weighted

with the inverse of the frequency.

The averaging causes a strong decrease in the mean values of J

with an increasing number of measurements in one average. The

average over the replications eliminates the variations within
the subjects, and the averagre over the replications and sub-
jects cancels also the variations between subjects. Ttre re-
maining low values of J, after averagj-ng is only caused by the
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means of
2150 single
measurements
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(l2x 5 = 72 measurements)2*y
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function

k=O k= 1 k=2

single .204 .257 .393

average over
replications t4t r30 186

average over
replications
and subjects

.o37 .o27 .039

Eig. 7.L5 Mean oalues of the eost e"iterion function J foz,different we.ightirq p?oeedilres ar.td. atserag es

deviation between ttle experimental data and model; a nodel wj_th

more paremeters might give a further decrease in the value of
the cost criterion J. Ultimately, a model with as many para-
meters as the numhr of dat-a points will give a zero value of
t]:e cost criterion. In this case no data reduction is obtained
and the reliability of the parameters calcul_ated is decreased
accordingly.

7.4.2 The SCIT variables

The following variables fro the SCIT are further statis-
tically evaluated:

. Standard deviation and relrrant fraction of the error signal:
oando.ee

. Standard deviation and reurant fraction of the control sig-
nal:q ando.cc
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. Gair factor K..
I

o Time delay tr.
. Cost criterion Jr.

It has to be repeated that with the cosmetic prosthesis the
grasping frmctions could not be performed (prehension task,
pigeon-hole task, and manipulation task). Hence, in these cases

the subject performed the SCIT as a single task, and the re-
sulting values are either maximal or minimal obtainable values.

Furthermore, the prehension task and the pigeon-hole task were

performed slightly different in case of the electrically powered

prosthes:,s with wrist rotation.

The results of each variable will be given in Fig. 7.16 up to
and including Fig. 7.22. They will be presented as the mean

values of the variahles over replications and over subjects

for all possiJcle prosthesis tlpes and task combinations. The

abbreviations on the abscissa in these figures denote the vari-
ous types of prostheses, i.e.:
EHW is the electrically powered hand and wrist rotation.
EH is the electrically powered hand without wrist rotation.
BPHO is the body powered hook.

BPIIA is the body powered hand.

COH is the cosmetic hand.

Furthermore, the different sectiorrs in each figure are Pres-
enting the data for each separate task.
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El{wt Er{ I EPr{otEFHAtOOt

7.20 Ihe mean ualues of the gain faetor, K., of the
subjeetts deseribing funetion model. t

Fig. 7.2L The mean ua,Lues of the t,ine delays" rn" of
subjeet's deseribing function model.'
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EiS. 7.22 Ihe mean oaLues of the cost eritev'ion ualue", J1,
of the pan'aneter estination.

fhe presented data are also averaged over the various replica-
tions, subjects and tasks. A rank ordering of the resulting
mean values is given in Table 7.4. A low value of the variable
means a good task perform€rnce at the SCIT and thus a low con-

trol load with the prosthesis task, i.e. the primary tasks. An

increasing gain factor means better SCIT performance, therefore

the inverse gain factor 1/K1 is used in this comparison.

Iable 7.4 Rank.ov,der of prostheses aecording to
the ualues of the respeetiue oav'iables

o
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high

COH
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BPHO

EH
EHW

same rank
order as
for o

elr

coH
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EHW
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rank
order
as for

o
e
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Ttte rank order of the prostheses as is seen for the variable
oe, is the chosen rank order for presentation of the data in
the previous figures. The same rank ordering has been executed
for the various tasks. A1so, in this case, the data are aver-
aged over tl:e various replications, subjects and prostheses.
The resulting rank order is given in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 Rankorder of tasks accordiTq to the Dalues of the
Tespectiue uar"iables

o
e l) e

o
C

0
C

t/Kt t1 ,1

1ow

I
high

fixation
circle track
switchboard

manipulation
pigeon-hole

prehension

fix.
circle
switch

manip.

pigeon

preh.

fix.
preh.

manip.

switch
pigeon

circle

preh.

fix.
manip.

pigeon

switch

circle

fix.
circle
manip.

switch
pigeon

preh.

fix.
circle
switch
manip.

pigeon

preh.

fix.
circle
switch

manip.

pigeon

preh.

Finally, a comparison between the prostheses and tasks has been

made by an analysis of variance (Winer, l97L). The rank order-
ing of the prostheses and tasks (Table 7.4 and 7.5) as weII as

the mean values of the data in the Fig. 7.16 up to and including
7.22, show that most of the variables have very similar patterns.
Especially, the patterns of the variables for each task over the
different prosthes5-s types are very well correlated. Although

the analysis of variance is executed for all variables, it is
thought to be sufficient to present only the tables for analy-
sis of variance of the standard deviation o" of the error sig-
nal and the gain factor Kr. These tables comprise five schemes

for comparison by analysis of variance. The schemes include
all tasks, six, and subjects, twelve, but differ with respect
to the types of prostheses. The following comparisons are sta-
tistically analysed:
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. A11 different prostheses as separate levels.
o AI1 different prostheses except the COH.

o The BPHA compared with the BPHO.

o The EH compared with the EIIW.

o The body powering (BPHA) corpared with electric powering

(EH) .

The results are summarized in Table 7.6 which gives only the

respective F-ratios. Ihe F-ratio is the statistic which denotes

the ratio of the variance of a variable due to different ex-
perirnental condj-tions and the variance of that variable within
the expelimental conditions due to the statistical variations.
Due to a rather smal1 variance of the repllcations j-t turned
out that almost all effects proved to be significant. However,

most interactions are very small in relation to the respective
main effects. Those F-ratios for the interacti-on effects which

are at least l/3 of one of their main effects are indicated in
the table. These, and other results will be discussed in Sect.

7 .5.

7. 4. 3 rasE_et31_y9=_ge!e

In order to be able to consider the SCIT data (mental

control load variables) in relation to the primary task per-
formance (prosthesis task) (Sect. 7.5), the derived prosthesis
task perfornance scores are presented in the same way as the

SCIT data. In Fig. 7.23 the mean values of the execuLion timesT
are presented. This variable is presented relative to the time

normally available (15 or 30 sec., dependinq on the type of
task). Secondlyr the error score E is presented in Fj.q. 7.24.
Ihe various scores are difficult to compare between the tasks;
therefore the score is presented relative to its own mean value
of the score for all prosthesis ty)es, all subjects and all
replications, but for only one tl1)e of task.
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Eig. 7.23 Ihe mean Dalues of the relatitse esecution tinee t
of the prosthesie taeks

P1,g. 7.24 The reT,atioe mean oaluee of the eruo? ecoye E
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Finally the mean number of correct executed cycles C per meas-

urement is given in Fig. 7.25. Ahe nunber of correct cycles is
related to the maximum number of cycles which could, eventual-
Iy, be performed during one measurenent (either 5 or 10 cycles).
Ttre task sti-mulus signal appeared every 15 or 30 sec., but the
first sigmal of a measurement started at random between 0 and

15 or 30 sec. Ttrerefore, in many measurennnts of 150 sec. dura-
tion, the fifth or tenth cycle \das not executed.

Eig. 7.25 The relatiue mean uaLuee of nwnbene of eor"ect
eyeLes c of the prostheeis tasks

The task variables are also compared by various schemes of ana-

lysis of varj.ance. The schemes used are, r,rl-th one exceptlon,

equal- to the schemes used for the analysis of the SCIT vari-
ables. Due to ttre fact that with the cosmetic hand no prehen-

sion tasks could be performed there were no data for thls con-

dit,ion. Thus the comparison of all prosthesis tlpes is only
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done with three of the tasks, i.e. switchboard, fixation and

circle track.
In Table 7.7 the results are sunrnarized by giving the F-ratios,
respectively. The not neglectable interactions and the not sig-
nificant effects are indicated in the table. The data in the
table will be discussed in Sect. 7.5 in relation to the con-

troi load variables derived from the SCIT.

7.5 Dj.scussion on the experiments on control load

7.5.1 General remarks

The sensitiuity of the SCil oay,iables, A global inspection of
the results shows that all the chosen variables of the SCIT

roughly give the s:me effects. This was already expected on

the basis of the data from the e:<ploratory experiments. Ihe
differences between the various conditions are most distinct
in the case of the standard deviation se of the error sigrnal,
followed by the gain factor K. The tiroe delay r' shows less
effect, whereas the remnant scoresr g" dnd 0a of the error
signal and the control signal, respectively, show smaIl, but
still significant, effects between most experimental condj.tions.
Except for the three single task conditions (cosmetic hand and

prehension tasks), a large effect can be seen in pe and pc.

This latter j-s in agreement srith the exploratory experiments
(see Fig.s.LZ). Thus, the remnant seems to be very sensitive
for having a dual task or sj-ngle task situation, but is not
very sensitive to various leveIs of dual task load as the other
mentioned vari:hles. A possible explanation for this phenomenon

might be that the presence of a primary task during SCIT execu-

tion cuases anyhow an increased, non-input c'orelated, activity
of the subject on the control sigmal; thus a high remnant score

of the control signal as well as j-n the error signal appears.

If this effect is relatively large to the effects caused by the
different prostheses or tasks, the total effect urill lead to
the results presented.
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Ihe s*nilatity of the SCfl uariobles: The rank ordering of the

prostheses for the SCIT variables shown in Sect. 7.4.2 Ls very

consistent (Table 7.4). Ihe only exception on a fixed rank r
order is ttre gain factor Kl. In order to compare the results
of ttre gain factor, the inverse of rr.is presented in Fig.
7 .25.

Eig. 7.26 Ihe inuerse gain faetot,, t/Kf for different
prostheses ond. tasks

fhe only change in the rank order (inversion of the body.powered

hook and the electrically Srcwered hand) is caused by a change

of relatively snall effects of different tasks. Furthermore,

it is seen from the Figs 7.16 and 7 .26 l-}:at each task has its
characteristic effects on the SCIT variables.
The rarik order of the tasks on the base of the SCIT variables
is less consistent (Table 7.5) but is, in general, as might be

e:4>ected. AIso in this case it wiII be clear that these rank
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orders depend on the specific prosthesis t11pe. Rank ordering
of the subjects on the base of the SCIT variables gives not a

clear rank order on the various variables. Application of the
test of Kendall and that of Spearman (Hays, L966) did not re-
sult in significant correlations between rank orders of sub-
jects on the base of different variables. TLre data from these

experiments seem not suitable to evaluate the individual per-
formance characteristj-cs of the subjects. Ho!,rever, the main

purpose of this investigation is to define the differences be-
threen prosthesis types. Whereas on this factor the different
variable'; are very similar, even with much variations between

tasks, it can be concluded that the SCIT used as a dual task
has proven to be a very valuable tool.

The relation betueen SCfT oayial>Les qnd task performance Dari-
ables, A possible difficulty in the interpretation of the data

could arise hrhen the subject tries to obtain good SCIT perform-

ance by neglecting the primary task. The latter will result in
an increasing duration of the primary task or/and a worse qual-
ity of the prosthesis task performance. Therefore, the results
of the execution time T and the error score E will be used to
check the subjects behavior in relation to the strict instruc-
tions. Inspection of the execution time T (Fig. 7.23) and the
error score E (Fig. 7.24) , leads to the conclusion that the

differences of these variables for different prostheses are

fairly good in agreement with the SCIT variables, see for
example 1/K1 in Fig. 7.26. An exception of this conclusion

night be the rather high scores of E for the body powered hook

during the switchboard and circle tracking tasks. This will be

discussed in more detail later on in Sect. 7.5.2.
Further remarks have to be made about the task performance

variables. Due to the fact that the variables T and E are very
task specific it is not worthwhile to compare these values for
different tasks. Although, the variables T and E can point to
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some specific difficulties of task performance with a specific
prosthesis type, it may not be confused with the gain in fr:nc-

tion of that particular prosthesis. This statement might be

clear if it is realized that the variables are obtained in a

Iaboratory situation in which the subjects were told to execute

the experimental tasks according to strict instructions given

and trained before the actual measurements. In Ch. I some data

from other sources will be given concerning the functions of

the prostheses.

A last remark in this section about the performance variables

is about the variable C, i.e. the number of correct cycles

during a measurement. As already mentioned, one important source

of variance of the values of C is caused by the setup of the ex-

periments, i.e. the fixed duration of one measurement, and the

random start of the first stimulus caused in a number of meas-

urements that the theoretical maximum number of cycles could

not be performed. A second possibility for a lower count on the

variable C is the fact that noise and voltage spikes in the

signals during recording made the analysis of some cycles im-

possible. The third possibitity, the only one which is related

to the subjects performance, is that the subject was instructed
to execute each cycle completely and in case of a shortaqe in

time to neglect the following stimulus. In the latter case the

execution time will be large and thus an increase in the vari-
able T wiII occur. It can be concluded therefore that the vari-
able C can better be omitted as a descriptor of the performance

characteristics.

Arnlysis of oarLanee: The anatysis of variance shows that the

main effects on the analysed factors as well as the interaction
effects are almost aI1 significant. However, from the figures
and the Tables 7.5 and 7.7 Lt can be seen that many of the in-
teractions are much smaller than the main effects.
Therefore, onJ-y the marked interactions in the mentioned tables
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may be considered in detail (Sect. 7.5.2). Finally, the ex-

tremely large F-values of the task effect on the performance

varia.bles support the above mentioned statement that the per-

formance variables are very task specific.

7 . 5 . 2 g9gp35r g9r-E9!y999-pr9:!!9:9:-1!g-B:I9

In this section the results of the experiments on control
load will be discussed in more detail. Ihe various prostheses

and tasks show significant, and in many cases large, differ-
ences in the SCrT variables which are used as estimators of
prosthesir; control load. Ihese differences do not show one

general terrdency for all tasks and prostheses. Especially, dif-
ferent tasks cause task specific values of the SCIT variables.
In this context it has to be said that the given rank order of
tasks (Tab1e 7.5) is a mean rank order for different prosthesis

types. The differences of the variables between tasks is not
very meaningful for evaluation of aspects of daily living ac-

tivities with respect to the control load, due to a rather ar-
bitrary chosen stimulus interval duration and detaj-Is of the

strategy to perform the tasks. But with this restriction in
mind it can still be said that prehension tasks cause much

more load than the other tasks. Furthermore, fixation causes

a small load, and prehension with a precise grasping force

means a very heavy load.

A subdivision of the tasks can be made into three tasks using

the grasp fr:nctj-on (prehension task, pigeon-hole task and mani-

pulation task; task group I) and tasks without the need of the

grasp function (switctrboard task, fixation task and circle
tracking task; task group II).
The task group I may not be compared with respect to the SCIT

results of the cosmetic hand. The difference between body con-

trol power and electrical power with EMG control is most clearly
compared by the difference between the electrically powered hand
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EH and the body powered hand BPHA. In the Table 7.'7 a relative-
ly small effect is seen on the variables E, T and C with respect

to body powered versus electrically powered, whlch in turn
makes the interactions relatively large when compared with the

main effects. From FLq.7.16 and 7.26 LL is seen that as ex-

pectated, the BPHA and the EH discrjrinate very little on task

group II, but a strong effect is seen on task group I. EsPe-

cially, the prehension task requires much more control load

for the EH, whereas it appears that the performance variables

indicate a poorer performance with this prosthesis for this
task. The active wrist rotation, as an additional degree of
freedom of the prosthesis, causes a large effect on the con-

trol load variables with even poorer performance as is seen

from both the execution tfute T and error score E. The pros-

thesis itself, EH or EIIW, does not have very large effect on

the SCrT variables, thus the interaction effects of the pros-

thesis with other factors are rather large with respect to the

prosthesis factor (Table 7.6i EH versus EHw).

The radically different shape of the hook and hand has a rather
large influence on control load and performance variables. A1-

though the BPHO control mechanism is essentially the same as

the BPIIA control mechanism it appears that for task group I as

well as for task group II the BPHO involves a higher control
load with even a poorer performance at the non-prehension task

group II; especially, the error score E is very much increased.

The performance of the BPHO at task group I is almost equal to
the performance of the hand BPIIA. The hard smooth surface of
the BPHO causes the poor performance at the switchboard and

fixation tasks. The small weight of the BPHO might also be a

disadvantage to perform the fixation task. High control load

and poor performance of the BPHO at the cricle tracking task

has to be explained by the fact that the shape of the stick
was disadvantaqeous for the BPHO. Furthermore, the movement of
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the stick through the track required a sma1l amount of flexi-
bility of the hook to adapt the contact surfaces to the swing-

ing, changing angles. I'l:re prostheses made of synthetic material
were better in such situations. A generaL conclusion with res-
pect to the BPHO and BPHA is that the BPHO seems worse than the

BPIIA with respect to control load aspects. It might be possiSle

that some specific tasks from profession or hobby will give a

different result.
A last comparison will be made between the cosmetic hand, COH,

and the BPHA. Differences between these prostheses, if they

exist, or the SCIT variables are small. OnIy a smaller value

of the error score E at the circle tracking task can be no-

ticed. Ihe conclusion is that on the basis of control load con-

siderations there is no particular reason to qive preference

for one of the prostheses if only the tsask group II is consid-
ered. In any case, the reguired bandage of the BPHA or the

better cosmesis of ttre COH will be much more important factors
in the selection.

A final discussion will be given in Ch. 10, where the above

mentioned results will be cmpared trith other data of the dif-
ferent prosthesis tlpes.
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B. LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS IN THE GAIN OF

FUNCT I ON

8.1 General remarks

The evaluation of the gain j-n function obtained by the

use of a prosthesis is seen as the counterpart of the research

on mental load (Ch. 2). Although this part of the project is
not yet in the final phase as was planned, some already pub-

lished results. gathered by the authors of the listed refer-
ences (van Dieten, 1977i Tebeest, 1977) wiLL be reviewed. The

evaluation of these results witl be done in Ch. 10 in relation

to the results of the other subprojects.

The measr:rement of the gain in function deals with almost the

same problems as the evaluation of the mental load with re-
spect to the development of a test to give a quantitative meas-

ure of the gain in function. In the first phase of this sub-

project it was tried to form task groups which should include

the majority of all possible prosthesis tasks (van Dieten,

1977t. The measurement of the gain in function could then be

considered as an evaluation of the performance of a rePresent-

ative task from each task group, these representative tasks

should be executed in a laboratory setting. The provisional

choice for an alternative approach was inherent to the follow-
ing problems. Firstly, it appeared to be impossible to make a

limited selection of representatj-ve tasks on the base of the,

on that moment available, grouped tasks (Pimontel, 1975). Sec-

ondly, the measurement of the quantitative and qualitative as-

pects of performance hlas thought to be very difficult due to

the various possible strategies for task execution, a required

Ievel of discriminatj-on between two grades of performance, and

the judgement of rather subjective aspects as for example the

naturalness of the performance. With respect to the first men-

tioned problem it can now be said that the approach of clus-
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tering the tasks as described in Sect. 6.4.2, without prede-

fined groups, give probably new possibilities.
In any case, it was decided to judge the prostheses on Pure
physical measures, such as forces, speeds, positions, etc. It
will be shown in the next section that these measures coincide
partly with the criteria used for task clusterj-ng in Sect.

6 .4.2 .

8.2 Measurenent of some physical functions of
different prosthesis types

The list of physical functions of a hand prosthesis is
derived from an analysis of Activities of Daily Living (Pinon-

tel, 1975) . In Fig. 8.1 a definition of axes and surfaces is
given wtlich will be helpful to descrilce the considered physical

functions. In this research, three groups of functions are con-

sidered, i.e.: Grasping, external force generation and fixation
related functions.

lower arm axis

motj-on planes of
thunb and fingers

finger flexion,/
extension axis

.-t
I

Eig. S.L Definition of ases and planes of a ptosthesis Vnnd.
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For each group a nunber of measurements were executed. To start
with, the measures related to grasping will be considered:

1. Maximal grasping force:

- Between fingertips and thumb.

- In the palm of the hand.

2. Maximal width between fingertips and thumb, thus the pros-

thesis j-s completely opened.

3. Maximal width in the palm of the hand.

4. Grasping angle: Angle between lower arm axis and q'rasping

axi-s.

5. Number of discrete steps to close the prosthesis from the
maximal grasp opening.

6. Time needed for opening and closing.

T'lxe next measures are those which can be related to external
force generation, thus using the prosthesis as a spatula:

7. Stiffness of fj-ngers and thurnb, and thus the displacement

of fingertip or thunb by an external force in ttrree dif-
ferent directions.

Furthermore, measures related to fixation of objects in the
prosthesis or fixation of objects with the prosthesis relative
to other objects will be mentioned:

B. Grip on a flat object:
- Magmitude of force necessary to pulI out a flat object

in the direction of the grasping axis.
- Magmitude of moments acting on the subject and leading

to a 15 degree rotation on tlvo different axis.
9. crip on thin cylindrical objects; the magnitude of the

force necessar.y to pull out the object, either in the di-
rection of the lower arm axis or in the direction of the
grasping axis.

10. Grip on thick cylindrical objects:

- Magnitude of the force to pu11 out the object in the di-
rection of the cylindrical axis.
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- Magnitude of the moments either to rotate ttre cylinder
in the palm of the hand or to tilt the cylinder in the
hand.

11. Grip on a thick cyli-nder with fingertips:
- Magmitude of force needed to pull out the object in the

direction of the cylindrical axis.
- Magnitude of the moment to rotate the cylinder.

12. Grip on a thin cylinder with fingertips; with the same

tlpe of measures as given above.

The detailed procedures to execute the above mentioned quanti-
ties, and also the necessary equipment are given in the litera-
ture (Tebeest, 1977). Ttre prostheses which have been measured

and are relevant to this report are an electrically powered

hand, a body powered hand and a hook prosthesis. AII prostheses

were designed by the same manufacturer (Otto Bock) as those

used in the investigations on the mental load. The detailed
data of the measurements will not be given here; only some com-

parative results of the three systems will be listed below.

o Maximal grasping force (1) is much larger for the electrical-
ly powered hand than for the body trrcwered hand and hook (46N,

10N, 14N, respectively, between fingertips).
o Maximal width betrireen fingertips and thumb (2) is 110, 60 and

70 mm for the respective prostheses.
o !4aximal width in the palm (3) measures 90, 55 and 3O Inrn, re-

spectively.
o Time needed for opening and closing (6) is estimated as less

than 1 sec. for the body trrcwered prostheses, but turns out
to be 2.8 sec. for opening the electrically trrcwered hand and

1.4 sec. for closing. These speeds seem rather low in com-

parison with the normal hand.

o Stiffness of fingers and thumb (7) is of the same magnitude

for both hands. No comparable measurement is performed for
the hook, but it may be expected that the hook without
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flexible cover is very stiff.
o Grip on a flat object (8) is much better for the electrical-

Iy lrcwered hand due to a large gripping force.
o Grip on a thin cylindrical object (9) can be considered as

the use of the prosthesis as a hook to carry heavy loads.

Ihe body powered hand has the best characteristics on this
aspect due to the fact that very small movements or vibra-
tions cause a loosening of the electrically trrcwered hand

whereas the body powered prosthesis adjust the gripping force
automatically by means of the spring system.

o Grip on a thick cyJ-indrical- object (10) is basically a grasp-

ing with the palm of the hand. The contact area between ob-
ject and hand is much more favorable for the hands than for
the hook. Itris leads to bad scores on this measurements for
the hook.

o Grip on a thick cylinder with fingertips (11) is again better
for the electrically powered prosthesis due to a large grasp-

ing force.
o Grip on a thin cylinder with fingertips (12) results in less

different values for electrically and body powered prostheses.

The above given results of the measurements show a preference

for the electrically powered hand with respect to fixation func-
tions and grasping functions, except for the measurement# 9,

related to carrying heavy loads, for which the body powered

hand proves to be the best. Ihis research did not gather much

data about the functional merits of the control of each pros-

thesis; it is shown, however, that the body trrcwering gives a

more continuous control which is also much quicker, at least
the time needed to open or close the prosthesis is less. It
appeared that the hook scores rather low on most measurements,

but it has to be mentioned that the development of the set of
rDeasurements riras primarily alming for the evaluation of anthro-
grcmorphologically shaped hand prostheses.
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8.3 Interpretation of the results with respect to
task performance

Ihe physical functions of a prosthesis as listed above

are only partly coinciding with the prosthesis parameters as

defined for clustering the ADL activities (Sect. 6.4.2). Thus,

a straight comparison of the physical functions with the pre-
vious defined parameters is not quite possible. However, the
Iist of clusters of activities in Table 6.1 can be related to
the physical functions as given in Sect. 8.2. Table 8.1 rep-
resents the relation betvreen these clusters and physical func-
tions. It will be clear that if the physical function meas-

ures are known, one does not have a complete insight about the
capability to execute the tasks of various clusters. This is
due to the fact that not much data of the control system are
implied j-n the physical function list. However, it is still
SnssiJcle to use the measures to check if a certain type of
prosthesis can be used to execute a particular task, or if it
is at least sufficient. A comparison of the requirements of
the various task clusters with the actual values on the frrnc-
tion measures of a prosthesis can be done, and is actually
executed on the base of rough estimations of the requirements.
T'he results for the two prosthesis hands, electrically powered

hand and body lrcwered hand, gave the impression that the elec-
trically powered hand had the best tectu:ical and physical pos-
sibilities to perform the ADL tasks. A final and sufficient
judgement on the gain in function connected with a particular
prosthesis type can only be done if more relj_able data of the
optinal values of the physical function variahles are available.
In that case, it should be posslJcle to design and develop a

prosthesis on the basis of specifications derived directly from
gain j-n function requirements instead of rather arbitrarily
chosen goals as there are, for example, maximal grasping forces
and maximal speeds. On the other hand it is also possj-ble that
a prosthesis prototlpe is subjected to a quick judgement in the
laboratory instead of elaborate field evaluation studies.
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9. FIELD EVALUATION OF ARM PROSTHESES

9.1 Description of field research project

The primary goal of the field evaluation was to gather

data for the evaluation'of the model as presented in Sect.

2.4.2. However, as expected, no tests which were directly ap-

plicable to quantify the functionality, mental load and gain

in function, and no algorithms to derive the various weighting

matrices were available. Thereupon, it was decided to adapt

available questionnaires and to develop new guestionnaires for
a field evaluation which should not merely consist of a quick

investigation or test focussed on the acceptance of the pros-

thesis, but should also gather infornation about the specific
use of the prosthesis with respect to the various functions

and ADL activities. Furthermore, the cooperating subjects in
the field evaluation were asked to give their subjective opin-

ion about the utility of the prosthesis with respect to the

various functions. This latter refers to the quantity func-

tionality in Fig. 2.6. A global description of the field eva-

luation will be given next. A detailed description is given in
a report of the joint investigators (Zuithoff et aL., L979) .

As already mentioned in Ch. 1, the research project was re-
stricted to a specific group of Dutch handicapped which satis-
fied the following criteria:

. Unilateral amputation of the upper extremity (at least the

hand).

. Adults.
o Trareatic cause of amPutation.

o Rehabilitation of tJle amputee of at least one year ago.

The selection resulted in a group of 42 patients which were

treated either in the rehabilitation center "De Hoogstraat"

at Leersrm, or in the hospital "Groot Ziekengasthuis" at rs-Her-

togenbosch.
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After a pilot study with five subjects, not included in the

final grcnrp of 42, the following field research program was

execuLed.

At first the subjects were asked to come back for one day to
their rehabilitation center. On this day a number of question-

naires, interviews and exaninations were executed as follows:

o Medical examination by the rehabilitation MD, including the

general condition of the subject, the posture and motor sys-

tem, the amputation data (stump condition, pain, phantom

sense, etc. ) .

o Personal data collected by t-he rehabilitation MD according

to a questionnaire (date of birth, marital status, family,
hobbiesr history of the amptttation and rehabilitation, etc.).

. Tests were given to describe some aspects of the subjectr s

personality.
. A questionnaire was given to obtain the subjectrs individual

idea about the functional value and associated load of the

prosthesis fr:nction, the need to use these functions during
ADL, at work, in hobbies and transportation; the advantagres

and disadvantages of wearing and using the device; financial
costsi reliability; comfort and some medical variables. Fur-

thermore, a number of questions about psychosocial varj.ables

had to be answered. These were, for example, the family situ-
ation, attitude of envirorunent (family, friends, collegues,

etc.), sexual relation, etc.

An occupational therapist and a sociologist assisted with the

collection of the last mentioned tests and questionnaires.

Ihe second part of the data acquisition was performed at the

subject's home. A11 guestions appearing in the last question-

naire given by the sociologist were asked again, but now not
in the form of a fixed list, but by a free discussion between

the subject and an occupational therapj-st, sometimes involving
the subject's family. This discussion (or interview) was only
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structured in such a hray that all problems treated by the flxed
questionnaire were covered. In addition to this, the therapist
observed the subjects performance with the prosthesis and some-

times asked the subject to denonstrate how he or she performed

certain activities.

The part of this field evaluation which concerns the use of
the prosthesis and prosthesis task performance related aspects

wiII be discussed j-n Sect. 9.2. A comparison of these field
data with the laboratory resul-ts (Chs 7 and 8), as well as an

attempt to relate all these findings with the theoretical model

(Ch. 2) will be done j-n Ch. 10.

9.2 The use and acceptance of prostheses in daily
living

A main problem in the field investigation is that, in
spite of the selection criteria, the group of subjects is ra-
ther diverse. For gzlample, male and female subjects of various
ages (18 to 65) and having various occupations are included in
the test group. It appeared that it was not possible to derive
statistically significant relations in psychosociological data.
However, the main concern of tJlis report is to consider the
prosthesis aspects and the aspects of the activities closely
related to the prosthesis. A study on the relation between the
prosthesis, amputee and environment should require that in the
subprojects on mental load, gain in function and acceptance,

the same sample of subjects was used. Due to the fact that this
was practically impossi.ble, the data presented in this section
are therefore discussed as an average of the entire group of
subj ects.
The group of 42 subjects was provided with different tlpes of
prostheses. Many of them have changred their initial prosthesis
for another type. This is presented in Table 9.1. The prosthe-
sis types refer to those descri-bed earlier in this report,
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except for the sometimes used electrically powered prosthesis

which is not operated by an EMG signal but by a simPle three

positJ-on switch somewhere on the patient's body.

Table 9.1 The transition from the first p?olided prosthesis
type to the alternatiue type
(Adapted frcm Zuithoff et aL., L979)

It is seen in this table that the patients initially provided

with a cosmetic hand change over to either a body powered or

electrically powered prosthesis. This can be explained by a

progression in the process of acceptance of the handicap and

the fact that the electrically powered prostheses are only

recently commercially available. Also, with the EMG controlled
prosthesis there is no need for a bandage around the shoulders

which is more comfortable for the users. Another possiJcility

is that better techniques for fitting the prosthesis to the

'&

cosmetic hand 4 2 2

body powered
(hook and hand)

24 4 10 6 4

electrically
powered
EMG controlled

13 t2

electrically
powered
switch controlled

1 1

final distribution of
prosthesis types 5 l2 L9 2 4
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body allows the prostheses with more functional possiSilities.
Ihe remarkable change of the body powered prosthesis to other
tlpes will be caused by, on the one hand, a change in the in-
dividual situation, aging and cease of emplolnnent which leads

to the simple cosmetic hand. On the other hand the technical
develolments of the electrically powered prosthesis and the
El{G control give new possibilities to initial users of body

lrcwered prostheses. Ihe elimination of the bandage might be

an important factor in this.
Although the switch controlled electrically powered prosthesis
might be important in practice they will not be considered in
the next discussion because of the fact that only a minority
uses these.

9.3 The subjective appraisal of the prostheses

Whereas the above given data present the actual situ-
ation as a choice between a restricted number of alternatives,
the global appreciation and also a more detailed judgement ac-

cording to the various prosthesis functions, which should be

related to the final choice, wil-l be given next. The subjects

were asked to name the positive aspects as well as the negative

oners of their prostheses according to their own experiences.

I'he motor functions and the cosmetic appearance of the pros-

theses were trrcsitively as well as negatively appraised. It was

possible that one subject appraised some of the motor and cos-
metic aspects positively while other motor and cosmetic aspects

were appraised negatively. The users of body powered prosthe-
ses were provided with a hand as weII as a hook. If necessary,

or if useful, the data for hand and hook will be given separa-

rately. Furthermore, a number of other negative aspects rirere

mentioned as will be seen in Table 9.2. Ttre motor aspects in-
cluded the fr:nctional use of the prosthesis which will be given

in more detail further on.
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IabLe 9.2 AppraisaL of the uav,ious prostlrcsis types by the
users. The figures in the table indieate the pet'-
eentage of users (for eaeh pr.osthesis type) uhich
mentioned tVp uarious aspects
(Adnpted frorn Zuithoff et aL., 1979)

negative applaised

ki

cosmetic hdd 60 60 60 40 n.a. 5

body IDw( red hand 29 86 86 t4 t4 1A 5',7 t4

Ibody lDwered hook 50 75 25 25 25 50

electrical Iy
IDrered
ilG controlled hand

42 5 42 5 l6 t9

total for all
prostheses 42 86 ll 50 6 11 l4 t'7 l6

n.a.: not applicable
further explanation: see text

the cosmetic aspects included, among others, the shape of the

hand and fingers, color, size, the prosthesis as a device to
complete the body again, the bandage and/or fitting. A remark-

able score on the cosmetj-c aspects, positive as well as nega-

tive, indicates the inportance of this factor.
Ihe technical aspects concern mainly the reliability of the
prosthesis.
The absence of normal feeling and touch is sometjmes mentioned

as a negative aspect. The fitting and bandage are generally
considered as important soLrrces for negatj-ve appraisal of a

prosthesis, but show rather low scores in the Table 9.2. How-

ever, perspiration and stump irritation are related to fitting
and bandage problems; these are slightly more noticed by the

subjects. It is also a bit surprising that the fitting and the
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related factors, perspiration and stump irritation do not show

high scores in the case of the electrically powered prosthesis,
due to the fact that application of this tlpe of prosthesis
relies much on the obtainable quality of the prosthesis fitting.
An explanation might be that only those patients who had very
suitable sttrmps for an optimal fitting were supplied with elec-
trically lrcwered prostheses.

The prosthesis fr:nctions as they were defined for the field
evaluation subproject were given in Sect. 2.3. The sr:bjects
were j-nterrogated by means of the questionnaire and the inter-
view, to the extent that the various functions were used or
were judged to be important. The results, normalised with re-
spect to the number of subjects for each prosthesis category,
are given in Table 9.3 for the mechanical and motor functj-ons,
and in Table 9.4 for the sensory function.

Table 9.3 The use of the uqtioul meeltanieal o? motor functions
as is estunated by the subjeets for their oult situ-
ation. Ihe figw,es in the table indieate pereentages
of use?s (foz, eaeh prosthesie type)
(Adnpted fran Zuitlnff et aL., 1.979)

cosmetic hanal 50 80 80 40 60 60 80 80 80 20 5

body Itrered
hook and hdd 67 83 92 5't 42 92 50 61 50 33 12

electrically
IDwered
EMG controlled hand

89 73 100 89 53 89 7:l 73 58 53 19

total- for all
prostheses 7A 78 94 '75 50 85 6'7 '12 64 42 35

The fixation with the prosthesis

bility of the prostheses, and in
refers to the gripping capa-

the case of the cosmetic hand
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Table 9.4 The iudgenent of the sensory function. 'Ihe
figuaes indieate pez'centages of uset's (for
eaeh prosthesis type)
(Adapted ft'om Zuithoff et aL.' 1979)

sensor y function

M
cosmetic hand 20 80 5

body powered
hand and hook

42 67 t2

electrically
powered
EMG conLrolled hand

26 63 t9

total for a1l
prostheses 31 66 36

j-t refers to the possibility to put an object in the hand which

can remain bet\^reen thumb and fingers owing to the flexibility
of the materials (passive gripping). It is seen in Tab1e 9.3

that this possiJcility is not much used with the cosmetic hand.

The large amount of attention which is paid to the grasping

function with respect to construction, training and research

on ADL analysis, is not reflected in an exceptional high score

in Table 9.3. The remarks of the subjects on the grasping pos-

silcitities, too low maximum force, wronq position of fingers
and thumb, too small maximum opening, might indicate that the

use of this function can potentially be improved.

The use of the other fixation functions are suPposed to be less

dependent on the prosthesis type; however, it has to be real-
ized that other factors, as for example the occupation of a

subject, can have a large influence on the results of the use
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of the separate functions. Especially in this case ttrese fac-
tors will play an important role in the selection of the pros-
thesis t1pe.
with respect to the support, carrying and pushing functions it
is also supposed that this is less dependent on prosthesis type
but relies more on the quality of the fitting and the weight of
the prosthesis.
Table 9.3 shows that the positioning function is also cmmonly
used in task performance. Rather important for this furctj-on is
the possiJcility of using the elbour function, and eventually a

wrist rotation. Patients with an upper arm amputation, thus
having an elbovr prosthesis, will have difficulties in perform-
ing this function.
Gesticulation and stabilization are closely related to the cos-
metic function for as far as these fr:nctions play a role in be-
havj-ng as normal as possible.
Ihe loss of normal touch and proprioceptive feedback appears to
be a large J.mpediment for many subjects. The lack of informa-
tion is partially replaced by the use of sensory informatj_on
from the stump. Some of the subjects mention ttrat, even in the
case of wearing a prosthesis, information via the stump is used;

so they use their prosthesis as a sensory device (Table 9.4) .

9.4 Some observational data concerning the pros-
theses

Some data will be summarized which are based on observa-
tions of clearly specified activities performed by the subject
at home. Ihe activitj-es were ADL activities as specified in ADL

Iists. But at first, in order to get sone insight into the rel-
ative importance of ADL activities to other categrories of ac-
tivities, s@e data were obtained about the wearing of the pros-
thesis and the subjective appraised necessity to use the pros-
thesis for actual performance. In neither case does it reflect
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.m actual use. These data are presented in the Tables 9.5 and

9.6, respectj-vely.

Table 9.5 Pez,centages of stbiects uearing their prosthesis
in Darious types of aetiuities. ?he body pouered
hook and lund are sometimes alternathsely used
in the sane categornT
(Adapted frcn Zuitlnff et aL., 1979)

cosmetic hand 100 100 60 100 5

body powered hand 33 42 25 83

I"body powered hook 33 66 25 2t

electrically
powered
EMG controlled hand 79 89 84 95 L9

Table 9.6 Pereentages of sthieets ulrich iud.Se the use of
prosthesie as neceasazV in uarious types of
aetitsitiee
(Adapted fran Zuithoff et aL., L979)

cosmetic hand 60 401401 s

body powered
hook and hand

I 83 33 42 t2

electrically
powered
E!{G controlled hand

26 74 32 53 19
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It is remarkable that the Tables 9.5 and 9.6 show such large
differences, i.e. the prosthesis is rather commonly worn except

for the body powered version, but is not always judged necess-

ary. The prosthesis is almost always worn when the subject is
in public, for exarple transportation. In this situation the
users of body powered prostheses use the hand instead of the

hook, whereas the hook is most frequently worn for hobby ac-
tivities. The judgement of the necessity to use the prosthesis
gets a very low score for ADL and is high in the case of hobby

activj-ties. Based on these data, one could say that the ADL

category is less appropriate for prosthesj.s evaluation. However,

evaluation is usually related to a well described environment

and goal. Examples are the functj-onal use and the mental load
of prostheses in performing ADL or hobby activities. It j-s

argued in Ch. 6 that hobby activities and ADL share some com-

mon aspects. Thereupon, it is only this category which is ana-

lysed in detail and which is frequently used in clinical prac-
tice. Iherefore, the activities in this category are observed

at the sr:bjectrs home. The frequency of the activities as well
as the use of the abcrre defined motor functions were tabulated.
The ADL list used in this field situation includes a number of
activities grouped together in some ftrnctional groups, i.e.
dressing, eatinq, bathing and sanitary activities, as well as

miscellaneous activities (de Hoogstraat, 1977). Ihe results of
tJrese observations are sumarized in Table 9.7.
It is seen in this table that the bilateral fixation function
is not used during the specified ADL. This is due to the fact
that the activities considered did not need such function. It
might be possible that the considerable high scores in Table

9.3, i.e. tl:re subjectrs estimated use of the functions, are

caused by the fact that this function is possibly used in other
categories of activities like hobby or occupation. Comparison

of Table 9.7 with Table 9.3 shows a difference for the carry-
ing fr:nction. A11 other functions in these tables are quite
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well in agreement.

Table 9.7 Percentages of subjeets using the oarious ?elated
motor funetions in the ADL. The results a?e awmna-
rized for aLL aetioities in an ADL gt'oup
(Adnpted from Zuithoff et aL., 1979)

u'/.f.
a+'^o,

;c

cosDetic hild 100 80 40 50 20 80 80 80 20 5

body lDwered
h@k dd hed 83 58 42 25 58 51 50 33

electrically
tDUered
El,tG controlled hild

79 95 95 53 21 68 74 68 53 l9

total for all
prostheses a1 89 50 22 57 72 64 42 36

In the experimental group of subjects of the field investiga-
tion none of the subjects used an active wrist rotation, as is
used in the mental load experiments. But, instead of the active
one, a passive wrist rotation possjJcility existed for all pros-

theses. A passive wrj-st rotation means that the hand or hook

can be rotated by the other hand. Friction and a nr:mber of
click stops, twelve, prevent unwanted rotation. llhis tlpe of
wrist rotation involves that an actual rotation is always done

before an activity is performed, and, of course, only if a pre-

vious activ5-ty had required a differend position of the wrj.st.
The posslJrility of wrist rotation is inportant in some situa-
tions. Fi-rst, in the case of grasping a small object from a

table. the fingertips have to be in position. Tttis was also

observed in the execution of t.Le prehension task (Sect. 7.2.4)

when picking up the small cube from tie table. Second, with
positioning an object by pustring and shoving or with the fixa-
tion of an object in the hand, the subjects responded to the
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relevant questions that wrist rotation was very necessary in
these cases. Finally, the wrist rotation possiJcility enables

one to position the wrist in a normal appearing rest condition
to give the best cosmetic fr:nction.

9.5 Final remarks on the field evaluation

A part of the results of the field evaluation has been

summarized in Sect. 9.2. Much more data are available in the

report cited about the medical, psychological and sociological
aspects of the amFutees during their rehabilitation. It in-
volves the describing aspects of cause of handicap, age and

status of the amputee. Furthermore, a subjective evaluation is
given of the provision of information about anputation and

prostheses, of the treatrent in the hospital and of the reha-

bilitation process in a specialized rehabilitaLion center, as

well as the postrehabilitation phase. Ihus, in general, it is
the subjective opinion abcut the health care organization with
respect to the amputeeis problens. Finally, some factors of
their present social environment, occupational and personel

situation were analyzed. The suDmary of the prosthesis related
aspects in Sect. 9.2 indicates that tJre amputees cooperating

in this investigation use their prostheses much more than

should be expected on the basis of the data given in Ch. 1

(Table 1.2); only four subjects of the experimental group of
42 subjects did not use a prosthesis (Table 9.1) in the final
phase. In addition to these four subjects, initially provided

with a prosthesis, two amputees responded to the first invita-
tion for cooperation that they had never accepted a prosthesis.
Ihe number of amputees who did not accept a prosthesis still
remains only 14 percent. A bias can exist if the number of
negati-ve responses or no responses on the invitations include

a larger percentage of non-acceptance cases. A natural reaction
might be that there is no reason for participation or there is
no interest in this type of research when no prosthesis is used.
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However, the research into gain in function as well as the re-
search on mental load are set up as a comparison between dif-
ferent prosthesis tlpes. Itrerefore the data presented in this
chapter is quite sufficient for evaluation and integration in
ch. 10.

Final-ly, a last remark has to be made about the preference for
a special prosthesis type, to wtrich Table 9.1 refers. Many in-
dividual factors f.ike occupation, social environment, etc. in-
fluence the restraints to the choice of a particular t1pe. With

regard to this matter, the fitting of the prosthesis and the

level of aryutation (which is partly related to the problem of
fitting) are imlrcrtant. It has to be errpected, therefore, that
in some individual cases the choice for a certain type of pros-

thesis j.s mainly determined by ttre medical condition of stump

and arm,/ shoulder condition.
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INTEGRATION OF THE RESULTS,

DISCUSS ION

AND A FINAL

10.1 General remarks

The research reported in the Chs 7, 8 and 9 covers a

number of aspects of the theoretical model given in Ch. 2. The

mental load which is the main subject reported in this thesis,
has been treated in more detail than the other listed aspects.
The gain in fr:nction was investigated in the laboratory on a
technical Ievel. An evaluation on a more functional level or
task level has not been done yet in a practical situation. The

field study delivered a vast amount of data, frm which the
data most directly related to the prosthesis have been sunma-

rized in Ch. 9; furthermore, it should also provide data about

the individual psychological functions of the amputee, the en-

vironmental variables and the degree of acceptance.

As already mentioned in Ch. 9, the acceptance of prostheses as

was shown by the group of subjects cooperating in the field
study, might be biased by the possibility that the subjects
not using, and rejecting the prosthesis were not proportionally
represented in the sample for investigation. Iherefore. it is
not quite correct to make absolute judgements about acceptance;

however, a comparison between the various prosthesis types is
still possible. Ihe degree of acceptance of a prosthesis func-
tj.on as defined in Sect. 2.3, refers to the use of the prosLhe-

sj-s as is judged by the user. The evaluation of differences be-
tween the acceptance of the various prosthesis tlpes has been

ttrerefore done on the basis of the measures of the actual use

of the prosthesis. Another restriction has to be made about

the interpretability of the data from the various subprojects.
An individual evaluation for each subject on the basis of these

data cannot be made due to the followilg two reasons. At first,
the data obtained in field evaluation and laboratory experi-
ments is not sufficient to determine the weighting matrices of
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ttre proposed model in Ch. 2. A large series of qain function
tests and field measurements on one individual amputee would

be necessary, in which the amputee should show his individual
perfo:mance characteristics with each prosthesis. Second1y,

different groups of subjects were used in the various subpro-

jects.
Ttre integration therefore wiII be done on the basis of the
group results of each prosthesis tlpe, and as far as possible

for each defined function.

LO.2 The prosthesis systems

LO.z.l Ihe cosmetic hand

Tfie cosmetic hand is not considered in ttre gain in func-
tion measurements. Although the performance scores in the nen-

tal load experiments may not be seen as gain in function meas-

urements, some tentative conclusions with respect to the gain
in function might be drawn from the scores.

With a cosmetic hand, COH, active gripping is not possible, but
capability for task performance in non-grripping tasks exists.
The gain in fturction given by the COH will be focussed on the
functions of fixation between prosttresis and body or environ-
ment. The performance scores in the fixation task therefore
night be significant in this case. Although the performance

(figs 7.23 and 7.25) shows rather small variations for the
fixation task at different prostheses it is seen that the COH

which is less heavy than the electric hand, EH, has a slightly
worse performance- (increase in error score E). Ttre weight of
the prosthesis could be an explanation.
The pushing function, i.e. pushing objects in a non-defined
direction, is mainly related to the switchboard task, but is
also related to ttre circle tracking task. The latter task is
more related to the positionlng function, i.e. pushing an
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object into a precise position. Ihe bad performance (high error
score) in the circle tracking task when compared with the other
hands (except for the hook) surnises that the shape of the COH

is not optimal for steering an object to a final position via
a more or less defined path.
The mental load involved in the above discussed motor functions
which are related to three of the test tasks is rather low for
the COH and almost equal to the levels obtained with the body
powered hand, BPHA (Figs 7 .L6 - 7.2O) .

Other functions which are possible with the COH are gesticula-
tion, stabilization functions, sensory function and cosmetic
function. Ihe cosmetic function is the function which is most

ascribed to the COH. Ttle users who have particularly selected
this hand are therefore extremely aware of this function, and

their appraisal might therefore be sometimes rather negative
due to their high expectations. Table 9.2 shows that the COH

is less positively appraised because of ttre cosmetic firnction
than other prostheses, and a considerable amount of negative
remarks are made about the cosmetic aspects. However, the gen-

eral opinion of amputees and rehabilitation specialists is un-
doubtedly that the COH has the best appearance due to its natu-
ral shape and size.

The sensory function which is closely related to the negative
remarks on "no feeling" (Table 9.2) is recognized by the users
as an important function; at least a nuriber of subjects erq)eri-
ence a great loss in sensory function as is seen in Table 9.4.
Ttre use of sensory information via the prosthesis is low and

night be explained by the shape of the hand and the elastic
deformation $rhich prevent an efficient tranmission of forces
and vibrations to the stump. Ihe wearj-ng and using of the COH

can be considered as indicators for the degree of acceptance

of the prosthesis. It is seen from the Tables 9.5 and 9.7 that
the COH is frequently worn and used. OnIy for ttre function of
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carrying, stabilization and bJ-lateral fixation has a low usage

been recorded. It can be concluded that the COH is accepted to
a high degree by its users.

Lo.2 . 2 9e-!99v-pevereg-!e!g-e!g-EeeL

From ttre field j-nvestigation it is known that the body

powered hand, BPHA, and body powered hook, BPHO, are used alter-
natively by the amputees. It is therefore more realistic to
consider the BPHA and BPHO as one prosthetic iystem with easily
interchangeable terminal devices. In fact, one might say, that
the acceptance of the BPHA or BPHO is strictly related to the

situation. The appraisal of these two prostheses by the sub-
jects has therefore to be seen in the context of the individual
need to use Lhe prosthesis functions. This will be elucidated
next in the discussion of these functions.

The various functions of fixation between prosthesis and body

or prosthesis and environment are related to measurements con-

cerning Ehe stiffness of fingers and thumb (Ch. 8); no measures

of the hook are available, but the metal hook will give a high
stiffness which might be favorable in fixation functions, push-

ing function and positioning function. Ho!'rever, it appeared in
the mental load experiments with the fixation task that the

small weight and smoottr surface of the hook is rqther disad-
vantageous j-n fixation. The hook showed a poorer perf,ormance

(larger error score) in tl:re fixation task. BoLh other functions
mentioned, the pushing and positioninqJ, are analogous to this:
A high error score in ttre circle tracking task and switchboard

task, respectively. The body powered hand is much better in
these functions. With respect to the fixation in the prosthesis
(gripping), the results are partly equal for the BPHA and the

BPHO. Itrese prostheses have a rather rnoderate grasping force
and can be closed or opened rather quickly. The control system

with a spring for closilg and the proprioceptive feedback of
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the controlling muscles provide a system with the best possi-
bilities for accurate gripping activities. It is even recog-
nized during the measurements of the physical functions (Ch. 8),
that this control system, essentially a force control system,
shorrs some kind of self adaptivity when small movements or vi-
brations are changing the gripping position. The good perform-
ance in the function fj.xation in the prosthesis with respect
to the accuracy of gripping is also illustrated by the error
score E in Fig. 7.24; in this flgure it is seen that for the
prehension task as well as for the pigeon-hole task the per-
formance is better for body powering than for electrical power-

ing.

Ihe me.:ntal load which is related to the above discussed motor
functions can be inferred from the results described in Ch. 7,

and from those which were disoussed in Sect. 7.5.2. Summarj_zing

these results and relating them to the defined prosthesis firnc-
tions the following remarks can be made.

The BPIIA does not involve more mental load than the cosmetic
hand in the non-gripping fr:nctions. Although a considerable
increase in mental load exists if the internal gripping func-
tion is used, the mental load remains in this case less than
for the EMG controlled prosthesls. The BPHO appears to be either
equal or worse in those functions. The relatively small area
of contact at positioning (switctrboard task) might be the reason

of additional attention, and thus might increase the mental
Ioad.
Internal fixation with the BPHO of cylindrical objects with a

large force shoi,vs that additional attention is needed, i.e. a

high mental load score in the manipulation task was measured.

Finally the lnferior ability of the BPHO to fixate a moving

cylindrical or spherical object causes also an increased mental
load (circle tracking task) compared with other prostheses in
the same task.
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Ihe cosmetic function, as was appraised by subjects during the

field investigation, shows a high incidence of positive renarks

on this aspect for the BPHA as well as for the BPHO (Table 9.21.
The high score on the BPHo in this case is unexpected. Even

more remarkable is the 1ow score on naming negative aspects of
the BPHO. In considering these numbers from the Table 9.1 it
has to be realized that the subjects were only asked to judge

their own system. Ihe absolute value of these scores might be

therefore submitted to sources of bias alike differences in the

average use of the prosthesis. However, the.large difference
bethreen the scores on the negative cosmetic aspects of the epHA

and BPHO, both appraised by the same sr:bjects, cannot be ex-
plained by such bias. An explanation for this difference might

be that the subjects judge the cosrnetic function of their pros-

thesis strictly in the context of their actual use. With this
pair of body powered prostheses, the subject has always the

possibility to adapt to the circumstances; this might imply

that the BPHO is only used in a restricted number of situations
in which the technical appearance of the BPHo fits quite well.

The scores of the sensory function, of which the judgenents have

been given in Table 9.4, are not available for BPIIA and BPHO

separately. The total scores for both prostheses sho\", that there

is an indication that the sensory function is used most in the

case of body powered prostheses.

The use of the prosthesis functions was also added for the BPIIA

and BPHO (Table 9.3). This is indeed appropriate due to the

fact that the BPHA and BPHO are used alternatively and thus

for the comparison with other prosthesis systems the entire
body powered system has to be considered. However, at the in-
terpretation of the actuai figures it can not be iecided !ilheth-

er the BPHO or the BPHA is responsilcle for a deviation in the

scores. These scores show that the body powered system is used

relatively less than other systems in the case of the support,
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pushing, positioning and gesticulation function. As far as the
BPHO is responsible for these 1ow scores, except for gesticula-
tion, it is in agreement with a smaller gain in function of
these prosthesis functions as they could be explained by means

of a lower level of performance in the switchboard task and

circle tracking task.

L 0 . 2 . 3 Ibg -EUg -9e!!r-91 
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Ihis section deals with the EMG controlled electrically
powered prosthesis without or with an active wrist rotation
possiJcility (EH and EHW). Sone data of the EH have already
been implicitly discussed in the previ.ous sections. However,

for the sake of clarity, these data will be given in this sec-
tion again. The gain in function of the EH with respect to the
various functions of fixation between body and environment is
almost equal to the BPHA. The larger weight of the EH might be

the reason of a slightly better performance on fixation between
prosthesis and environment as far as this is demonstrated j_n

the fixation task (Fig. 7.24) . T.tre internal fixation function
is generally considered as a very important function of the
EH. The resultsofrelated evaluation of tJ..is function, as is
given in Ch. 8, show the following inportant characteristics
of the EH:

o A large gripping force j-s the reason that in various physical
measureEents the EH appears to be the best.

r Ihe stj.ffness of the grasp construction results in a fixa-
tion of an object in the hand which is s@etimes loosened

by small movaments or vibrations.
o The opening and closing of the prosthesis is much slower than

for the BPHA. The movement wittr a constant speed looks rather
unnatural. The tecturical reason for this is tJle usually ap-
plied tlpe of EMG control, i.e. an on and off switching of
the electric motor when one of the processed EMG signats
crosses a threshold value.
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Furthermore, the quality of the Performance related to the

fixation, as was seen with the execution of the prehension

task and pigeon-hole task in Fig. 7.24, reveals that the EH is

disadvantageous with respect to the body powered prostheses.

A very slight improvement of perfonnance in the manipulation

task with the EH was made possible by the large gripping f<>rce

which fixates the bolt in this task very efficiently.
The gain in function of ttre active wrist rotation unit is rtot

considered j-n the laboratory experiments. Ihe analysis of ?.DL,

Ch. 6, shows that at a number of activities the wrist rotation

can be effectively used. Most subjects in the field evaluation

study used a passive wrist rotation unit. These units can be

rotated in twelve positions by means of the other, normal, hand.

The subjects report that a smaller number of positions, for
example three or two, which gives a cheaper construction and

can be more reliable, would be disadvantaqeous. This suggests

that the wrist rotation means practically a gai.n in function.
Whether or not the active versus passive wrist rotation means

a gain in function cannot be concluded. But one has to keep in
mind that the wrist rotation is mostly used to obtain an opti-
mal orientation of the hand and fi-ngers before the actual grip-

ping activity is performed, thus a simultaneous operation o1:

tl:e wrist unit and other prosthesis activity is seldom necesis-

ary.

The mental load, which is related to the above mentioned notor
functions, is higher for the EH than for any of the other Pros-
thesis tl4)es, for as far as it concerns gripping tasks (Fig.

7.L6) . Especially, in the case where an accurate force is re-
quired, as in the prehension task, j-t turns out that the elec-
trically powered hand shows a large increase in mental load

score, accompanied by a worse performance of the prosthesis

task. In the non-gripping tasks it appears that the EH demon-

strates only for the switchboard task a slightly increased
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mental load. Ihe heavy weight of the EH xoight hinder the re-
quired accurate positioning in this task.
The use of the switch activated wrist rotati-on unit in the
prehension task and pigeon-hoIe task with the electrically
powered hand with wrist unit, EIIW, causes a large increase in
mental load as it was seen in Fig. 7.16. In the other tasks
ttrere should not be any difference in the scores between EH

and EHW. However, in the case of the sr+itchboard task it was

seen in Fig. 7.16 that the mental load scores are lower with
the EHW than with the EH. The performance scores in the s:me

sj-tuation are reversed (Fig. 7.24). A possible explanation
might be that the use of the active wrist rotation has caused

a different initial state of the hand, thus resulting in dif-
ferent performance and mental load scores.

Ihe cosmetic aspects of the EH are highly appreciated as has

been indicated in Table 9.2. A comparison of the EH with the
BPIIA shows indeed an even more positive appraisal and a much

smaller number of indicated negative aspects.

The use of the EH in gesticulation and stabilization is esti-
mated to be more frequent than for the BPHA (Table 9.3). Wlth
respect to the stabilization function it might be possi-ble

that the larger weight of the EH is responsiJcle for this higher
rating. Conversily, it could be said that a light prosthesis
does not contribute very much to stabilization.

An equal percentage of the EH users and BPIIA users experienced

a great loss in sensory function but a saller percentage re-
ports using the prosthesis as a sensory device.

The acceptance of the EH, as deduced frm the observed use, is
rather good. The EH has the highest score on the gripping,
i.e. the fixation in the prosthesis. The large gripping force
is restrrcnsible for this result.
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10.3 Summary and discussion on the prosthesis
functions

As will be clear from the discussion in Sect. 10.2, none

of the prosthesis systems can be considered as the best choice

without specifying the individual circr:mstances of an amputee.

And, of course, not only the prosthesis functions determine

the final selection but also pure medical aspects and social
aspects can be decisive as far as it concerns the attachment

of the prosthesis to the body and the prospects of control pos-

sibilities.
A sunmary of the final results with respect to the various
prosthesis types, prosthesis functions and investigated vari-
ables is given in Table 10.1. Ihe tal:Ie shows a classification
of the prosthesis tlpes for each fr:nction separately on the

variables mental load, gain in fr:nction and acceptance. If a

value of the variable concerned appears to be worse than the

average value of aII prostheses, it is denoted by number 1,

i.e. a high value of the mental load variable and a low value

of the gain in function are considered to be worse (than aver-
age). An average value of the variable is denoted by the number

2. Classification number 3 is assigned to a value of the vari-
able which is better than average.

It is shown in Table 10.1 that not all prosthesis functions
are completely evaluated and assigned with a score on each of
the variables: Mental load, gain in fturction and acceptance.

Four of the functions are evaluated with respect to all three

variables, i.e. the fixation function between prosthesis and

environment, gripping function, pushing function and positj-on-

ing function.
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Table 10.L flnntoty of results; classifieation of ptosthesis
types for each prosthesis funetion and inuesti-
gated oariable
- No data atsailable or/and. not applieable* Coneez,ns only ttrc passitse gripping'/. Uppez, Left rwnber BPHA; Louez, rt4ht ntmber:

BPHO

(rr,
/o6

/,,{/i
,TZ

gain in fuctlon

n 64tl;
3 r9
HO

hental load 3 1 2

galn ln fuctlon 3 3 2 2 2

accepEnce 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

1. Worse than avelage.
2, Average.
3. Better than averag€.
Purther explamtlon: See text.

Ihe data as given by Tab1e 10.1 fit in a slmplified version of
the model derived from Ch. 2. A diagram of this slmrplified ver-
sion is given in Fig. 10.1.

In this diagram the functionality variable is omitted which

avoids the difficulty that two closely related relatj-onships
have to be determined separately, i.e. the relationship between

the prosthesis variables, the indivldual variables, and the
frrnctionality, and the relationship between frxlctionality and

Ehe degree of acceptance. In addition Lo this, it appeared in
the field investigations which are partly descrilced in Ch. 9,

that no clear distinction could be made between psychological
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acceptance
criterion

PATIEMT

with

PROSTIiESIS

and

ENVIROI.I,E}fT

required
nental load
vector n(C()

individual
variables

psychological
tests

nedical
ex@ination

enviromental
variablessocial

tests
physical

exili-nation

Fig. 10.1 Sy'rnplified model of est*nating the aeeeptarwe of
a prosthesis

and social aspects. Both have an individual influence on the
particular value of the acceptance which finally results. Itre

values which are converted to the classification numbers in
Table 10.1 constitute the actual computed vector values of
the mental load g(o), the gain function m(o) and the acceptance

of the prosthesis.
Although it is not possiJrle with the present set of data to
determine the weighting matrices Q and R in order to evaluate

the mental load and gain in function in relation to the accept-
ance, a number of remarks can be made about the extreme situ-
ations. A low classification of mental 1oad, that is a high
load, and a low classification of gain in frxtction will not
Iikely result in a high degree of acceptance. And, conversily,
a low mental load (high classification) and a high gain in
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function will be the most favorable situation to obtaj-n a good

acceptance. Table 10.1 shows some of these situations which

are in agreement with the theoretical model.

A general comparison between the prosthesis tlpes as they are

classified in Table 10.1 reveals that the average score on the

acceptance variable is the highest for the electric hand and

the lowest for the body powered hand and hook. The mental load

classifications are, as far as can be considered, rather equal

on average for the different prostheses. Ihe electric prosthe-

sis is on average also the best one with respect to the gain

in function. In contrary to the acceptance, the general com-

trrarison shows that the cosmetic hand has on average the least
gain in function. The last remark can therefore be sr:mmarized

as follows. In the case that a choice is made for a prosthesis

with an active gripping possiJoility, there seems to exist a

tendency to select the prosthesis tlpe with the highest gain

in function.

The absence of tasks and related observations concerning the

bilateral fi-xation during the field recordings made it impos-

sible to draw conclusions about the gain in this function.

Eixation between prosthesis and body could not be evaluated in
the mental load studies, due to the fact that the length of
tlxe experimental orthosis makes most tasks close to tlxe body

very difficult or even impossible. A quantification of the

gain j-n function related to this type of activities is also

difficult in a laboratory. However, the fixation between pros-

thesis and body occurs in the case of dressing. The possibili-
ty to dress oneself is considered to be important for indepen-

dence. It is therefore expected that this function contrilcutes

substantially to the degree of acceptance.

The support and carrying functions are also not assigned with
mental load and gain in function values. The prosthesis plays
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a passive role in the use of these functions. If the fitt.ing
of the prosthesis at the stump is sufficient, it is not likely
that these functions cause an additionaL load when referred to
a normal situation. Gain in support or carrying function only

depends on the length of the stump, for example, in the case

of a wrist exarticulation hardly any difference in the use of
these functions will show up when a prosthesis is either worn

or not worn.

Gesticulation is an important indication whether or not the

amputee has accepted the prosthesis as a part of the body. No

mental load values are obtained. Moreover, it would be very

difficult to measure mental load during gesticulation, because

of the fact that natural use of gesticulation can probably not

be programmed for experiments; gesticulation seems to be an

activity which is performed at an unconscious level.

The stabilization function is, as already previously indicated,
based on the replacement of some weight instead of the ampu-

tated part of the limb. As the stabilization is basically the

role of the swinging mass to stabilize the human body, it might

be important, only for this function, that the mass of tl".e am-

putated body part is replaced to a certain extent. The rather
heavy electrj-c hand is with respect to this criterium the best

one. However, one has to keep in mind that a heavy weight of
the prosthesis has disadvantages with resPect to the fitting,
and furtherrrore that the amputee feels the weight of the Pros-
thesis disproportionately because of the fact that the prosthe-

sj-s is not fixed to the human skeleton but hangs on and presses

on the tissue and muscles.

Ihe sensory function as used to retrieve information from the

environment depends strongly on the quality of the fitting.
Inquiries about the use of this function show a relatively
small use. rn fact, the sensingr with the amputated lirnb is
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replaced by other sensory modalitiesr such as vision, or, j-n

case of unilateral amputation, by sensing with the other hand.

Finally, the cosmetic aspects are of great importance to the

amputees. The remarkable low classification of the cosmetic

hand has already been explained in Sect. 10.2.1.

LO.4 Concluding remarks and further research

Ihe following list of remarks on executed and future re-
search can be made:

o The mental load, gain in function and acceptance cannot be

described with one single scalar quantity. It is therefore

not possible to give a general rule for selection of a pros-

thesis on the basis of these variables, because of the fact
that each individual amputee appreeiates and weights the

various aspects of these quantities differently. The given

lists of data on mental load and gain in function are a

first attenpt in providing the user and the professional ad-

visor with relevant data on the aspects of task performance

with a prosthesis.
. It is not possi-ble to validate the theoretical model on the

basis of the availa-ble data. However, the data, which are

available at this moment do not deny the existence of such

a structure in the process of accepting a prosthesis. Vali-
dation of ttre model requi-res more data on the individual ap-

praisal of functions and related load, i.e. the weighting

matrices necessary to predict functionality and acceptance.

Besides that, the data have to be collected on the same sub-

ject for all the variables investigated. It is expected,

however, that the relatively small population of amputees

with a comparable situation, is insufficient to obtain reli-
able esti-nates of the weighting matrices.

o It would be helpful in the selection of a prosthesis that
the ADL data will be evaluated with respect to the imPortance
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and the frequency distribution of the Iisted activities.
a Further research is strongly recommended to describe other

categories of activities like hobbies and occupational ac-

tivities, probably in the same way as the ADL activities.
o Ihe nethod chosen to evaluate tlxe mental load during pros-

thesis task activities proves to be useful and uright even be

applied in clinical and postclinical circumstances. The es-

tj.mation of the parameters of the mathematical model of the

subject while executing the SCIT can be disregarded in the

case of strictly practical applications.
o Task analytical approach in quantifying the mental load is

still considered as a fundamentally attractive method. How-

ever, it was seen in the Chs 4 and 5 that some conceptual

problems are not sufficiently defined. Furthermore, some ex-
ploratory experiments have shown that this approach is rather
elaborate and thus time consuming. Nevertheless, it is still
believed that this approach can give much more basic under-

standi-ng j-n task performance investigations.
o ILre experiments and other available data (Zuithoff et al.,

1979) do not support the need for an active wrist rotation
unit. However, it is suggested that a properly desi.gned field
experiment should be executed to evaluate the possibilities
and use of an active wrist rotation possibilitlz for unilat-
eral amputees.

o With respect to the control of the electrically powered hand

it appears that the EMG control with the chosen system of
processing the EMG signal to an on - off control of the grasp

motion is far from optimal. Positive results obtained with
the body lrcwered systems suggest that improvements can be

obtained in the control of the electrically powered hand.

Ihe chosen on - off system is undoubtedly an effective way to
prevent ttre actual use of the proprioceptive information from

the muscle which j-s used to provide the control system with
EMG signals.
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The use of identification techniques for estimation of de-

sired states of (groups of) controlling muscles and the

translation in compatible control signals is suggested to
improve the reliability and ttre accuracy of the control
(Graupe, Cline, L976).

Modern developments in the field of micro-electronics and

computing facilitate in the practical application of these

techniques. However, the serious problen of giving adequate

feedback of prosthesis state information remains insolved.

o The developrnent and construction of the experimental ortho-
sis as described in Ch. 7 led to the idea that it is worth-

while to investigate whether such equiPnent can be helpful
in the selection of a prosthesis. Before an extensive ir-
reversilcle training is executed, the amputee can have a

guick overview about the possiJcilities and difficulties re-

lated to the various prosthesis desigms. Standardization of

the coupling between prosthesis hand and the fitting at-
tached to the human body has to result in a possible quick

change of a prost}esis tlpe..Ihe alternating use of the

hook and body powered hand is an example of this trrcssibility.
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APPENDIX A. THE MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF THE

USED PHYSIOLOGICAT MEASURES

A number of simple physiological measures are used in the pre-
liminary experiments, i.e. the respiration rate, heart rate
and heart rate variablitity.

'Ihe z'espiv,ation was recorded continuously by means of a ther-
mistor. this thermistor was placed on the nose of the subject
s;uch that the subject's respiration caused a cooling and warm-
j-ng up of the thermistor. The resistance variations of the
thermistor were processed by a respiration rate analyser (Sie-
mens company) which included a band pass filter. Ihe output of
this apparatus was recorded on magnetic tape. The actual res-
piratj-on rate was calculaLed as follows: The respiration sig-
na1 replayed from the magnetic tape was converted into a pulse

series by a hysteresis circuit, hence each inhalation caused

a pulse. After that, the respiratj-on rate was calculated as

the ratio between the maximum number of respiration pulse in-
tervals during a measurement of about five minutes and the
duration of the intervals counted.
Ihe respiration rate during an experimental condition is de-

fined as percentage increase or decrease in the respiration
rate referred to the rate measured durinq the rest condition.

lhe heart rate ua?iables were derived from the electrocardio-
gram (ECG) which is obtained by means of electrodes placed on

the thorax. the used equipment consisted of a cardiotachometer
(Rood company) which delivered a pulse at the output at the

top of each R-wave in the ECG. T'hese pulses were recorded on

magmetic tape and processed afterwards on a digital computer.

The heart rate was calculated principally in the seme way as

the respiration rate descriSed above. To calculate a score for
the variability of the heart rate, one can choose from a large
number of possibilities which are found in ttre literature
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(Opueer, L973). A classlcal one, which is frequently used, is
chosen frm ttre alternatlves (IQlsbeek, 1957), i.e. ttre heart
rate variability, HRV:

(A.1)

where: S is the total sun of all positive differences of the
durations of succeeding beat to beat lntervals, and N is ttre

number of ti.mes that a positive difference as given above is
followed by a negative one for the next two succeeding inter-
vals. The quantities S and N are calculated during a predefined

period. In the calculations of ttris report, a period of one

minute is used.

Ttre obtained scores for heart rate and heart rate variability
are also e:rpressed as the percentage increase or decrease of
the rate and the rate variabil-ity, respectively, referred to
their values measured during rest condition.

rnv=*
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APPENDIX B. THE SUBCRITICAL AND CRITICAL INSTABITITY

TRACKING TASKS

The motivation of the development of the subcritical and cri-
tical instability tracking tasks, SCIT and CIT, respectively,
came from the field of aircraft control studies. A first con-

sLstent overview of the theory and possiJcle applications was

g.Lven by .fex et aI. (1966). Some of the elements of this over-
v.Lew will be given here.

The system to be controlled in this tracking task was a first
o::der instable system. A mechanical analog of this system is
a castor placed on a conveyor belt running with a certain
s1>eed as is presented in Fig. B.1.

Et'g. 8.1 Meehanieal analog of the instoble tracking task

Asi can be seen from the figure, the wheel will diverge from

ttre centerline. This can be prevented by giving an appropriate
ccntrol action, i.e. movlng tshe pivot of the castor such that
cr.t) >y(t), resulting in a decrease in y(t). fn this way it is
in principle possible to control the castor such that the wheel

follows the centerline or a certain course on the belt. It
means that the gain factor of the controller has to be larger
than one.

In an electronical analog of this system a sr:bject was told to
control the electrical system such that the difference between

with uheel

centerline{r'''.-
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output y(t) and input u(t), i.e. the error e(t) is as small as

possiJcle (Fig. B.2).

Eig. 8.2 Bloek diagran of the instabLe systan

The transfer fr:nction, ttr(jto), of the instable system of Fig.
B.1 is as follows:

H2(jo)=#=# (8.1)

with tr = v/r denoting the level of instability.
It is seen from Fig. B.1 that the control actions have to be

faster in the case of a smaller value of r or in the case of
a larger value of v, i.e. a larger value of l. Assuming that
the control behavior of a subject which is controlling the in-
stable system can be described by a linear transfer function,
it is trrossiJcle to compute the gain margins. As is indicated

above, the sr:bject has to operate above a minimr:m value of the

gain in order to stabilize the whole system, i.e. the subject

with the instable system. It can be shown that also operation

above a certain maximr:m value of the sr:bject's gain will lead

to an oscillatory behavior of the entire man - machine system.

In Fig. B.3 the theoretical gain margins are given at various

levels of instability; here it is assumed that in the man-

machine system the subjectrs control behavior can be described

by a gain factor K, and time delay rv (Jex et al. , 1966). It
is seen in this figure that the measured gain of a subject lies
roughly at the gecmetric mean of upper and lower gain bounda-

ries. An additional task to be performed together with this
type of tracking task will result in less optinal gain in the
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nodel of the subjectrs behavior, i.e. a decrease in the gain

factor K as has been seen in the experiments described in
ch.5.

t =0.11 secv

upper gain linit
actual gain of
the subject

lolrer galn linit

-+ 
I rad

sec

Fig. 8.3 Gain mangins and aetual measwed gains of a
subject at xarious Le"*els of instobility

With an increasing value of I the gain margin becomes zero;

at that 1rcint the system cannot be controlled anlanore by the

subject and the corresponding value of I is called the criti-
cal value I .c
According to ttre theory of the cross-over model as proposed

by McRuer (L967), the control behavior of the human operator

in the SCIT can be described by a thlo paremeter model. In this
two parameter model with the Parameters, the gain K, and the

time delay rv, the critical value of I is theoretically
)t = L/r . This is the base for the so-called critical insta-cv
bility task. In this task the subject has to control the
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instable system as long as possiJrle while the value of L in-
creases gradually. Ttris increase of tr is performed automatj--

caIly. In the e:<periments described in Ch. 5, tr starts at zero

and increases with 0.2 rad,/sec2 until- the displayed error has

a value larger than 25t of the maxirnum possiJcle display error.
From that moment I increases with 0.05 rad,/sec2 until the sub-
ject loses conUrol and the displayed error reaches the display
boundaries. Itre scheme of the equipment as used in the er<peri-

nents is given in Fig. 8.4.

Slllty ot I

.?1b. 8.4 Sektp of the SCn (), f'Lreil and. CfT ()t inereasing)

'['he value ],_ at the moment of losing control is hetd constantc-
by the logic control thus giving the possibility to the ex-
per5-menter for reading the value and logging it on paper. A

ueasurement cf tr takes about 30 to 60 seconds, and was re-
c

peated a number of times to obtain a reliable estinate of the
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subject's individual value of L..

Fj-nally, the characteristics of the aural display and the pedal

control are given in Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 8.6, respectively.

N
E
J1

o
o
{J

u{
o
x
U

o5
cl
tu
t{q{

------+ 
error e(t) [v]

Eig. 8.5 Ihe eharaeteristie of the atual display

trcltr'lill
dz
hp^
(tJ
ovoo

force on left side cf
-+_the pedal [H]

fcrce on right side of

-{- 

the pedal [N]

-t@ -80 -60 -40

--

b 40 50 80 100

Fig, 8.6 ?he eltanaetev,istie of the foot peda.L
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APPENDIX C. THE DESCRIBING FUNCTION MODEL OF THE

SUBJECTIS CONTROL BEHAVTOR IN THE SCIT

Ihe describing function model of the behavior of a subject in
a tracking task is basetl on the linear system theory, resulting
in a linear, mathematical relation between the input displayed

to the subject and the output generated by the subject. In ad-

dition to this linear relation, a rernant is added to the out-
put being a part of the model. The mathematical relation de-

pends on the system to be controlled and the behavior of the

subject. TLre proposed model for the control behavior in the

scIT is based on the servo control theory applied to human con-

trol behavior (McRuer et aI. , 7967). According to this theory
and to the exploratory experiments the proposed model of the

subjectrs control behavior in the SCIT is as follows:

-'i 2Tvr
H1 (v)=K'e " v (c. 1)

The parameters of this model, i.e. the gain factor K and the

time delay Trrr tJ€r€ estj-mated as follows (Stassen et aI.,
C}:.2, 1973). In Fig. C.l the setup of the SCIT is given.

n(v) ll | +lc(v)

81,5. C.1 Ihe deeeribing funetionmodel of the subject's
eontrol behaoiot'

As is seen in this figure the subject is presented in this
task as a linear model and a remant added to the output of
the model. Due to the fact that the remnant is added to the

signal c and is fed back to the input of the subject, result-
irrg finally in an error signal e, the remnant is not uncorre-

lated with this si.gnal e. Thus, the identification of the
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parameters of H1 (v) will be biased when sirnply the linear re-
lation between the signals c and e is given.
An unbiased estimate of the transfer function H, (v) will be

obtained if the remnant N(v) is not correlated with the input
signal. This is not complicated in the case of an open loop
system. When the reutant is fed back to the input, i.e. in a

closed loop system, special filter tectrniques have to be ap-

plied in order to obtain an uncorrelated reronant term N(v). A

presentation of such a technique is given in Fig. C.2.

filter

Fig. C.2 CLosed Loop deseribing function model identifieation
proeedut e

Ihe filtering can be done in an attractive way if the input
signal U consists of a sum of sinusoids. Then the filter oper-
ation reduces to the computation of those Fourier coefficients
which correspond to the frequencies of the sinusoids in the
signal U. In the case of an infinite observation time all other
Fourier components of the signals E and C are, per definition,
belonging to the reurant fraction of the respective signals
because of.the fact that no linear relationship with the in-
put signal U can exist.
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In Fig. C.3 an example of the amplitude strEctra of the signals
U, E and C are given.

z
3

I

z
E

I

I vluzl 1* v [uz]

F'ig. C.3 Euunple of anplitude speetra of U(v), E(v) and.
C(v) fran the prelunirwry enpev'hnents.
The arv,ous on the horizontaL anis indieate the
frequeneies of the sinusotde of the input signal

The transfer function H, (v) can now be determined at the fre-
quencies of the input signal by division of the corresponding

Fr>urier coefficients of the signals, C(v) and E(v) respective-
1:t. An example of the resulting Bode diagram is given in Fig.
c,4.
I'he model fitted to the data points is also presented in the

f:-gure by the solid lines. The optimal set of parameters in
the model is defj-ned such that the cost crj-terion J, i.e. the

scluared error between the proposed model i, (v) (Fig. c.2) and

the actual ,fata points of the Bode diagram j.s minimal. The

algorittrns r:sed for this parameter estimation were availa.ble

at t:he Laboratory for Measurement and Control.
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_-+ v[Hz]

E1:S . C.4 An eaanrple of the Bode diagron
anl. fitted model H,(v) fron the
aperiments deeeribed in Ch. Z




